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ABSTRACT
Service marketers have long needed research developed 
within the services area for services application. The 
majority of satisfaction research has pertained to products 
and attributes contained by those products. Yet with the 
acknowledged differences between services and products, 
there is still a void in the services satisfaction 
literature.
The research attempted to develop a service-based 
model of consumer satisfaction with credence-based 
services, using cognitive scripts for the formation of 
expectations. Scripts represent a cognitive movie of what 
events should happen and in what order. When this expected 
process of events is deviated by the service provider, 
correspondent inference was posited as the mechanism 
consumers may use to evaluate the information provided by 
the deviate action. This evaluation influences consumers 
affect toward the service provider, their satisfaction with 
the service provider, and their intention to return to the 
service provider in the future.
It was concluded that consumers do have cognitive 
scripts for credence-based services and that these scripts 
are adaptable to accommodate unexpected events. Consumers
vi
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did use correspondent inference to evaluate the deviate 
event performed by the service provider and this influenced 
consumers judgements of the service provider.
vii
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CHAPTER ONE 
INTRODUCTION
The market place today is increasingly competitive; 
and, it has long been acknowledged by product-related firms 
that a marketing orientation is essential for survival.
Yet, for services, this orientation has struggled to 
develop even with the increasing importance of services in 
our economy. While the service sector of our economy is 
more than twice as large as the manufacturing sector 
(Lovelock 1984), the knowledge base from which services 
marketers may draw is substantially less than that of 
product marketers.
Product satisfaction research has led product 
marketers to implement programs that evaluate and improve 
customer satisfaction (e.g., longer warranties and toll- 
free consumer hot-lines). But there are few such 
accomplishments for service marketers. The service 
marketer, at best, attempts to apply product-based 
strategies without knowledge of the applicability of these 
strategies in the service setting. At worst, service 
marketers may totally ignore service satisfaction in hope 
that ignorance is bliss and a problem won't develop. The 
purpose of this research is to provide service marketers 
with service-based research by examining customer
1
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satisfaction, affect, and repeat patronage intention 
associated with the professional service provider, using 
cognitive scripts as the framework for expectation 
formation.
To date, no conceptual framework of this nature has 
been proposed for use by marketing managers in service 
firms. From a methodological standpoint, the techniques 
used to examine services are in their infancy and require 
continued replication and extension. Therefore, the 
research contributions will be: (1) the use of cognitive 
scripts to develop a framework for services expectation 
formation, (2) an empirical test of a framework for 
assessing satisfaction with professional services, and (3) 
applying Smith and Houston's rank ordering approach for 
script measurement in an experimental setting.
The following sections will illustrate the reasoning 
and process to be used in the research, beginning with 
service satisfaction. This is followed by a discussion of 
cognitive scripts, which leads to the research questions.
SERVICE SATISFACTION 
Differences Between Services and Products
Even though there is a large satisfaction knowledge 
base, the majority of this knowledge was developed in 
product settings and due to differences between services 
and products, it should not be applied to services without 
careful evaluation. Nelson (1970) provides us with two
R eproduced  with perm ission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without perm ission.
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categories of qualities for consumer goods. The first is 
search qualities. These refer to attributes a consumer may 
evaluate before purchase of the good. Such qualities are 
readily accessible by the consumer and assist in the 
evaluation process of the good. Secondly, there are 
experience qualities. These are attributes which can only 
be discerned after purchase or during consumption of the 
good. This makes it a bit more difficult for the consumer 
to evaluate the good, since there are fewer qualities for 
the consumer to use in his evaluation process.
Darby and Karni (1973) added a third category of 
qualities to Nelson's list. These are credence qualities 
and refer to attributes which a consumer may not be able to 
evaluate even after purchase and consumption due to the 
level of knowledge required to understand what the good 
does. This makes the evaluation process extremely 
difficult for the consumer, since he now has very little 
information to use in his evaluation process.
An article of clothing is very easy to evaluate and 
would be considered to possess many search qualities. The 
texture, color, and weight of clothing can be assessed 
before purchasing the article. But a vacation is much 
harder to assess before it is actually taken. This high 
degree of experience qualities leads to some uncertainty 
until the vacation is consumed. After that, the consumer 
may easily evaluate the vacation. Finally, a root canal,
R eproduced with perm ission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without perm ission.
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which is high in credence qualities, may not be assessable 
even after the procedure is performed. Aside from a relief 
from pain, few consumers are knowledgeable enough to truly 
evaluate the root canal procedure itself.
We may think of these qualities as being indicators of 
a good's location on an evaluation continuum. If the good 
has many search qualities, then it will likely be located 
at the easy to evaluate end of the evaluation continuum.
On the other hand, if the good contains many credence 
qualities, then it will be located at the difficult to 
evaluate end of the continuum. This is illustrated below 
(adapted from Zeithaml 1981).
search experience credence
qualities qualities qualities
< —    >
easy to difficult to
evaluate evaluate
clothing vacations root canals
What is it consumers evaluate? With products such as 
clothing, consumers are evaluating the performance of the 
product itself. The physical attributes of the clothing 
may be inspected, such as texture, thickness, and weight.
As we move to the right on the continuum, we may encounter 
product/service combinations. A visit to a restaurant 
includes aspects of both services and products. Just as 
with clothing, the food and drink are physical products to 
evaluate, but the waiter's behavior is a service. At this 
point, consumers may evaluate both the product (food and
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drink) and the service (waiter's behavior). At the extreme 
right of the continuum, a root canal may also be considered 
as having both a product and service component. The 
sequence of events or the service process consumers follow 
while obtaining the root canal is the service element; and, 
the service procedure performed by the service provider 
constitutes the product element. The service process 
(sequence of events) may be: check-in with the 
receptionist, have a seat in the waiting room, the 
assistant calls the patient back, and so forth. The 
service procedure is the physical root canal the patient 
leaves the office with. The usefulness of this distinction 
will be elaborated upon in later sections.
Characteristics of Services
The characteristics of services have been enumerated 
by numerous scholars (e.g. Besom 1973, Rathmell 1974, 
Eiglier et al. 1977, Zeithaml 1981). Four main 
characteristics distinguish services from products: (1) 
intangibility, (2) nonstandardization, (3) perishability, 
and (4) inseparability of production and consumption. 
Intangibility pertains to the inability of services to be 
evaluated by the senses in the same manner as a product. 
Certain products may be held and examined prior to 
purchase. The product may be touched and shaken as part of 
the consumer's evaluation process. On the other hand, 
services normally can't be held, touched, or shaken.
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Nonstandardization refers to the producers' inability 
to maintain consistent performance and quality with a 
service. A service is not amenable to a controlled 
production line process as is a product. Manufacturers are 
constantly searching for methods of production that remove 
the uncertainty of human operation from the production 
line. Product-based manufacturing makes use of machines 
and robots to perform repetitive processes that are 
performed time and time again with the same precision. In 
this case, the end result is very controlled and 
predictable. The service provider usually has much less 
control over the production of the service, since most 
services are labor intensive. Many services are performed 
in the consumer's home or place of business and not in a 
controlled manufacturing environment where managers may 
oversee production. This places more responsibility on the 
individual(s) actually providing the service to maintain 
the performance and quality levels of the service. The 
actions of the service provider(s) are greatly influenced 
by a number of events. An argument with their wife or 
girlfriend, financial concerns, sickness, and motivation 
level are all factors that may influence the performance of 
people on a day to day basis.
Because a service is an action that is performed, it 
can not be inventoried. This perishability of services 
leads to difficulties in strategic planning for service
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managers. When supply exceeds demand for products, 
managers may then build inventory for expected times when 
demand will exceed supply. But services are not capable of 
this. Unused capacity remains idle, since to produce the 
service without customers is like having a running faucet 
with no plug in the sink. Then, in times when demand 
exceeds supply, there is no inventory of services to draw 
upon and customers are turned away.
Finally, the inseparability of production and 
consumption entails the service provider producing the 
service simultaneously with the consumer's consumption of 
the service. This inseparability usually draws the 
consumer into the production of the service, thereby 
affecting the production and quality of the service. A 
number of medical tests require that patients not eat or 
drink after midnight of the night before the administration 
of the test. If this is not done, the test may need to be 
rescheduled, the results of the test may be harder to 
interpret, or the test results may even be inconclusive. 
This may lead to the consumer feeling that the outcome of 
the service is partially their responsibility. A haircut 
is dependent on the skill of the provider and also the 
communication of the specifications of the haircut by the 
consumer. After a bad haircut, the consumer may feel that 
he did not communicate his requirements sufficiently to the 
provider.
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This inseparability also leads to greater emphasis on 
the sequence of service provision. While in product 
manufacturing there is usually a time for inspection after 
the product is manufactured, the inseparability of 
production and consumption in services does not allow such 
an interval. The consumer witnesses the provision sequence 
and the result of the service firsthand and any defects in 
the service are noticeable to the consumer with no chance 
for the provider to correct the defects before the service 
is provided to the consumer.
We now understand that there are differences between 
products and services. The qualities of services make the 
evaluation of the service more difficult for consumers, 
while the characteristics of services make delivery more 
difficult for service providers. Our attention now turns 
specifically to satisfaction.
Satisfaction Research
Satisfaction research has centered on the relationship 
among expectations, perceived performance, disconfirmation, 
and satisfaction. Consumers are hypothesized to bring 
expectations into an exchange encounter and then compare 
these expectations with perceived performance. As a result 
of this comparison, a disconfirmation judgement is made. 
Consumers' expectations are: (1) negatively disconfirmed 
when performance is less than expected, (2) confirmed when 
performance matches expectations, and (3) positively
R eproduced  with perm ission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without perm ission.
disconfirmed when performance is greater than expected 
(Churchill and Suprenant 1982). Negative disconfirmation 
leads to dissatisfaction, while confirmation or positive 
disconfirmation leads to satisfaction.
This comparison process was developed using product- 
based analyses (Churchill and Suprenant 1982, Oliver and 
DeSarbo 1988). These analyses examined varying levels of 
attributes possessed by products. Consumers entered the 
situation with an expected level of attribute and then 
perceived the level provided by the product. This entire 
process is centered on the ability of consumers to form 
expectations of and then assess the attributes of the 
product. When dealing with services this may not be 
possible for consumers. With credence-based services, we 
know that these services are extremely difficult, if not 
impossible, for consumers to assess with the use of an 
attribute-based procedure.
The Importance of Affect on Services
The unique characteristics of services (intangibility; 
nonstandardization; perishability; inseparability of 
production and consumption; and experience, search, and 
credence qualities) make evaluation of services different 
than that of products. Within the category of professional 
services, this is especially evident. Gummesson (1981, 
p.108) defines a professional service as:
A professional service is qualified, it is advisory
and problem-solving, even though it may encompass some
with perm ission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without perm ission.
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routine work for clients. The professionals involved 
have a common identity, like, doctors, lawyers, 
accountants or engineers and are regulated by 
traditions and codes of ethics. The service offered, 
if accepted, involves the professional in taking on 
assignments for the client and those assignments are 
themselves the limit of the professional's 
involvement. Such assignments are not undertaken to 
merely sell hardware or other services.
Professional services represent an extreme point on
the evaluation continuum, opposite of products, to use in
testing the applicability of the product-based
disconfirmation model. The credence quality of
professional services often leaves consumers searching for
pre- and post-evaluative criteria. This is one reason why
professional services have relied on personal
recommendations or word-of-mouth for clients. With the
absence of objective criteria to evaluate, consumers turn
to friends and family for recommendations concerning
service providers (Zeithaml 1981) . This situation has also
been influenced by the resistance of professional service
providers to the use of promotional efforts.
This reliance on the recommendation of consumers
increases the importance of factors that will determine the
tone of the recommendation. Along with satisfaction,
consumers' feelings toward the service provider should have
an influence on the nature of the recommendation given a
service provider (Westbrook 1987). If satisfaction and
affect are positive, then the service provider should
receive a positive recommendation from the consumer. But
R eproduced  with perm ission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without perm ission.
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if all or some combination of these are negative, then a 
poor recommendation is expected. The importance of the 
personal recommendation and the role that affect plays in 
the recommendation cannot be overlooked. Without affect, 
an examination of satisfaction alone would be insufficient 
to posit the tone of consumers' personal recommendations of 
the service provider.
The previous discussion illustrates the importance of 
both satisfaction and affect as an outcome of the service 
encounter. Attention is now focused on what consumers 
bring into the service encounter - expectations.
Even with the influence of expectations in consumers' 
product satisfaction judgements, there is still a void in 
the knowledge base due to a lack of research. With the 
exception of Oliver and Winer (1987), there is no general 
theory of expectation formation. Oliver and Winer's 
framework, developed for products, focuses on attribute 
levels at a particular point in the future. This approach 
may not apply to services, since service expectations are 
likely to be process oriented and not attribute-based. The 
next section introduces a view of service expectation 
formation using cognitive scripts. While this approach has 
not been empirically examined, it has been theoretically 
discussed in the research literature.
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Script-Based Service Expectations
According to Abelson (1976, p.33), a script is a 
"coherent sequence of events expected by the individual, 
involving him either as a participant or as an observer."
A script specifies variables and actions related temporally 
and causally. Scripts are learned over an individual's 
lifetime by participation and observation. When a person 
goes to a McDonald's for lunch they already have in mind 
what should happen and when each action should occur. This 
cognitive movie is their script for going to McDonald's.
If one thinks of a script as a set of expectations 
(Taylor and Crocker 1981, Smith and Houston 1983,
MacStravic 1985), then script congruence may also lead to 
greater satisfaction with the exchange relationship. 
Consumers carry with them and enact the appropriate script 
depending on the exchange situation. Once this script is 
activated the consumer has a mental representation of what 
should happen and when. In this case, the script provides 
the expectations of what should happen, with the consumer 
comparing these expectations to the perceived performance.
Taylor and Crocker (1981, p.109) first provided the 
basis for script's alliance with expectations by stating 
that "a schema represents a normative structure, and as 
such, specific instances can be matched against it for 
goodness of fit." The authors go on to say a schema may 
"provide a basis for activating actual behavior sequences
R eproduced  with perm ission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without perm ission.
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or expectations of specific behavior sequences, i.e., 
scripts for how individuals behave in social situations"
(p.124). This implies that the script-relevant 
expectations are generated before encountering the present 
situation. Then the present stimulus is compared to the 
script-based expectations. The role scripts play in the 
disconfirmation model is to influence the expectations 
against which the perceived performance is judged (Smith 
and Houston 1983). Traditional thought has stated that 
expectations are based, in large part, on past experience 
and that these past experiences mix and meld into our 
expectations of the future. Scripts are the vehicle by 
which this mixing and melding take place. So the 
development of scripts provides additional theoretical 
clarity to the disconfirmation model.
This expectation/cognitive script link has also been 
mentioned in the health care marketing literature. 
MacStravic (1985, p.13) refers to the script as the "basis 
for predicting and influencing the expectations and 
satisfaction of people relative to health care."
MacStravic posits using the script as a tool for "guiding 
and structuring expectations toward what the health care 
experience will be like" (p.17). While this 
script/expectation linkage has been theorized in the 
literature, there has been no empirical test undertaken to 
assess its appropriateness.
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Since scripts are representations of a process or 
sequence of events, it can be concluded that there may be a 
match or a mismatch between consumers' script-defined 
expectations and the perceived sequence of events. While a 
matching of the scripted events lends itself to explanation 
within the disconfirmation framework, a mismatch entails an 
additional aspect for consideration.
It is posited that a mismatch condition will lead to 
an attributional judgement on the part of consumers. 
Consumers will strive to evaluate the unexpected events. 
This judgement will be accomplished by Correspondent 
Inference Theory (Jones and Davis 1965). Using 
correspondent inference, consumers make dispositional 
judgements about another based on the actions taken by the 
other person. So consumers should respond to the mismatch 
condition by using correspondent inference to evaluate the 
events that comprise the mismatch and then making 
judgements about the service provider.
From the preceding discussions of satisfaction and 
scripts, one may begin to have thoughts as to how scripts 
would interact with expectations. The following section 
presents the research questions to be addressed.
RESEARCH QUESTIONS
Cognitive scripts are theorized to exist for nearly 
any repetitive service encounter or process. The script- 
expectation formation process is still only partially
R eproduced with perm ission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without perm ission.
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theorized due to the lack of research in the scripts area, 
but increasingly, evidence is mounting that scripts do 
exist in numerous diverse areas. Service encounters, due 
to their nature, are process oriented. The importance of 
the process of delivery is augmented by the involvement of 
the consumer in the delivery of the service.
With the influence of the service delivery sequence 
and the availability of a concept that may provide 
theoretical and practitioner insights on this sequence, the 
marriage of scripts and services is inherent. But there 
are several questions to answer and those are what the 
research attempts to address. General questions that arise 
are:
Rl: Can cognitive scripts be used as a
framework for consumers' satisfaction 
judgements with credence-based 
services?
R2: Do correspondent inferences impact
consumers' affective judgements for 
credence-based services?
R3: What role does affect play in
consumers' satisfaction judgements with 
credence-based services?
R4: What role does perceived performance
play in consumers' satisfaction 
judgements with credence-based 
services?
R5: What is the relationship among affect,
satisfaction, and repeat patronage 
intention in credence-based services?
As noted previously, expectations of the procedure may 
be nonexistent in professional services, so this research
R eproduced with perm ission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without perm ission.
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attempts to apply a modified disconfirmation model to those 
expectations that deal with the process of service 
delivery. This model seeks to discern the existence and 
nature of the relationship between consumers' cognitive 
scripts and professional services. While this relationship 
has been theorized in the literature, it is hoped that this 
research will lay the groundwork for continued efforts in 
this area.
CONTRIBUTIONS
The research has several potential contributions to 
offer. First, the applicability of scripts to the service 
sector may have a larger impact than in the product sector. 
This is due to the variability of service provision, the 
requirement for consumer participation associated with most 
services, and the credence quality of some services. 
Services are labor intensive and as such have been found to 
have a large variance in the provision of the service.
Once the consumer has a script for that service it may be 
recalled for use at the next provision of the service.
When the provision of the service is not congruent with the 
consumer's script we again put the consumer in a situation 
where an attribution of this incongruence must be made.
This not only emphasizes the importance to service 
providers of consistency, but also the need to update 
consumers if there is a change in the provision process.
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The nature of credence qualities makes it extremely 
hard for consumers to evaluate the service provided. This 
applies more importance to other attribute areas of the 
service. The order of events associated with the service 
provision may acquire a higher level of importance in the 
consumer's satisfaction evaluation.
The current research attempts to determine and clarify 
the relationship among consumers' cognitive scripts, 
services, and satisfaction. In the process of doing this, 
the research: (1) uses cognitive scripts to develop a 
framework for services expectation formation, (2) provides 
an empirical test of a framework for assessing satisfaction 
with professional services, and (3) advances the knowledge 
in script measurement by applying Smith and Houston's rank 
ordering approach in an experimental setting. From this 
research, it is hoped that the beginning of a foundation 
will take shape, from which services marketers can expand 
the knowledge base of both scripts and services.
ORGANIZATION OF THE STUDY
Chapter Two reviews the pertinent literature in 
satisfaction, cognitive scripts, and correspondent 
inference. The model is introduced in Chapter Two, along 
with the research hypotheses. Chapter Three presents the 
research design, measurement, and analysis to be used in 
the research, along with results of all pretests conducted. 
Chapter Four discusses the tests of the research hypotheses
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and model tests. Finally, Chapter Five presents the 
conclusions and implications to be drawn from the empirical 
results.
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CHAPTER TWO 
LITERATURE REVIEW
This research proposes and tests a service 
satisfaction model based on cognitive scripts. Therefore 
this chapter reviews the literature in satisfaction, 
cognitive scripts, and correspondent inference. Following 
this, the script-based model of service satisfaction is 
introduced, followed by the research hypotheses.
SATISFACTION THEORY
Product-based satisfaction research has mainly focused 
on the comparison of expectations to perceived performance. 
From this comparison of what is expected to what is 
perceived, consumers decide whether they are satisfied with 
the exchange. This framework is referred to as the 
disconfirmation model (Oliver and DeSarbo 1988, Trawick and 
Swan 1980, Churchill and Suprenant 1982) .
Expectations
Expectations are what consumers bring to the market 
encounter. These are expectations about an attribute or 
attribute level possessed by the product (Trawick and Swan
1980) . These expectations are formed by previous 
experiences, readirg literature, conversation, or any 
combination of these.
19
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Performance
The disconfirmation model posits that expectations are 
compared to the perceived performance of the product. 
Perceived performance is the consumer's perception of the 
levels of the attributes possessed by the product. These 
levels are then compared to the consumer's prior 
expectations of the levels of these attributes.
Disconf irmation
Disconfirmation arises from discrepancies between what 
is expected and what is perceived (Churchill and Suprenant 
1982). When perceived levels are the same as the expected 
levels, then consumers expectations are confirmed. If the 
perceived levels are higher than expected levels, then 
consumers are positively disconfirmed. Accordingly, when 
perceived levels are lower than expected levels, consumers 
are negatively disconfirmed. Discrepancies resulting in 
positive disconfirmation, along with a confirmation of 
expectations, lead to satisfaction. Conversely, any 
discrepancies resulting in negative disconfirmation lead to 
dissatisfaction (Smith and Houston 1983, Oliver and Swan 
1989). This process is illustrated in Figure 2.1 (Smith 
and Houston 1983).
Satisfaction
Within the disconfirmation framework, the definition 
of satisfaction has been relatively consistent. Swan and 
Combs (1976) refer to satisfaction as the extent to which

































consumer predictions concerning the performance of a 
product are fulfilled. Oliver (1980) identifies 
satisfaction as a function of the expectation level and 
perceptions of disconfirmation. Churchill and Suprenant 
(1982, p.493) define satisfaction as the result of a 
"comparison of the rewards and costs of a purchase in 
relation to the anticipated consequences." Each of these 
definitions relies on the comparison component of the 
disconfirmation model. From this comparison, consumers 
arrive at satisfaction or dissatisfaction.
Research Supporting the Disconfirmation Model
Partial tests of the disconfirmation model have 
supported specific linkages in the model. Trawick and Swan 
(1980) found perceived performance to have a direct 
influence on both disconfirmation and satisfaction. This 
result was partially confirmed by Tse and Wilton (1988) who 
concluded that perceived performance had a direct influence 
on satisfaction. Oliver's (1980) results indicated the 
independent effects of expectation and disconfirmation on 
satisfaction.
These studies separately support pieces of the model, 
but when pooled together they suggest the existence of a 
comparison process to arrive at satisfaction judgements. 
Attention is now turned to a full test of the 
disconfirmation paradigm.
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Trawick and Swan (1980) found support for the 
disconfirmation model, that is, the comparison of 
expectations to perceived performance in determining 
disconfirmation and satisfaction. This comparison process 
is illustrated by examining the relationship between 
subtractive disconfirmation and subjective disconfirmation, 
along with the relationship between subjective 
disconfirmation and satisfaction. Subtractive 
disconfirmation is calculated from the before and after 
usage measures of the level of product attribute(s), while 
subjective disconfirmation is the after usage cognitive 
comparison of product attributes and recalled anticipated 
performance or expectations. Additionally, the study found 
that subjective disconfirmation was a significant correlate 
of satisfaction, while subtractive disconfirmation's effect 
on satisfaction was via subjective disconfirmation.
Support for the disconfirmation framework was also 
found by Oliver and DeSarbo (1988) who investigated 
disconfirmation, equity, and attribution explanations of 
satisfaction formation. The authors concluded that 
expectations "set the stage" for later satisfaction 
processing and supported the disconfirmation model over 
attribution and equity models. The authors went on to 
state that the approaches appear to be complementary, thus 
leading one to think that the integration of some or all of 
the approaches may provide a richer conceptualization of
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satisfaction. This argument is supported by Oliver and 
Swan (1989) who concluded that an equity approach can 
augment the disconfirmation paradigm in judgements of 
satisfaction.
Another full model test was performed by Churchill and 
Suprenant (1982) who had similar results in which they 
found complete model support using a nondurable, but only 
partial support using a durable product. In this case, 
performance strongly influenced satisfaction, while 
expectations and disconfirmation played a minor role. This 
may have been influenced by the nature of the durable 
product used in the experiment. The newness of the video 
disc player used in the study may have prevented consumers 
from developing expectations due to a lack of experience 
and information.
As evidenced by the research of Churchill and 
Suprenant (1982), there are differing results concerning 
the role of performance. At times the effect of 
performance on satisfaction is major, while disconfirmation 
plays a minor role, and at other times all the model 
constructs play a relatively equal role. An explanation 
that transcends the problems of any particular study is 
offered by Oliver and DeSarbo (1988). The authors posit 
that the manipulation of performance may be the impetus of 
the differing results. Oliver and DeSarbo cite studies in 
which there was no manipulation of product performance
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(Anderson 1973, Bearden and Teel 1983, Swan and Trawick 
1981, Oliver 1980). These studies did not show an 
overwhelming effect of performance on satisfaction, while 
studies that did manipulate product performance (Churchill 
and Suprenant 1982, Olshavsky and Miller 1972, Wilton and 
Tse 1983) generally find strong performance effects.
Further investigation is needed to explain this effect, but 
this is a phenomena satisfaction researchers must keep in 
mind.
The previous sections have concerned the satisfaction 
literature as it pertains to products, since that is where 
the vast majority of research has been conducted. The 
current research attempts to investigate services 
satisfaction, so the following sections will review 
satisfaction research solely conducted for services.
Service Satisfaction
While service satisfaction does not have the volume of 
research to match that of product satisfaction, this area 
is growing and has had significant contributions thus far.
A number of descriptive studies have been conducted 
concerning services. Bitner, Booms, and Tetreault (1990) 
used the critical incident technique (CIT) to develop 
groups of actions taken by service providers and related 
these to satisfaction. The CIT yielded three groups: 1) 
employee response to service delivery system failures, 2) 
employee response to customer needs and requests, and 3)
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unprompted and unsolicited employee actions. From this 
analysis, the authors suggest that the employee's knowledge 
and control are the major factors influencing their ability 
to make a proper response to a service failure. The CIT 
attempts to determine the levels of knowledge and control 
needed by employees to provide a satisfactory service 
encounter.
The influence of the manmade, built environment or 
"servicescapes” was explored by Bitner (1992). The author 
proposed a typology and a framework for understanding how 
the environment relates to both employees and consumers 
with accompanying research propositions and managerial 
implications. From a more theoretical base, service 
satisfaction has been addressed from three viewpoints: 1) 
the disconfirmation paradigm, 2) a role theory perspective, 
and 3) a script perspective. Each of these will now be 
discussed.
Bitner (1990, p.71) defined satisfaction as "a 
comparison of prior expectations and perceived 
performance." Using the disconfirmation model, the author 
investigated service encounter evaluations with a travel 
agency. Findings indicate that the source of service 
failure and the perceived likelihood of reoccurrence 
influence satisfaction. If the source of failure is 
external to the provider and the likelihood of reoccurrence 
small, then a higher level of satisfaction results than
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when the opposite condition holds. The study went further 
investigating offers to compensate and physical 
environment, but there was no test of the complete 
disconfirmation model. Only the constructs of 
disconfirmation and satisfaction were included in the 
analysis.
The role theory perspective has been employed by 
Solomon, Suprenant, Czepiel, and Gutman (1985). By 
defining service satisfaction as "a function of the 
congruence between perceived (role) behavior and expected 
(role) behavior" (p.104), the authors examine the dyadic 
interaction in the service encounter, using role theory. 
They go on to derive propositions concerning the service 
provider - consumer interaction, concluding that congruent 
role expectations should result in greater satisfaction 
than discrepant role expectations. An empirical test of 
these propositions was left to future research.
Smith and Houston (1983, p.60) defined service 
satisfaction as "the degree (to which) the script-defined 
expectations were met (by the service provider)". These 
authors combined the disconfirmation model and script 
construct, by positing scripts as the foundation for 
expectations in the model for service encounters. From 
this perspective, a meeting of the script-defined 
expectations will result in satisfaction, while deviations 
from these expectations reduce satisfaction. Managerial
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implications were discussed and empirical validation of the 
script perspective was left for future investigation. 
Commentary on the Satisfaction Literature
Considering the subject matter of the current 
research, a number of observations are appropriate. 
Traditional product satisfaction research has focused on 
the level of attributes possessed by the product. These 
attributes normally exhibit a continuous scale of the 
attribute from a small amount to a large amount. Credence- 
based services, do not necessarily maintain such a 
characteristic. This is a service that by definition 
consumers can not evaluate, so the property of a product 
that allows the disconfirmation paradigm to successfully 
model product satisfaction is not present in credence-based 
services.
A theoretical attempt has been made to answer this 
problem by Smith and Houston (1983) in introducing scripts 
as the expectations in the disconfirmation model. A 
drawback of this attempt is that Smith and Houston 
considered deviations from the scripted process to be 
negative, resulting in dissatisfaction. This negative 
result inclination was also taken by Bitner (1990), by only 
using service failures, which were deviations that are of a 
negative nature in and of themselves. This may not be the 
case in all instances. There may certainly be situations 
in which what consumers think will happen does not happen
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exactly, but the unexpected actions may please consumers 
and result in satisfaction. Using a bank deposit example, 
as did Smith and Houston, if upon entering the bank, going 
to the customer's desk, filling out a deposit slip, waiting 
in line, and completing the transaction with the teller, a 
consumer is informed that he is the ten thousandth deposit 
and receives one year of free checking and a $1000 dollar 
certificate of deposit, it is unlikely that this deviation 
from scripted expectations will result in dissatisfaction 
with the service encounter. Thus, the inclusion of 
positive deviations from the script-defined expectations 
that result in satisfaction has not been considered in the 
theoretical frameworks posited.
Finally, there has been no emi.v * .'ical examination of a 
full model of service satisfaction. Closest is Bitner's 
(1990) empirical research using the disconfirmation model. 
The only constructs of the disconfirmation model that were 
measured and tested in Bitner's research were 
disconfirmation and satisfaction. Also, since expectations 
were not measured, the basis for expectations in the study 
is not known.
As the previous discussion indicates, scripts have 
been theorized as consumer expectations in the service 
encounter, yet this idea has not been empirically tested. 
The following section introduces cognitive scripts and 
reviews the relevant research in this area.
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CONSUMERS' COGNITIVE SCRIPTS 
What Are Scripts?
The originators of script theory are Schank and 
Abelson. According to Abelson (1976, p.33) scripts are a 
"coherent sequence of events expected by the individual, 
involving him either as a participant or as an observer."
A script which specifies variables and actions both 
temporally and causally is termed a strong script, while a 
script that contains events or actions but not in temporal 
sequence is a weak script. This distinction normally 
occurs during script formation and is not intended to be 
two levels of scripts possessed by consumers, but two 
stages of script development with weak preceding the final 
strong stage.
There are also different types of scripts (personal, 
instrumental, situational) that consumers may use (Schank 
and Abelson 1977) . Due to the unique quality of personal 
and instrumental scripts, previous theoretical and 
empirical research has focused on situational scripts.
Both personal and instrumental scripts deal specifically 
with one person. By definition, there is only one 
character in an instrumental script, performing a task 
which requires no interaction with other individuals.
The last type of script, which is of most interest to 
marketers, is the situational script. This script contains 
the sequence of events to occur, but without the
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restrictiveness of the instrumental script. A situational 
script allows for multiple participants with their 
knowledge of the script and substantial flexibility. A 
situational script is able to: (1) accommodate references 
to actors not yet mentioned in the script, (2) infer the 
presence of important scenes or events that have not yet 
occurred, and (3) find the appropriate detour path for 
unexpected inputs (Schank and Abelson 1977).
A script for depositing money in the bank does not 
involve the loan officer. But if one is telling a story 
about depositing some money and happens to mention the loan 
officer, then listeners will know who and what a loan 
officer is. Many times when an individual is telling a 
story people will anticipate events that have not yet been 
told by the story teller. The inferential quality of a 
situational script is the characteristic that makes this 
possible. At times, on the drive home from work a person 
may encounter an accident that blocks the road, thus 
sending them on a search for an alternate route home. Once 
this occurs a few times, their script for driving home from 
work will retain this alternate route as a path in the 
script. Then upon reaching an accident the person's script 
will automatically try the alternate path to see if it will 
result in a successful completion of the script.
The script is a basic level of knowledge 
representation in a hierarchy of representations stretching
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through plans to goals and themes. Scripts are concrete 
and well specified in contrast to the abstract levels of 
goals and themes and are less problematic than the plan 
level where problem solving exists. So how do these 
scripts come about?
How Do We Form Scripts?
Researchers agree that scripts are learned over an 
individual's lifetime, both by participation and 
observation (Abelson 1976, Nelson 1981). Observation is 
specified in the broadest sense to include vicarious 
observation of events about which one reads. Because 
people have different histories, they will develop 
different scripts. But these differences may be minuscule. 
Within the same culture it is common to find a core of 
scripts that are identical for all individuals. Abelson 
(1976) defines such scripts as culturally overlearned to 
the point that these core scripts are universal.
The basic ingredient of a script is a vignette 
(Abelson 1976). This is defined as an encoded event of 
short duration consisting of both an image of the perceived 
event and a conceptual representation of the event. The 
perceptual image includes input from the senses, including 
experienced affect. The conceptual representation is one 
such that verbal inputs and outputs could be attached to 
it. While they don't have to appear this way, vignettes 
may be thought of as a picture plus a caption. In short,
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vignettes represent the elements of remembered episodes 
from the individual's experience.
Once a number of vignettes are coherently linked 
together and stored as a unit they form a script. One may 
think metaphorically of this chain of vignettes as a 
cartoon strip. Each panel in a cartoon strip relates to 
each vignette in the chain. The simplest form of a script 
would consist of two vignettes, such as a decision followed 
by an outcome. Of course most scripts are not this short 
and may consist of any number of vignettes. The question 
now becomes what makes us think of using a script in our 
daily life?
What Triggers Our Use of scripts?
Scriprs are instantiated (called for use) by headers 
(Schank and Abelson 1977). Headers come in four varieties 
and are classified on the basis of how strongly they 
predict instantiation of the desired script context. 
Starting with the weakest, they are: (1) precondition 
header, (2) internal conceptualization header, (3) 
instrumental header, and (4) locale header (Schank and 
Abelson 1977). The research will make use of the strongest 
header - the locale header.
A precondition header (PCH) invokes a script on the 
basis of an existing condition in a main script (Schank and 
Abelson 1977). For example, a script for teaching someone 
to drive an automobile may contain the line "check to see
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if the fuel level is low". This may trigger a "putting gas 
in the car script" for knowledgeable individuals. 
Researchers consider this type of header to be weak and 
unreliable.
Similar to a precondition header is the internal 
conceptualization header (ICH). This is also a weak header 
and uses a conceptualization from a main script to 
instantiate another script (Schank and Abelson 1977). The 
strongest conceptualization is when a role is mentioned 
(such as a bank teller) and instantiates another script. 
This may occur with the sentence "We went bowling and the 
new bank teller went along". While bowling is the main 
script, the bank teller script may be recalled as an 
additional script.
A stronger prediction of invoking a script is 
associated with an instrumental header (IH). In this case, 
within the main script a secondary script is referred to 
and is considered to be instrumental in accomplishing the 
main script (Schank and Abelson 1977). In the sentence 
"Joe took the bus to the football game", the main script is 
the football game script, while the bus script is 
considered a means by which to achieve the football script.
The use of time-place locale information is theorized 
to provide the strongest prediction for instantiation of 
the desired script (Schank and Abelson 1977). This header 
is also the only header by definition that instantiates a
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main script and not a secondary script. A locale header 
(LH) refers to a place for a situation to occur, such as 
McDonald's golden arches. These arches signal the script 
to be invoked by consumers. In general, a temporal clause 
of the form "When X was at locale Y" may be used to 
instantiate the desired script. This may be of great use 
to researchers because it implies that the researcher may 
be able to design a simple statement concerning a well 
known place and provide subjects with the statement to 
result in the retrieval of the desired script.
Consumer Advantages of Using Scripts
In general, scripts act as a guide to routine 
encounters in our daily life. They enable us to predict 
the sequence of events in a familiar situation, to infer 
unstated propositions in a given context, and when well 
established, to run through a sequence of actions and 
interactions almost automatically (Nelson 1981). This 
frees the individual from constantly attending to the 
situation with total effort. The additional cognitive 
space can then be used in problematic areas such as 
inconsistencies with the script. So at this level, scripts 
are a simplification device for the individual that reduces 
cognitive effort and if necessary allows the application of 
this effort in other areas.
One example of this is when viewing a television 
advertisement about traveling to an exotic beach locale for
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a vacation and then the Energizer bunny rabbit comes 
rolling across the screen. In this case, once the type of 
advertisement is recognized (beach vacation). the needed 
level of cognitive activity is lowered. But when the 
Energizer bunny rabbit rolls across the screen, the level 
of cognition is increased to analyze this deviation from 
what was expected. If Energizer continues to run this type 
of advertisement for too long a period, the bunny may 
become part of consumers' scripts for viewing 
advertisements and will no longer have the desired effect.
Scripts also serve to assist social interaction by 
providing a shared knowledge base for each party (Nelson
1981). While some negotiation may be necessary between 
parties, without scripts every interaction would have to be 
negotiated from ground zero each time the interaction was 
initiated. In this manner, scripts serve as culturally 
shared information that allow people to interact 
effectively.
The script's cognitive movie of events has been 
aligned with consumers' expectations (Taylor and Crocker 
1981, Smith and Houston 1983, MacStravic 1985). Consumers' 
retrieve these movies at the appropriate time and then have 
a set of actions that they presume will occur. If the 
perceived actual events are not what was anticipated by 
consumers, then the attribution of the incongruence has to 
be placed with either consumers or providers.
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The above discussion indicates that there has been 
substantial theoretical work in scripts that asserts 
intriguing relationships and reveals many interesting 
questions. But to date, the theoretical and empirical 
examination of scripts in marketing has not been nearly so 
abundant.
Scripts' Use in Marketing
Scripts pertain to a process of events. The 
consumer's script for a sequence of events tells him what 
should happen and when it should happen. This implies that 
scripts may be a framework for examining what consumers 
bring to exchange encounters that are process oriented. 
Services may be an especially appropriate area for script 
application, since services are process oriented and may 
not have tangible attributes from which the consumer may 
develop expectations.
Research has shown the applicability and advantages of 
scripts to consumer behavior. Numerous researchers have 
found that, for well known events, agreement among 
consumers as to the content and order of the events 
contained in scripts was high (Bower et al. 1979, Graesser 
et al. 1979 & 1980, Leigh and Rethans 1984, John & Whitney 
1982, Whitney and John 1982, Lord et al. 1984).
Support for this characteristic of scripts was found 
in an industrial purchasing setting by Leigh and Rethans 
(1984). The authors found that while purchasers had
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certain idiosyncratic activities in their individual 
scripts, a predominant amount of the script activities were 
common to all buyers. When dealing with events that people 
where familiar with, each person's script was essentially 
the same. Additionally, Whitney and John (1982) and Bower 
et al. (1979) conducted experiments and concluded that when 
script order was intentionally changed and actions were 
placed in the wrong order, subjects inserted these actions 
at the appropriate place in the script. Using a visit to 
McDonald's and a stereo purchase, Whitney and John moved a 
script event from its appropriate position in the sequence 
to an out of sequence position. Post exposure recall 
measures found subjects inserting the event in its correct 
place in the sequence, drawing on their script-based 
expectations.
Graesser et al. (1979) found that memory 
discrimination is better for atypical actions than for 
typical script actions. The authors used five different 
versions for each of the ten scripts used in the 
experiment. Fifty one subjects were then exposed to 
scripts that had varying amounts of typical and atypical 
events contained within them. Results indicated that 
recognition ratings for atypical actions where better than 
those for typical actions.
This methodology was extended by Graesser et al.
(1980) using the same scripts with different subjects.
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This experiment examined recognition and recall at 
different time intervals following exposure to the script. 
The authors concluded that recognition and recall was 
initially better for atypical as opposed to typical 
actions. But this held only for measures taken shortly 
after exposure. Once the retention interval was 
lengthened, the atypical actions were more easily forgotten 
and the typical actions were recalled with greater ease. 
This implies that the script is stable over time and 
capable of distinguishing between necessary actions and 
irrelevant events, thus not absorbing just any actions 
encountered. 
script Methodology
As for measuring scripts, retrospective self-measures 
have been used initially in script research with the 
typical problems associated with any self-report measure 
(Bower et al. 1979, Graesser et al. 1979 & 1980, John & 
Whitney 1982, Whitney and John 1982, Lord et al. 1984). 
Bower et al. (1979, p.108) provided subjects with 
situations and then instructed them to "write a list of 
actions describing what people generally do when
they ", with various situations inserted. This
research did support the uniformity of scripts to be 
centered around a core number of items and the temporal 
ordering of these items. Bower et al. found that there was 
overwhelming agreement as to the basic actions in scripts
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and high reliability in the frequency with which actions of 
a script were mentioned.
While this research provides the foundation and 
reasoning for additional script research, the methodology 
does not lend itself to widespread use. Verbal protocols, 
along with the editing and tabulation of these protocols, 
is an extensive process, consuming large quantities of 
time. Some type of procedure for the delineation of script 
items from nonscript items must be developed and multiple 
judges used for a greater degree of reliability. Both of 
these activities contribute to the all consuming nature of 
this type of analysis.
Smith and Houston (1985) developed a rank-order method 
as a simplified approach for studying scripts. In this 
case, respondents are asked to identify the relevant items 
for some situation and order them temporally. This forces 
the respondent to determine which items pertain to the 
script and then place them in the proper order according to 
the script. Tests of both the retrospective self-measure 
and Smith and Houston's rank-order approach indicate that 
the rank-order measure provides a more reliable and still 
valid measure of scripts. Both the equivalence of judges 
and the stability of responses were evaluated to determine 
reliability. While both techniques had high interjudge 
agreement (above 90%), only the rank order method was 
stable across two administrations, providing test-retest
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reliability. This was evidenced by two measures. The 
duplicated action score (DAC) represents the percentage of 
base actions duplicated in a test-retest measure. The 
duplicated sequence score (DSS) represents the stability of 
the order of events. The self-report measure managed 
scores of 58.2% (DAC) and 86.2% (DSS), while the rank-order 
measure scored 91.2% (DAC) and 83.1% (DSS). The duplicated 
sequence scores show a negligible difference, but the 
duplicated action scores are dramatically different, thus 
indicating a better test-retest reliability for the rank- 
order measure.
A significant, yet modest, level of convergent 
validity was also found for the two methods over two 
different assessments. But this result was encouraging to 
the authors since it reflects the responses from different 
subjects in the two different measurement approaches. In 
addition, both instruments successfully differentiated 
between groups of scripted and nonscripted individuals. 
Subjects' scripts were scored for the number of correctly 
ordered actions and then adjusted for the omission of 
necessary actions and the inclusion of unnecessary actions. 
While both measures distinguished scripted and nonscripted 
subjects, the final raw score of the rank-order measure 
subjects was higher than that of the self-report measure 
subjects. This indicates that subjects who responded to 
the rank-order measure provided more corrects events and
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less unrelated events than the self-report measure 
subjects.
This measure does tap into two of the theoretical 
qualities of scripts: (1) that scripts consist of a core 
set of actions and (2) that these actions are temporally 
arranged. The development of the list of items to be 
evaluated by respondents is done exactly as was done in 
Bower et al. (1979) with self-reports. While self-reports 
have to be used to develop the list prior to the rank- 
ordering, this time investment is performed only once to 
determine the correct script actions and their sequence and 
any future examination is accomplished with the rank-order 
method.
Script-Based Service Expectations
Greater satisfaction may result from script 
congruence, using scripts as expectations in the exchange 
encounter (Taylor and Crocker 1981, MacStravic 1985, Smith 
and Houston 1983). Depending on the exchange situation, 
consumers enact the appropriate script. This script 
provides a mental representation of what should happen and 
when. In this case, the script provides the expectations, 
which are compared to the perceived performance.
Taylor and Crocker (1981) first posited using scripts 
as expectations. Before encountering the exchange 
situation, consumers generate the script-based 
expectations. Then the present stimulus is compared to the
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script-based expectations. According to Smith and Houston 
(1983), the role scripts play in the disconfirmation model 
is that of the expectations against which the perceived 
performance is compared. Solomon, Suprenant, Czepiel, and 
Gutman (1985, p.105) support this position by stating that
"script(s) ..... contain information about ....  one's own
expected behavior - plus the expected complementary 
behavior of others".
In the health care marketing literature, MacStravic 
(1985, p.13) refers to the script as the "basis for 
predicting and influencing the expectations and 
satisfaction of people relative to health care." The 
author goes on to say that scripts may be used for "guiding 
and structuring expectations toward what the health care 
experience will be like" (p.17). Scripts are the vehicle 
by which past experiences combine to form expectations. 
Thus, providing additional theoretical clarity to the 
disconfirmation model.
Repeatedly, the concept of using scripts as 
expectations has been theorized in the literature, yet 
there has been no empirical test undertaken to assess its 
appropriateness. Even though script-based expectations are 
the only type enumerated by the literature for services 
marketers, without empirical testing, the question of how 
customers form expectations about services goes unanswered. 
Empirical testing begins to answer this question and
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provides marketing managers with service-based satisfaction 
knowledge to develop marketing policy.
As mentioned earlier in Chapter One, when using 
scripts as a representation of an expected sequence of 
events to be compared to an observed sequence, there may be 
a match or mismatch between the two sequences of events.
The next sections discuss the mechanism by which a mismatch 
condition is resolved in the model of service satisfaction 
formation.
CORRESPONDENT INFERENCE THEORY
When consumers enter a service encounter, their script 
for that service is mismatched when the service provider 
deviates from consumers' expected event sequence. Once 
this deviation occurs, consumers' attempt to evaluate the 
information provided by the deviation. Correspondent 
inference theory is a framework with which consumers may 
evaluate the actions of others.
Jones and Davis (1965, p.222) state the purpose of 
correspondent inference theory to be "to construct a theory 
which systematically accounts for a perceiver's inferences 
about what an actor was trying to achieve by a particular 
action." The theory is based on the premise that 
perceivers make correspondent inferences when they infer 
another's personal dispositions or characteristics directly 
from observed behavior. In other words, correspondent 
inference occurs when an attribution made by a perceiver
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matches or corresponds with the nature of the perceived 
act. For example, a person may infer a disposition of 
kindness from a kindly act.
A possible reason for why a person performs any act is 
the effect of the act. For the perceiver, the effect of an 
act indicates the intention and disposition of the actor.
So an inference is correspondent when a disposition is 
being directly reflected in the behavior or act. It is 
interesting to note that Jones and Davis make a point that 
correspondence has no relationship with the accuracy of the 
inference in regard to what the actor meant to present as 
the effect. The actor may not have intended the effect 
observed by the perceiver. So the theory focuses on the 
perceiver and the effects and assumes the actor was aware 
of these effects. This does fit quite well with a 
marketing orientation, which is concerned more with what 
consumers perceived and less with what marketers intended.
Jones and Davis (1965, p.227) developed the theory by 
stating that one "must recognize that effects assumed to be 
highly desirable are more likely to enter into attribute- 
effect linkages than effects assumed to be variable or 
neutral in desirability." An attribute-effeet linkage is 
the perception of a link between intention or disposition 
and an act. The authors go on to say that "an inference 
must characterize the actor's standing as high or low on an 
attribute relative to the average person, in order to
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qualify as correspondent" (p.227). Finally,
"correspondence increases as the judged value of the 
attribute departs from the judge's conception of the 
average person's standing on that attribute" (p.224). So 
acts that are neutral or near the norm are not acts that 
would generate the correspondent inference process.
In other words, correspondent inference is facilitated 
by the level of unique or unexpected information provided 
by an act. An act may provide a low level of unique 
information by showing little departure from what is 
expected by the perceiver, and when this occurs, assertions 
concerning inferences are vague and ill founded. But when 
an act provides a high level of unique information by 
illustrating a large departure from what is expected by the 
perceiver (i.e., a discrepant or unusual occurrence), 
assertions concerning inferences may be made rather 
confidently. This interpretation is supported by Jones and 
McGillis (1976, p.391) who stated that "correspondence 
refers to the degree of information gained regarding the
  strength of the attribute." It is not that
inferences do not occur at low levels of information, but 
that the correspondence at this level is nonexistent. Two 
motivational concepts that are antecedent to correspondent 
inference are: (1) hedonic relevance and (2) individualism.
Hedonic relevance pertains to the degree to which a 
person is concerned with another's chosen act. As the
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hedonic relevance increases, there is an increasing 
probability that inferences about the target person will be 
correspondent. That is, there is a greater likelihood that 
dispositional inferences will be of the same nature as the 
act performed, or that the inferences will correspond to 
the act.
Individualism makes a distinction between acts that 
are influenced by the presence of the perceiver and those 
which are not. Individualism is high if the action is seen 
as an intentional act toward the perceiver. When an act is 
viewed as intentional and important (high individualism and 
high hedonic relevance) by the perceiver, then attributions 
about the person performing the act have the greatest 
probability of being correspondent to the nature of the 
act. For example, if someone deliberately sets out to hurt 
me, I am more likely to view them as a bad person.
Research Supporting Correspondent Inference Theory
Chaikin and Cooper (1973) evaluated the role of 
hedonic relevance in the correspondent inference process. 
The authors examined role behavior in different scenarios 
read by subjects. The behavior was either in agreement 
with what was expected of that role or not in agreement 
(hedonically relevant), with hedonic relevance containing a 
positive, neutral, or negative nature. The authors 
hypothesized out-of-role behavior to be more correspondent 
than in-role behavior. This hypothesis was supported by
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the data. Also as hypothesized by the authors, hedonic 
relevance influenced subjects affective responses toward 
the target, with the positive condition rating a higher 
"liking" for the target than the negative condition. It 
was also found that hedonic relevance affected the measure 
of the actor's similarity to the subject. Chaikin and 
Cooper conclude by stating that "out-of-role behavior leads 
to extremity of evaluation, the direction depending on 
whether that action is hedonically positive or negative for 
the perceiver" (p.263).
Another line of research supporting correspondent 
inferences concerns attitudes. In experiments designed by 
Jones and Harris (1967) , subjects received attitude 
statements made by an unknown actor. The subjects were 
informed that the actor either had a free will to express 
his opinion (high choice condition) or he was forced to 
support a particular point of view (low choice condition). 
The opinion was also expressed in either normative or 
nonnormative terms. In other words, subjects were 
presented statements that either conformed to popular 
thought or bucked the system. Results indicated a greater 
correspondence between the opinion expressed and the 
perceiver's attitude toward the actor when the opinion was 
nonnormative rather than normative and when there was high 
choice rather than low choice. Additional research by
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Jones (1979) provided findings that also support this 
conclusion.
This research supports the rationale of correspondent 
inference theory being derived from the level of unique 
information gained from observing another's actions. The 
nonnormative opinion expressed provides a greater amount of 
unique information about the actor than the normative 
statement. This is also true of the choice condition.
Under a low choice condition, where the actor is forced to 
support a certain view, the perceiver is not gaining much 
unique information about the actor. A high choice 
condition provides the perceiver with more unique 
information concerning the actor, since the opinion is one 
that is freely chosen by the actor and thus reflects more 
of the actor's dispositions.
From the preceding discussions of satisfaction, 
scripts, and correspondent inference, one may begin to have 
thoughts as to how scripts would interact with 
expectations. The following section presents the 




The question now becomes what framework may be used to 
examine the application of scripts to expectation formation 
for services? This question has been addressed to some
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extent in the literature. Bitner (1990) studied service 
encounter satisfaction using the disconfirmation model.
The author used the traditional description of the 
disconfirmation process, while inserting "service/product" 
in the appropriate places. Using a service failure 
situation, Bitner concluded that when the cause of the 
failure is perceived by consumers to be within the control 
of the firm and likely to reoccur, they are more 
dissatisfied then when the perceived cause is outside the 
firm's control and a onetime occurrence.
Additionally, Bitner found that employees were able to 
influence the consumer's satisfaction judgement by offering 
explanations for the failure that indicated an external 
cause. There was no distinction between the expectations 
of the process of delivery and the expectations of the 
performance of the procedure provided. The service used in 
the study was airline travel, which consists of both 
service characteristics (e.g. ticketing, stewardess 
service) and product characteristics (e.g. in-flight meal, 
magazines, seating comfort). This means that the 
application of the disconfirmation model may have been 
successful due to its interaction with the service 
characteristics, the product characteristics, or both.
Also, the complete disconfirmation model was not 
tested, only disconfirmation and satisfaction were used 
from the traditional model. Bitner's results supported the
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sequence of disconfirmation leading to attributions, which 
lead to satisfaction. But the effects of perceived 
performance and expectations in services remain untested.
While the traditional disconfirmation process may be 
sufficient for a service consisting of both product and 
service characteristics, the appropriateness of its 
application to a high credence professional service is 
questionable. The disconfirmation model applied to 
products examines levels of attributes possessed by the 
product, which determines performance. These attributes 
are normally continuous variables with more of something 
being better and less normally being worse. For example, 
the firmness of a car seat may traverse a complete 
continuum from very soft to very hard. In this manner, 
researchers have developed a generally positive linear 
relationship between the amount of an attribute and 
consumer satisfaction, of course, this relationship does 
peak at some point and begin decreasing.
With professional services, while there may be a 
continuous attribute that can be regulated along a 
continuum, this may not be the sole source of 
disconfirmation. In this case, the nature of 
disconfirmation is somewhat different. First, the 
perceived level of performance concerns the actions that 
constitute the process of service delivery. In other 
words, how well did the service provider perform the events
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of the cognitive script? Second, the performance of the 
actions of the cognitive script are either present or 
missing. Therefore, disconfirmation for professional 
services is an assessment of the degree of match or 
mismatch between the consumer's cognitive script and the 
service provider's actions, along with an assessment of how 
well the service provider performed scripted events.
A match would occur when the service provider's 
actions include the same events and follow the same 
sequence as the consumer's script for that situation. A 
mismatch condition may occur by three means. First, there 
may be the addition of unscripted actions by the service 
provider, which results in the service provider performing 
actions that are not contained in consumers' scripts.
Second, there may be the deletion of scripted actions by 
the service provider, which results in the service provider 
not performing actions contained in consumers' scripts. 
Finally, the service provider may perform the same actions 
as those contained in consumers' scripts, but the sequence 
of these actions may deviate from consumers' scripts.
While it is intuitive that provider performance which 
matches the consumers' scripts may result in satisfaction, 
the results of a mismatch may not be so clear. Consumers 
then ask the questions: "Am I better or worse off because 
of this script mismatch and what does this occurrence tell
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me about the service provider?" This leads to a search for 
a causal explanation for a mismatch condition.
As mentioned earlier, correspondent inference theory 
is posited as the indicator mechanism for the quality of 
information provided by a mismatch. Figure 2.2 illustrates 
the theoretical model. Using cognitive scripts and 
correspondent inference theory, certain elements of the 
disconfirmation model may be redefined to make its 
application to credence-based services more suitable. This 
line of reasoning is supported by Bitner's (1990) results. 
Disconfirmation leads to attributions, which lead to 
satisfaction judgements. This sequence was supported in a 
service failure situation, which was a condition in which 
consumers' expectations were not met. The current research 
seeks to provide a model capable of explaining the 
satisfaction outcomes of both match and mismatch 
conditions, but for credence-based services.
In order to evaluate a mismatch condition, the act 
that constitutes the deviation may be evaluated using 
correspondent inference theory. An act that is perceived 
as intentionally pleasing should result in higher 
satisfaction than an act that is perceived as intentionally 
displeasing. An act that is perceived as intentionally 
pleasing should also result in higher satisfaction than the 
satisfaction level resulting from a match to the consumer's 
script. Retrieving the concepts of hedonic relevance and
































individualism, the following example illustrates the 
consumer's evaluation of an act. While a person is having 
their teeth cleaned, the dentist informs them that he is 
not going to take x-rays because the person has had no 
problems with their teeth and he knows that a student's 
money is tight. This is unique to the person as the 
patient and is very relevant to the person financially.
This line of reasoning holds for the addition of unscripted 
actions, the deletion of scripted actions, or a deviation 
from the sequence of scripted actions.
The preceding discussion has provided the basics of 
each of the three parts (disconfirmation, cognitive 
scripts, and correspondent inference) of a theoretical 
service-based model of service satisfaction. The 
structural model in Figure 2.3 will now be introduced by 
briefly defining each component. Afterward, relationships 
within the model will be discussed.
Performance
The performance which consumers' perceive is that of 
how well the service provider performs each step of the 
process of delivery of the service. The performance level 
of the professional service procedure is, by definition, 
difficult if not impossible for the consumer to evaluate. 
But the performance level of each step of the process of 
delivering the service is more easily assessed by
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consumers, meaning perceptions of how well the service 
provider performed the steps of the process of delivery. 
Disconf irmation
In the professional service case, disconfirmation is 
an assessment of how well the service provider performs 
events constituting the process of delivery during the 
service encounter. In this case, consumers' scripts 
contain information concerning the level of performance for 
these events.
If the perception of service provider performance 
exceeds the level expected by consumers, then there is a 
positive disconfirmation of expectations. If the 
perception of service provider performance is the same as 
expected by consumers, then there is a confirmation of 
expectations. When the perception of service provider 
performance is below the level expected by consumers, then 
there is a negative disconfirmation of expectations. While 
service encounters leading to either a confirmation of 
expectations or a positive disconfirmation of expectations 
will result in satisfaction, service encounters producing a 
negative disconfirmation of expectations will result in 
dissatisfaction.
Provider Affect
Provider affect pertains to the feelings a consumer 
has toward the service provider and is generated by 
correspondent inference. The generation of affect by
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correspondent inference will be discussed later. The labor 
intensiveness of services makes the traditional distinction 
between affect for the product and affect for the person 
extremely difficult. With professional services, the 
person performing the service may be considered the service 
itself. The provider is an integral component of the 
service.
General Affect
General affect will be used as a control in the 
experiment. This is the existing affect toward the service 
provider category, in general, within each consumer that is 
brought to the service encounter, 
satisfaction
The consumer's satisfaction with the process of the 
service encounter is of utmost importance to service 
providers. While satisfaction with services has been 
previously defined in terms of the traditional 
disconfirmation model (Bitner 1990), the current research 
attempts to expand the disconfirmation model to more 
completely model service satisfaction. This is done by the 
use of cognitive scripts as consumers' expectations and 
correspondent inference as the indicator of information 
quality for a mismatch condition. When expectations are 
matched. this will result in satisfaction. But when 
expectations are mismatched. the outcome is dependent on an
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additional process, involving correspondent inference and 
affect toward the service provider.
Repeat Patronage Intention
The consumer's probability of using the service 
provider in the future for the same need and also other 
needs the service provider is qualified to fulfill is their 
repeat patronage intention. Most professional services 
rely on building a clientele and retaining that clientele 
for the continued success of the business. As a result of 
this, the consumer's likelihood for returning to the 
service provider is of extreme importance to the service 
provider.
From this brief description of the elements in the 
model to be used, further elaboration on correspondent 
inference's influence on the model is warranted. Next, the 
relationship between correspondent inference and affect 
will be discussed, followed by correspondent inference's 
association with satisfaction.
Correspondent Inference and Affect
Correspondent inference influences affect through 
hedonic relevance, with individualism retaining the 
capacity to amplify that influence. This inference process 
is initiated by a deviation from the consumer's script, a 
mismatch condition. The goal of the correspondent 
inference process is to make a judgement about the service 
provider based on the nature of the act(s) that deviated
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from the consumer's script. When the specific action(s) 
that doesn't match the consumer's script has hedonic 
relevance, the possible outcomes of that action are grouped 
in terms of their affective significance to the perceiver. 
This grouping begins the process that will yield an 
affective judgement concerning the service provider.
From this beginning, correspondent inference works to 
answer the consumer's question "what does this deviation 
from my script tell me about this service provider?" From 
a very kind, intentional act, one may infer that the target 
is a kind person that will help others and this leads to a 
greater probability of liking the target. Again, the 
example of the dentist not taking x-rays due to the 
financial situation of the patient is an illustration of 
this reasoning. This is pleasing to the patient and this 
feeling is increased since the dentist knew his situation 
and took this action because of it. From this, the patient 
is more apt to infer that the dentist is a nice person that 
cares about his patients and therefore has a greater liking 
for this dentist.
Correspondent Inference and Satisfaction
The influence of attributions on satisfaction is 
supported by Bitner (1990). While she only dealt with 
service failure in a setting that contained both service 
and product characteristics, this is the first services 
research that has used attributions in attempting to model
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satisfaction. Where the current research attempts to 
expand the knowledge base is in the separation of affect 
and satisfaction. Bitner measured satisfaction and 
perceived quality and assumed them to be affective 
responses. From her results, she inferred support for an 
attribution-affect-behavior sequence. The current research 
will measure affect and satisfaction separately in hopes of 
clarifying the impact of attributions on both satisfaction 
and affect.
Traditionally, satisfaction has been defined as the 
meeting of consumers' expectations. Since we are dealing 
with the circumstances of a mismatch as well as a match 
between the consumer's script and the service provider's 
actions, it may seem that dissatisfaction could also be the 
result by definition. In the product domain that might be 
correct. But it is contended that for professional 
services a mismatch does not automatically lead to 
dissatisfaction. The mismatch must be evaluated through 
correspondent inference.
Consumers know that these credence services are hard 
to evaluate and that they require a great deal of training, 
skill, and technology to perform. As a result of this, 
consumers may be more open to changes in the script. These 
changes may be a result of new technology that makes the 
process shorter or new procedures implemented to protect 
patients from disease. When a deviation from the script is
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encountered, the consumer attempts to analyze this change 
and this analysis may be accomplished through correspondent 
inference.
Both of the changes in the process of delivery of a 
credence service mentioned above (beneficial new technology 
or new procedures to protect patients) would normally be 
perceived as pleasing but not very individual. If the 
service provider had taken precautions that were specific 
to the patient, as with a hemophiliac, then a pleasing and 
individual perception is likely. From this, the patient 
has encountered a deviation from their script, but this 
deviation is seen as a good thing. This should result in 
positive affect leading to satisfaction. We may think of 
this as a consumer's expectations being exceeded by the 
service provider.
But if the service provider deviates from the 
consumer's script and this is perceived as displeasing 
through correspondent inference, then one would expect 
dissatisfaction from the consumer. If the hemophiliac 
patient went to a new dentist who did not perform the 
precautions and demonstrated a greater concern for the 
number of patients seen in one day and the revenue they 
generate than the patient, then the perception is likely to 
be negative, resulting in dissatisfaction. Here we may say 
that the consumer's expectations were not reached.
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Now that the model components have been defined and 
the operation of correspondent inference discussed, the 
entire model will be brought together. The next section 
will provide a "walk through" the model and its rationale. 
Model Explanation
The consumer enters the encounter with a script that 
is compared to his perceptions of the performance of the 
service provider. This comparison may yield a match or a 
mismatch between the consumer's script and the service 
provider's actions. In the case of a match condition, the 
consumer's expectations are said to be confirmed and this 
results in a direct relationship between disconfirmation 
and satisfaction. In addition, disconfirmation may have a 
weak positive influence on provider affect. This weak 
affect originates from the consumer's general affect toward 
dentists, and also is the consumer's positive reaction to 
having their script reinforced. Since the consumer's 
script was matched by the service provider, the consumer 
evaluates how well each step of the process was performed. 
This results in performance having a direct influence on 
satisfaction.
In a mismatch condition, correspondent inference 
influences the model. Hedonic relevance determines the 
degree to which the consumer is concerned with the events 
that constitute the mismatch. Individualism acts to 
amplify the intensity of the hedonic relevance. As a
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result of this, the correspondent inference condition 
generates provider affect that has a direct influence on 
satisfaction.
The level of provider affect generated by 
correspondent inference should be strongest under 
conditions of high hedonic relevance and high individualism 
(high correspondent inference). As mentioned earlier, 
correspondent inference requires a dramatic difference 
between the act and what is normally expected. So 
conditions that provide a small difference between the act 
and what is expected are not likely to energize a high 
correspondent inference mechanism. The condition of low 
hedonic relevance and low individualism (low correspondent 
inference) should lead to a lower level of influence of 
provider affect on satisfaction.
If the high hedonic relevance is of a negative tone 
with the high individualism, then the largest degree of 
negative provider affect and dissatisfaction should result. 
If the tone of high hedonic relevance is positive with high 
individualism, then the largest degree of positive provider 
affect and satisfaction should result.
Performance still plays a role in a mismatch 
condition, albeit a potentially smaller one than in a match 
condition. The deviation from the consumer's script draws 
the consumer's attention and effort is now spent on 
reconciling this deviation. But yet the consumer may still
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use performance in conjunction with their evaluation of the 
correspondent inference, due to the higher level of 
involvement generated by the mismatch condition. The 
finding of involvement leading to a performance influence 
in the disconfirmation model was reported by Churchill and 
Suprenant (1982) and Oliver and Bearden (1983). While this 
was concluded using a nonattributional approach, even a 
trace of the involvement effect may be present in this 
case. This leads to performance having a direct influence 
on disconfir~ation and satisfaction, but at a smaller level 
than in the match condition.
In both match and mismatch conditions, provider affect 
will directly influence satisfaction and repeat patronage 
intention. Satisfaction will also directly impact repeat 
patronage intention.
In summary, Figure 2.2 illustrates the theoretical 
model. A matching of scripted events with those actions of 
the service provider should result in consumer satisfaction 
with the encounter, following the traditional 
disconfirmation path. But in situations in which the 
service provider's actions do not match the expectations of 
consumers' scripts, there may be satisfaction or 
dissatisfaction depending on the outcome of the 
correspondent inference.
In a mismatch condition, correspondent inference 
enters and generates provider affect, which has a direct
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influence on satisfaction. Provider affect may have a 
larger impact on satisfaction and repeat patronage 
intention during a mismatch condition then during a match 
condition. This is due to the affective content of hedonic 
relevance and the potential amplification effect of 
individualism. By using correspondence inference with 
cognitive scripts, the current research attempts to model 
not only a meeting of expectations but also situations in 
which consumers' expectations are either exceeded or not 
reached. The research hypotheses will now be discussed.
RESEARCH HYPOTHESES 
The research hypotheses explore two general areas. 
First, the general levels of provider affect, satisfaction, 
and repeat patronage intention are discussed. Then, the 
differences between the match and mismatch conditions are 
presented.
General Hypotheses
The previous discussion provides the basis for several 
hypotheses pertaining to the relative levels of 
satisfaction, provider affect, and repeat patronage 
intention between the match and high correspondent 
inference mismatch conditions. As mentioned earlier, 
subjects in the low correspondent mismatch conditions do 
not receive enough information from the deviate act to 
engage in correspondent inference. This implies that any 
predictions concerning these groups are poorly founded. As
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Jones and Davis (1965) recognized, it is not that these 
groups don't have inferences, but that the correspondence 
is nonexistent.
HI: The highest level of satisfaction will be
generated by the mismatch/positive benefit 
condition, followed by the match condition, with 
the lowest level of satisfaction generated by the 
mismatch/negative benefit condition.
H2: The highest level of positive provider affect
will be generated by the mismatch/positive 
benefit condition, followed by the match 
condition, with the lowest level of positive 
provider affect generated by the 
mismatch/negative benefit condition.
H3: The highest level of repeat patronc..je intention
will be generated by the mismatch/positive 
benefit condition, followed by the match 
condition, with the lowest level of repeat 
patronage intention generated by the 
mismatch/negative benefit condition.
Match and Mismatch Conditions
As discussed earlier, the mismatch condition will 
mandate dispositional judgements toward the service 
provider. Since the mismatch condition is one that 
requires more consumer involvement, more cognitive 
processing by consumers, and is of greater importance to 
consumers than the match condition, this will be reflected 
in the levels of influence demonstrated by provider affect, 
disconfirmation, performance, and satisfaction. This leads 
to the following hypotheses.
H4: Performance will have a greater influence on
satisfaction under the match condition than under 
the mismatch condition.
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H5A: Disconfirmation will have a greater influence on 
provider affect under the match condition than 
under the mismatch condition.
H5B: Disconfirmation will have a greater influence on 
satisfaction under the match condition than under 
the mismatch condition.
H6A: Provider affect will have a greater influence on 
satisfaction under the mismatch condition than 
under the match condition.
H6B: Provider affect will have a greater influence on 
repeat patronage intention under the mismatch 
condition than under the match condition.
H7: Satisfaction will have a greater influence on
repeat patronage intention under the mismatch 
condition than under the match condition.
Conclusion
From the previous discussions, it is clear that there 
has been a great deal of research in product satisfaction. 
But this is not the case when one examines service 
satisfaction and the mere transference of product-based 
research results to the service sector, without 
consideration of the differences between products and 
services, would be misguided and unwise. Therefore, the 
current research posits a service-based model of service 
satisfaction, using cognitive scripts as the basis for 
expectations.
The next chapter discusses the methodology. First, 
the research design is discussed, including the nature of 
the experiment, operationalization of the model components, 
and techniques of analysis used. To conclude Chapter
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Three, the results of pretests performed to develop the 
experimental stimuli are reported.
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CHAPTER THREE 
THE METHODOLOGY
This chapter discusses the research methodology. The 
research design section contains three parts. First the 
nature of the experiment performed is discussed, along with 
sample size and the type of professional service used in 
the experiment. Next, the operationalization of each 
construct measured in the model is illustrated. Lastly, 
the method and techniques of analysis used to test the 
hypotheses presented in Chapter Two are addressed. This is 
followed by the results of all pretests performed in 
establishing the experimental script and manipulations.
RESEARCH DESIGN
The Experiment
The research used an experiment to test the 
hypotheses. To simulate the actual experience of a 
professional service encounter, a video taped service 
interaction was viewed by subjects. Pretests were 
performed to elicit the script typically used by subjects 
for the chosen service. These pretests were self-reports 
administered following the procedure used by Bower et al. 
(1979) and Smith and Houston (1985). This procedure 
entailed providing subjects with the situation and 
instructing them to list the actions describing what
70
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generally happens when they visit the dentist. Subjects 
were instructed to begin with the moment they walk in the 
door and end with the moment they walk out the door of the 
dentist office.
For the main experiment, before and after the viewing 
of the video tape subjects responded to a computerized 
questionnaire. The video and computerized questionnaire 
was administered in the computer lab. Before viewing the 
video tape, subjects were provided the experimental script 
(i.e., a list of the expected events encountered in a visit 
to the dentist's office). Next, subjects' general affect, 
need for cognition, and expectations were measured.
Subjects were also asked to recall their own relevant 
script and respond to the Smith and Houston (1985) rank 
order measure.
Subjects then viewed a video tape of a service 
encounter with a dentist. Following this, the remaining 
components of the structural model were measured. This 
included performance, disconfirmation, provider affect, 
satisfaction, and repeat patronage intention. Subjects 
also responded to questions concerning their level of 
correspondent inference, their involvement with the dental 
encounter, and various demographic variables, including age 
and gender.
Three groups of subjects were used in the experiment. 
The control group viewed a tape that matched their script
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for the service. Two experimental groups viewed tapes that 
mismatched their expected script, with the mismatch then 
broken down into a positive benefit mismatch and a negative 
benefit mismatch. For the experimental groups 
correspondent inference scores were used as a blocking 
variable. Each experimental group was split into a high 
and low correspondent inference group based on a median 
split of the group's correspondent inference score. Thus, 
there were two experimental groups (positive/negative 
benefit mismatch), with each of these groups split by 
correspondent inference score (high/low) and a control 
(match). Each group was tested using the same service.
The sample size for the experiment was derived from 
the guidelines posited by Neter, Wasserman, and Kutner 
(1985) and the statistical requirements for the analysis. 
With a statistical level of .95 (1 - Beta = .95) and an 
alpha of .05, a sample size of 32 per cell was calculated. 
This was the minimum sample size. Considering the analysis 
techniques to be used in the research to test the 
hypotheses (i.e., LISREL), a sample size of 125 per cell 
was determined (n=625). This sample size provided the 
necessary level of discrimination for hypotheses tests.
It was necessary to ensure that all subjects started 
with the same service script. To achieve this, selection 
of a professional service that was widely known by the 
subject population was required. Dental services satisfied
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this purpose. From an early age, Americans are exposed to 
dental hygiene and visits to the dentist. This training 
continues from elementary school and by the time most 
students reach college they are very familiar with dental 
services. Due to the technical requirements of the 
experiment (e.g. video tape, computer questionnaire), 
students were used as the subject population.
With the exploratory nature of the research, it was 
desirable to have a homogeneous population from which to 
better control the experiment. Also, since most students 
were familiar with the professional service chosen, their 
use would not appear to compromise the validity of the 
experiment (Calder, Phillips, and Tybout 1982).
The research hypotheses required the comparison of two 
types of data. MANCOVA was used to assess changes in the 
mean levels of provider affect, satisfaction, performance, 
and repeat patronage intention across the experimental 
conditions. Differences in the strength of the 
relationships between constructs across experimental 
conditions was examined using LISREL 7 (Joreskog and Sorbom 
1989).
The Measurement
Following Churchill and Suprenant (1982), each 
construct was measured using both global items and action- 
specific items, when appropriate. Each construct was 
measured by multiple items. For each construct below, a
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brief description of the measurement tool used is provided. 
A copy of the complete questionnaire used in the experiment 
is included in the Appendix.
Provider Affect
Provider affect is defined as affect toward the 
service provider. Post-exposure measures of provider 
affect were used in the structural model. Subjects 
responded to questions concerning their liking for the 
service provider on a 5 point scale.
Performance
Performance pertains to how well the service provider 
rendered each step of the service process. Since the 
performance level of the procedure is difficult to assess 
due to the nature of credence-based services, the process 
of delivery was the focus of performance. These questions 
used a 5 point scale assessing how well events concerning 
the process of delivery were completed. In addition to 
this, general overall questions concerning the dentist's 
performance level were asked.
Disconf irmation
With credence-based services, disconfirmation is a 
comparison involving consumers' cognitive scripts for the 
service encounter and their perceptions of the actions 
taken by the service provider. The disconfirmation 
measures assessed how well the service provider performed 
the events that constitute subjects' scripts. This measure
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contained action-specific items, along with global items 
measured on a 5 point scale.
Satisfaction
The service encounter is defined by Shostack (1985, 
p.243) as "a period of time during which a consumer 
directly interacts with a service." This means that the 
satisfaction measures concerned specifically, the dentist 
and the staff, and generally, the dental visit overall. 
Service satisfaction was operationalized following Bitner 
(1990), meaning satisfaction with the service encounter. 
Satisfaction with the service encounter was obtained using 
a 5 point scale.
Repeat Patronage Intention
The consumer's probability of using the service 
provider in the future for the same need and also other 
needs the service provider is qualified to fulfill is their 
repeat patronage intention. This measure assessed 
subjects' likelihood to visit the service provider in the 
future for the same need and also other needs the service 
provider is qualified to fulfill, using a 5 point scale. 
Controls and Manipulations
The subject's need for cognition was used as a control 
in the experiment (Cacioppo and Petty 1982) . This measure 
accounted for differences in subjects with respect to the 
amount of cognition they desire, which may have influenced 
their usage of the script. The subjects' general affect
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toward dentists was also measured to allow a finer control 
of the provider affect resulting from the experiment. The 
general affect was used as a covariate in MANOVA and as an 
exogenous construct in LISREL. In this manner, the 
provider affect generated by the experimental stimulus was 
assessed, while accounting for subjects' preexisting 
category affect.
The subjects' involvement levels were measured as a 
manipulation check between the match and mismatch groups, 
with the expectation being that subjects in the mismatch 
condition will be more involved than those in the match 
condition. When exposed to a mismatch condition, consumers 
should attempt to process the additional unique information 
presented by the deviation. This requires additional 
cognitive processing by consumers, above and beyond what is 
needed for a match condition. The match condition results 
in consumers expending a minimal amount of cognitive 
processing, since one of the benefits of using cognitive 
scripts is to reduce cognitive processing to a near 
automated state.
Following Smith and Houston (1985), the rank order 
method was used as a manipulation check of the subjects' 
script actually retrieved. Subjects were required to 
select the appropriate actions for the dental situation and 
temporally order them. There were irrelevant and relevant 
actions included in the action list and the order of the
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actions was scrambled. In this manner, the subject must 
use their recallable script to complete the task. Also, as 
an added manipulation check of the match/mismatch 
condition, subjects were asked their perception of how well 
their script was matched.
Correspondent inference scores were also computed as a 
manipulation check of the correspondent inference 
conditions used in the experiment. The hedonic relevance 
component of correspondent inference was measured similar 
to Chaikin and Cooper (1973). Respondents answered, on a 5 
point scale (1-5), questions concerning how much they were 
concerned with the script deviated action taken by the 
service provider. In other words, the questions were 
designed to find out how much the subjects cared about the 
script deviated action or did it matter to them at all.
The hedonic relevance measure was combined with 
individualism, the second component of correspondent 
inference. Using a 5 point scale (1-5), questions of how 
unique the script deviated action was to the respondent 
were given. The subjects answer to the question, would 
this action have been taken if the respondent had not been 
present, represented their perceptions of individualism.
These two components were then be multiplied to obtain 
a correspondent inference score (CIS). In this manner, 
there may be little effect by individualism on the CIS 
(hedonic relevance=3, individualism=l, 3x1=3) or
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individualism may amplify hedonic relevance (hedonic 
relevance=3, individualism=3, 3x3=9). The correspondent 
inference scores were expected to vary significantly across 
subjects in the mismatch conditions. For this reason, a 
median split on CIS was used to create high and low 
correspondent inference groups in each mismatch condition. 
Demographics
The demographic variables of age and gender were 
gathered. Along with these, measures pertaining to the 
subject's familiarity with dentist were also gathered.
These measures aided in controlling for differences among 
subjects derived from differing familiarity levels with 
dentistry.
The Analysis
MANCOVA was used for mean comparisons between 
treatment conditions for levels of provider affect, 
satisfaction, and repeat patronage intention, while using 
general affect as a covariate. The experimental design 
contained five cells. For each benefit type, comparisons 
were made between correspondent inference levels and the 
match condition. Also, comparisons between the match and 
mismatch conditions were performed. So the comparisons 
were 1) high correspondent inference positive benefit vs 
match and high correspondent inference negative benefit vs 
match, 2) low correspondent inference positive benefit vs 
match and low correspondent inference negative benefit vs
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match, and 3) positive benefit mismatch vs match and 
negative benefit mismatch vs match.
The structural model was tested using LISREL 7 
(Joreskog and Sorbom 1989). Along with assessment of the 
measurement model and structural model, path to path 
comparisons between match and mismatch groups were 
performed, following Oliver and Bearden (1985). This 
process resulted in a model comparison between the high 
correspondent inference insurance group and the match 
group, along with a comparison between the high 
correspondent inference scold group and the match group. 
These path comparisons concerned the paths emanating from 
disconfirmation, performance, provider affect, and 
satisfaction. For each path comparison between the groups, 
the measurement models were fixed, while the unconstrained 
structural models were estimated. These were then compared 
to models that were estimated with the path of interest 
constrained to be equal in the models from each group.
THE PRETEST RESULTS
Pretest l
The first item to be established was consumers' script 
for a dental office visit. This is their general level 
script of the sequence of events that occur when visiting 
the dentist. This was accomplished in pretest 1, in which 
36 subjects from the target population completed
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retrospective self-measures following the procedures of 
Bower et al. (1979) and Smith and Houston (1985).
This was done by providing subjects with the dental 
situation and instructing them to list the actions 
describing what generally happens when they visit the 
dentist. Subject were instructed to begin with the moment 
they walk in the door and end with the moment they walk out 
the door of the dentist office. This resulted in a total 
of 31 steps for a visit to the dentist.
Following John and Whitney (1982), the analysis 
process to determine the core script events contained two 
steps. First, the percent freguency of mention for each 
event was determined, with a 4 0% mention needed to be 
retained in the experimental script. The original 31 
events are listed in Table 3.1 with their percent mention.
Next, paired comparisons of the serial ordering of the 
high frequency script events was performed. This analysis 
essentially asks how many subjects placed event #1 before 
event #2 and visa versa. Then, how many subjects placed 
event #2 before event #3 and visa versa. This continues 
until the last two events are compared. The results of the 
paired comparisons are shown in Figure 3.1. From these 
results, a general dental script was prepared.
Pretest 2
Pretest 2 dealt with determining the unscripted events 
to be added to the experimental script for the mismatch
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TABLE 3.1
ORIGINAL 31 SCRIPT EVENTS 
WITH PERCENT MENTION BY SUBJECTS
Event
Percent of Subjects 
Including the Event
1 sign-in at receptionist's desk 100.0*
2 give them my insurance form 2.8
3 fill out patient information form 13.9
4 hand-in patient information form
t2.8
5 receptionist will ask me to be 
seated in the waiting area 8.3
6 wait in waiting room 88.9'
7 look at others 5.6
8 read a magazine 47.2*
9 get some water 2.8
10 dental assistant call3 you back 84.4'
11 you are taken to a room 72.2*
12 put you in a chair 58.3*
13 they put a bib on you 11.1
14 assistant fills a cup with water 2.8
15 dental assistant asks about your 
problem 30.6
16 take x-rays 41.7*
17 she leaves and tells dentist your 
problem 8.3
18 wait 25.0
19 dentist comes in and exchanges 
small talk 66. 7'
’ Percent mention > 40%, included in experimental script 
John and Whitney (1982)
(table con'd)
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TABLE 3.1 CONTINUED
ORIGINAL 31 SCRIPT EVENTS 
WITH PERCENT MENTION BY SUBJECTS
Event
Percent of Subjects 
Including the Event
20 open mouth wide 5.6
21 dentist looks at teeth 61.1-
22 dentist examines x-rays 13.9
23 dentist picks teeth with sharp 
metal tool 16.7
24 dentist and assistant perform 
procedure 52.8*
25 you reschedule if needed 8.3
26 you rinse and spit in small sink 5.6
27 dentist gives advice and new 
toothbrush 33.3
28 leave room and approach receptionist's 
desk 50.0*
29 pay bill 66.7*
30 make follow-up appointment 52.8"
31 thank the staff 5.6
■ Percent mention > 40%, included in experimental script 
John and Whitney (19S2)
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FIGURE 3.1
PAIRED COMPARISONS OF SERIAL ORDERING 
OF HIGH-FREQUENCY SCRIPT EVENTS 
Cell entries (i,j) indicate the number of subjects who 
reported event i occurring before event j. Lower diagonal 
entries are zero, unless indicated otherwise. For example, 
32 subjects reported event #1 should occur before event #6, 
whereas, 2 subjects said event #16 should occur before 
event #12.
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conditions. From a focus group of six subjects from the 
target population, it was concluded that a positive benefit 
may be perceived from an offering of dental insurance by a 
dentist a patient knows well and likes. A negative benefit 
event discovered from the focus group was that of the 
dentist scolding the patient about their dental hygiene.
These two unscripted events were then included in the 
experimental script and developed into two dental visit 
scenarios - a positive benefit scenario and a negative 
benefit scenario. A concern is that of obtaining equal 
effect magnitude in both the positive and negative benefit 
conditions. To examine this, 50 subjects were given a 
paper and pencil questionnaire with both a positive benefit 
scenario and a negative benefit scenario. The order of 
presentation of the positive and negative benefit was 
reversed for half of the sample in order to counter any 
order effects, thus resulting in two versions of the 
questionnaire.
From this, the levels of hedonic relevance, 
individualism, provider affect, and CIS were compared among 
the groups. The results are shown in Table 3.2. The data 
indicate that most of the manipulations were effective with 
one exception. The magnitude of the negative provider 
affect generated in the mismatch negative benefit condition 
(i.e., scold) was not as intense as that of the mismatch 
positive benefit condition (i.e., dental insurance). This




MISMATCH CONDITIONS - MAGNITUDE ASSESSMENT
Presented Presented t-value
Group n First Second* (p-level)




Provider affect 4.3 3.0 3.09
CIS 8.6 (.01)




Provider affect 2.7 4.3 -4. 67
CIS 9.5 (.01)
‘ On the second presentation only provider affect was measured.
* All variables measured on a 1 - 5 scale; 1 * low, 5 ■ high; except CIS, 
which is a calculated value.
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difference was significant with the mismatch negative 
benefit condition presented first (t-value = -4.67, p <
.01) or with this condition presented second (t-value = 
3.09, p < .01). To correct this, the wording of the 
mismatch negative benefit was changed to reflect a more 
negative tone.
As a result of these pretests, the experimental script 
used in the main experiment was determined, along with the 
unscripted events used in the mismatch conditions. 
Additionally, it was learned that there is a need to raise 
the magnitude of the negative provider affect in the 
mismatch negative benefit condition. Pretest 3 made use of 
this information, while moving to the video tape format. 
Pretest 3
The third pretest attempted to determine if the 
magnitude of certain variables was equal between the 
negative mismatch condition and the positive mismatch 
condition, using the video tape format. This was 
accomplished by 20 subjects from the sample population 
viewing the video taped dental scenarios and then 
responding to a paper and pencil questionnaire concerning 
their provider affect, individualism, and hedonic relevance 
for each scenario. As Table 3.3 illustrates, the means 
between the negative and positive mismatch group for all 
concerned variables are not significantly different at the 
.05 level. This indicates that the video taped scenarios






























* All variables measured on a 1 -
which is a calculated value.
* Standard deviations
5 scale; 1 = low, 5 « high; except CIS,
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are providing the same relative magnitude of provider 
affect, individualism, and hedonic relevance, thus ensuring 
that one type of mismatch is not overwhelming the other as 
perceived by subjects.
Pretest 3 was also used to assess the match/mismatch 
manipulation with regard to subjects correspondent 
inference scores. The low and high correspondent inference 
groups were determined by a median split for each mismatch 
benefit (positive/negative) condition based on subjects' 
correspondent inference scores (CIS). Subjects with a CIS 
equal to the median split score were removed from the 
experiment.
Table 3.4 presents the results of the crosstabulation 
analyses for the insurance and scold benefit conditions.
The findings indicate that subjects did perceive the 
mismatch condition, with the exception of the low 
correspondent inference scold benefit subjects. Half of 
these subjects perceived the scolding by the dentist as a 
match, while the remaining subjects perceived a mismatch.
Table 3.5 illustrates the analyses of the components 
of correspondent inference (hedonic relevance and 
individualism) for the insurance group. The results show 
that the majority of subjects did perceive the mismatch 
condition across levels of hedonic relevance and 
individualism. Table 3.6 presents the same analyses for 
the scold condition. While subjects in the high conditions
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TABLE 3 . 4
P R E T E ST  3
MATCH/MISMATCH CROSSTAB TA B LES BY CORRESPONDENCE CO NDITIO N















‘ High correspondent inference 
* Low correspondent inference
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(hedonic relevance and individualism) did perceive the 
mismatch condition, subjects in the low hedonic relevance 
appeared to perceive more of a match than expected.
Pretest 4
The fourth pretest implemented the computerized 
questionnaire, along with the video taped scenarios. This 
pretest was undertaken in order to assess the performance 
of the computerized questionnaire, the video tape display 
mode (video projector), and to provide preliminary results 
with which to modify the questionnaire, if necessary.
The computerized questionnaire and the video projector 
both performed capably. The questionnaire was executable 
by subjects and the video/audio quality of the stimulus was 
satisfactory.
As a manipulation check of the match/mismatch 
condition, subjects' perceptions of the match between their 
cognitive script (expectations) and the actual sequence of 
events performed by the service provider were assessed. 
Table 3.7 presents the results of oneway ANOVA analyses 
performed to test the manipulation. At the benefit level, 
the scold benefit perceived significantly more of a match 
than the match benefit condition (F-ratio = 3.64, p < .03). 
The mean for the insurance benefit is also higher, though 
not significant, than the mean for the match benefit.
Additionally, across benefit conditions within 
correspondent inference conditions (high or low) the



































































1 = 2 = 3
* All variables measured on a 1 - 5 scale; 1 = low, 5 = high 
b Significantly different at p < .05 (Duncan's procedure)
' Standard deviations 
' High correspondent inference
* Low correspondent inference
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mismatch conditions continued to have higher means than the 
match condition. This may be due to a modification of the 
questions used in assessing subjects' perceived match. The 
level of match was found to be high, yet debriefing of 
subjects yielded perceptions of mismatch did exist. Items 
were worded differently in order to assess subjects' 
perceptions of match more accurately. This rewording took 
effect for the match benefit condition.
The level of perceived match was then assessed across 
correspondent inference levels (high/low) within mismatch 
benefit conditions. Table 3.8 shows that the level of 
perceived match between high and low correspondent 
inference subjects is the same for the insurance and the 
scold benefit conditions.
There was concern that the low correspondent inference 
groups would not be different from the match group, but 
could not theoretically be collapsed into the match group. 
Table 3.9 indicates that the low correspondent inference 
insurance group is significantly different from the match 
group with respect to satisfaction, provider affect, and 
repeat patronage intention, while the low correspondent 
inference scold condition is significantly different from 
the match condition with respect to provider affect.
Table 3.10 illustrates that comparison among the two 
high correspondent inference conditions and the match 
condition. The means for each outcome variable indicate

























* All variables measured on a 1 - 5 scale; 1 = low, 5 = high
* High correspondent inference 
' Low correspondent inference
d Standard deviations
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TABLE 3 . 9
PRETEST 4
LOW CORRESPONDENT INFER EN C E C O N D IT IO N S AND MATCH CONDITION
Variable n Mean' Duncan ’ 3 Procedure Results
Sati sfaction grp.
1 2 3
1 . Insurance 10 2 .90(.34)b grp. 1
2 . Scold 10 3.35(.47) grp. 2
3. Match 26 3.44(.56) grp. 3 *
Prov ider affect grp.
1 2 3
1 . Insurance 10 3.IS(.65) grp. 1
2 . Scold 10 3.36(.81) grp. 2
3. Match 26 4.01(.61) grp. 3 * *
r p i ' grp.
1 2 3
1. Insurance 10 2.62(1.23) grp. 1
2 . Scold 10 3.78(1.33) grp. 2 *
3. Match 26 3.65(1.15) grp. 3 »
* pairs significantly different at the .OS level.
* All variables measured on a 1 - S scale; 1 = low, 5 * high. 
" Standard deviations
* Repeat patronage intention
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TABLE 3 . 1 0
PRETEST 4
HIGH CORRESPONDENT INFERENCE CO N D ITIO N S AND MATCH C O N D ITIO N
Variable n Mean* Duncan1’ 3 Procedure Results
Satisfaction grp.
1 2 3
1. Insurance 10 3.70 (. 40 )b grp. 1
2 . Scold 10 3.15(.40) grp. 2 *
3. Match 26 3.44(.56) grp. 3
Provider affect grp.
1 2 3
1. Insurance 10 3.94(.99) grp. 1
2 . Scold 10 2.97(.98) grp. 2 *
3. Match 26 4.01(.61) grp. 3 *
r p i c grp.
1 2 3
l. Insurance 10 3.80(1.02) grp. 1
2 . Scold 10 2.80(1.14) grp. 2
3. Match 26 3.65(1.15) grp. 3 *
» pairs significantly different at the .05 level.
* All variables measured on a 1 - 5 scale; 1 * low, 5 = high. 
1 Standard deviations 
e Repeat patronage intention
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the order theorized, except for provider affect. For the 
variables satisfaction and repeat patronage intention, the 
insurance group has the highest mean followed by the match 
condition and then the scold condition. This is expected 
due to the positive benefit nature of the insurance 
condition and the negative benefit nature of the scold 
condition as perceived by high correspondent inference 
subjects. The result is that the insurance condition is 
viewed most favorably and the scold condition is viewed 
least favorably, with the match condition acting as a 
neutral condition. While the match condition has the 
highest mean concerning provider affect, it is not 
significantly higher than the mean of the insurance 
condition and the scold condition still remains the lowest 
mean.
Within each mismatch benefit type (insurance/scold), 
the results in Table 3.11 indicate significant differences 
on all outcome variables for the insurance condition and 
means in the desired direction for the scold condition.
This means that for the insurance condition, high 
correspondent inference subjects had more positive provider 
affect, greater satisfaction, and higher intention to 
return to that dentist than low correspondent inference 
subjects.
These results support part of the theoretical basis of 
the current research. The offer of insurance is considered












































* All variables measured on a 1 - 5 scale; 1 = low, 5 = high. 
b High correspondent inference
4 Low correspondent inference 
4 Standard deviations
* Repeat patronage intention
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a positive action by subjects who are triggered into high 
correspondent inference and is considered less positive by 
low correspondent subjects who did not receive enough 
information to be triggered into a high correspondent 
inference condition. The offer of insurance was not of 
concern for the low correspondent inference group.
For the scold condition, while not significant, the 
direction of the means indicates that high correspondent 
inference subjects had more negative provider affect, 
greater dissatisfaction, and less intention to return to 
that dentist than the low correspondent inference subjects. 
This also is in agreement with the theoretical basis of the 
current research. Since the scolding of subjects by the 
dentist is a negative action, high correspondent subjects 
should show more of the negative results, while low 
correspondent subjects display more positive results (more 
positive provider affect, greater satisfaction, higher 
intention to return to that dentist).
Table 3.12 shows the results of correlation analysis 
using provider affect, disconfirmation, and satisfaction.
It is theorized that correlations between provider affect 
and satisfaction should be higher under high correspondent 
inference conditions than under low correspondent inference 
conditions. Correlations between disconfirmation and 
satisfaction should be higher under low correspondent 
inference conditions than under high correspondent
























» * 1-tailed significance at .01 
** = 1-tailed significance at .001 
• High correspondent inference 
b Low correspondent inference
(table con'd)

























* » 1-tailed significance at .01
** » 1-tailed significance at .001 
‘ High correspondent inference 
* Low correspondent inference 
‘ Repeat patronage intention
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inference conditions. The findings indicate that the 
correlations between provider affect and satisfaction are 
higher in the high correspondent inference groups 
(insurance and scold) and the correlations between 
disconfirmation and satisfaction are higher in the low 
correspondent inference groups (insurance and scold).
Additionally, the correlation of provider affect with 
satisfaction for the high correspondent inference 
conditions was examined, while controlling for subjects' 
general dental affect. The resulting partial correlation 
of provider affect with satisfaction for the insurance 
condition is .77 and for the scold condition is .83.
Table 3.13 presents the results of crosstabulation 
analysis of subjects' CIS with the components of CIS 
(hedonic relevance and individualism) for the insurance 
condition. Subjects were split into high and low 
correspondent inference groups by a median split based on 
subjects correspondent inference scores. Subjects with a 
CIS that equalled the median split score were removed from 
the experiment. High CIS subjects should appear in the 
high individualism and high hedonic relevance quadrants, 
with low CIS subjects in the low individualism and low 
hedonic relevance quadrants. This pattern is evident in 
Table 3.13. This indicates that, as expected, subjects 
classified as high CIS are actually high in the components 
of correspondent inference.
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CIS CROSSTAB TABLES FOR THE INSURANCE CONDITION
Correspondent Inference Score by Individualism
High Individualism Low Individualism
High CIS 
Low CIS
Correspondent Inference Score by Hedonic Relevance
High CIS 
Low CIS
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The crosstabulation results for the scold condition 
are shown in Table 3.14. The same pattern as discussed for 
the insurance condition is also expected for the scold 
condition. Again, the data indicate that the CIS is 
correctly classifying subjects based on the components of 
correspondent inference.
Conclusion
This chapter has presented the research methodology 
used to conduct the research. The sampling frame, sample 
size, and development of the cognitive script stimuli were 
discussed. Also, the results of pretests performed in the 
development of the stimuli were reviewed. Chapter Four 
presents the results of the main experiment, including 
manipulation checks and hypotheses testing.
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TABLE 3.14
CIS CROSSTAB TABLES FOR THE SCOLD CONDITION
Correspondent Inference Score by Individualism





Correspondent Inference Score by Hedonic Relevance
High Hed. Rel. Low Hed. Rel.
High CIS
Low CIS
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CHAPTER FOUR 
RESULTS
This chapter presents the results of the hypotheses 
tests proposed by the research. The manipulation checks 
will be discussed first, followed by the confirmatory 
factor analysis and reliability analyses of the measurement 
instrument. Then, analyses addressing the hypotheses will 
be presented, including MANCOVA results and path 
comparisons for the structural models.
MANIPULATION CHECKS
Experimental Design
The design of the experiment resulted in two main 
conditions, a match and mismatch condition. Subjects in 
the match condition were exposed to a script for a visit to 
the dentist that agreed with or matched their general 
script, while subjects in the mismatch condition were 
exposed to a script that added an extra, unexpected event, 
resulting in a mismatch with subjects' general dental 
scripts.
The mismatch condition was then designed with two 
types of added events such that one half of the subjects in 
the mismatch condition were hypothetically benefitted 
positively by the added event, while the remaining subjects 
were hypothetically adversely affected. So, at the benefit
107
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level there is one group exposed to a positive valence 
mismatch and another group exposed to a negative valence 
mismatch, with the match group forming a third group with a 
neutral benefit to serve as a control.
The positive valence mismatch is the insurance benefit 
condition and the negative valence mismatch is the scold 
benefit condition. Each of these benefit conditions was 
designed to contain high levels of hedonic relevance and 
individualism. Since the match condition contained no 
unanticipated events, there were no measures of hedonic 
relevance or individualism taken to use in generating a 
correspondent inference score.
As developed in social psychology, correspondent 
inference generates attributions from the additional unique 
information provided by an event or action (Jones and 
Davis, 1965) . Such an event is contained in the mismatch 
condition, so correspondent inference measurement is 
appropriate. But the match condition does not possess such 
an event to provide the additional information. Thus, 
there is no theoretical basis for questioning match 
condition subjects about their level of correspondent 
inference. This is why there are no correspondent 
inference scores (CIS), hedonic relevance means, or 
individualism means for the match condition subjects to be 
used in comparisons.
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The data collection process resulted in a sample size 
of 432 subjects. This group was then examined for outlier 
and extreme responses. Subjects were determined to be an 
outlier or extreme response using normal probability plots, 
box plots, and stem-and-leaf plots. Removal of outlier and 
extreme response subjects led to a reduced sample size of 
388 subjects, on which the analyses were performed.
A basic assumption of the experiment was that subjects 
in all groups began with the same script concerning a 
dental encounter. In order to test this premise, subjects' 
rank order scores were computed following the procedures 
established by Smith and Houston (1985). This process 
consisted of asking subjects to select from a list the 
relevant events that comprise a visit to the dentist and 
then place them in temporal order of occurrence. This rank 
ordering was then compared to the control script determined 
by pretesting. Subjects were given one point for each 
relevant event included and then one point for each event 
pair correctly ordered. From this, one-half point was 
subtracted for each relevant event not included and another 
one-half point was subtracted for each irrelevant event 
included.
The control script consisted of thirteen events and 
was presented to subjects in scrambled order with six 
additional irrelevant events. This means for each 
subject's rank order score (ROS) could range from -9.5
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(including no relevant events and all irrelevant events ) 
to 25 (including all relevant events in the correct order 
with no irrelevant events).
Table 4.1 presents the results of a oneway ANOVA with 
Duncan's procedure to test the assumption of script 
equality across groups. An F-ratio of 1.04 (p < .36) 
indicates that there are no significant differences among 
the groups with respect to the level of script used by 
subjects. The results of comparisons at high and low 
correspondent inference levels are also shown in Table 4.1.
There were no significant differences between benefit 
conditions at either the high correspondent inference level 
(F-ratio =1.00, p < .37) or the low correspondent 
inference level (F-ratio = .96, p < .38). Table 4.1 also 
indicates there are no significant differences between high 
and low correspondent inference groups within benefit 
condition (insurance, t-value = -1.63, p < .11; scold, 
t-value = -.39, p < .70). These results suggest that 
subjects in all groups did begin with more or less the same 
script for the dental encounter. Therefore, there should 
be no group differences arising from the use of different 
types or complexities of scripts used by subjects. 
Manipulation Measures
Subjects' perceptions of the degree of match between 
their script and the sequence of events they were exposed 
to were measured using several items. Two of these items
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TABLE 4.1









(1 ) (2 ) (3)
Overall 20.95 20.50 21.16 1.04 1 = 2 = 3
(3.35)' (3.89) (3.14) (<.36)
HCId 20. 55 20.36 21.16 1.00 1 = 2 = 3
(3.57) (3.97) (3.14) (<-37)
l c i* 21.41 20.63 21.16 .96 1 = 2 = 3
(3.01) (3.92) (3.14) (<•38)
LCI HCI t-value p-level
Insurance 20.55 21.41 -1.63 . 11
(3.57) (3-01)
Scold 20.36 20.63 -.39 .70
(3.97) (3.92)
‘ Rank order score is a calculated value between -9.5 (no script) and 25 
(perfect script)
6 Significantly different at p < .05 (Duncan's procedure)
‘ Standard deviations 
4 High correspondent inference 
' Low correspondent inference
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used five point response scales and were combined for a 
measure of perceived match. The first item asked 'Did the 
sequence of events you saw in the video match exactly what 
you thought would happen?', with a response scale of l = 
didn't match at all to 5 = matched exactly. The second 
item was a statement worded 'My expectation of what would 
happen and when during the dental visit was matched 
perfectly by the sequence of events on the video tape.'
The response scale ranged from 1 = strongly disagree to 5 = 
strongly agree.
The final item was a categorical response item. This 
forced subjects into a 1 = yes and 2 = no answer to the 
question 'Did anything happen during your dental visit that 
you did not expect to happen?'
Subjects' involvement with the dental encounter was 
also used as a manipulation check. Four statements using a 
response scale of 1 = strongly disagree to 5 = strongly 
agree were used to assess subjects' involvement. A typical 
statement for this scale was 'This dental visit made me 
anxious.'
The extra events provided by the mismatch condition 
gave additional unique information to subjects (Jones and 
Davis 1965). This extra information should have motivated 
subjects to process the information in order to make 
dispositional judgements toward the person committing the 
events, thus resulting in a higher level of involvement
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(Jones and Davis 1965). Consequently, involvement was used 
as an indirect measure of the level of correspondent 
inference generated by the mismatch condition.
The valence of the benefit condition was evaluated 
using two questions. The first question asked 'Do you feel 
that the offering of dental insurance (or scolding) by the 
dentist during your visit was a good or a bad thing?' 
Subjects responded on a scale of 1 = a bad thing to 5 = a 
good thing. The other item was a statement asking 'I think 
the dentist was trying to help me by letting me know about 
the dental insurance plan.' The appropriate wording was 
used for the scold benefit condition. Subjects used a 
response scale of 1 = strongly disagree to 5 = strongly 
agree.
The above measures were used to suggest that subjects 
in the mismatch condition are engaging in the correspondent 
inference process. The perceived match questions were a 
direct measure taken across all conditions, which attempted 
to test subjects' perceptions of the suitability of their 
scripts for dental encounters. The involvement, valence of 
the benefit condition, hedonic relevance, and individualism 
questions were indirect measures dealing with the level of 
correspondent inference activity.
The following sections assess the results of testing 
each of the manipulation measures across groups. First, 
subjects' perceived script match will be discussed,
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followed by subjects' involvement. Finally, the valence of 
the benefit condition will be examined, with a review of 
hedonic relevance and individualism levels concluding the 
manipulation measure examination.
Perceived Match
Subjects in the mismatch conditions should have 
perceived less of a match between the service encounter and 
their expectations than subjects in the match condition. 
This was examined using oneway ANOVA with Duncan's 
procedure. Table 4.2 reveals that no two groups were 
significantly different at the .05 level (F2df = .58).
The means of responses for all perceived match 
comparisons are high (i.e. 4.11 on a 5 point scale), 
indicating that all subjects perceived a high level of 
match. With the failure of the perceived match items to 
distinguish subjects' perceptions of match and mismatch 
conditions, additional evidence of the manipulation was 
examined.
Further analysis divided each mismatch condition into 
high and low correspondent inference groups by way of a 
median split of subjects' correspondent inference scores. 
This action is warranted due to the wide range of 
correspondent inference scores by subjects and the 
theoretical argument that if correspondent inference is 
working, there should be differences on key variables 
between high and low correspondent inference groups (Jones
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TABLE 4.2





































































































1 = 2 ,  1 = 3  
2 > 3
* All variables measured on a 1 - 5 scale; 1 = low, 5 = high 
k Significantly different at p < .05 (Duncan's procedure)
* Standard deviations
* High correspondent inference
* Low correspondent inference
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and Davis, 1965). This correspondent inference grouping 
provides two levels of analysis. First, a comparison was 
made between the match and mismatch conditions and second, 
a comparison was made at the high/low correspondent 
inference group level, both across and within benefit 
conditions. The following discussion will address each of 
these levels of analysis.
Table 4.2 also presents the results of perceived match 
when examined by treatment cell. Neither the high 
correspondent inference condition-to-match comparison nor 
the low correspondent inference condition-to-match 
comparison revealed any significant differences. 
Additionally, when tested across correspondent inference 
conditions, no significant differences were found. This 
comparison is shown in Table 4.3.
Another form of response used to measure subjects' 
perceived match with their script was a categorical 
response item. Table 4.4 contains the results of the cross 
tabulation analyses. Examination of the cross tabulation by 
benefit condition reveals that the majority of insurance 
condition subjects perceived a mismatch and the majority of 
match condition subjects perceived a match. But the 
majority of scold condition subjects also perceived a match 
(contrary to expectations). This pattern is repeated when 
the single item forced choice measure is assessed within 
correspondent inference groups across benefit conditions.


































‘ All variables measured on a 1 - 5 
* High correspondent inference 
' Low correspondent inference 
4 Standard deviations
scale; 1 = low, 5 = high
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X- = 54.47 
p < .01






















X: = 63.54 
P < -01
* Insurance
k High correspondent inference 
e Low correspondent inference
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A potential explanation for the scold condition results may 
be found in subjects' prior experience with dental 
services.
Table 4.5 provides the results of t-tests performed on 
subjects' prior experience with a scolding or insurance 
presentation by their dentists in the past. At the benefit 
level, the scold condition mean (2.34) is significantly 
greater (t = -1.72, p < .09) than the insurance condition 
mean (1.97), meaning the subjects were significantly more 
familiar with dentists scolding them than with dentists 
attempting to sell dental insurance during a visit. The 
HCI conditions across benefit type do not display a 
significant difference in prior experience, but the LCI 
conditions across benefit type do display a significant 
difference in prior experience. The scold condition mean 
of 2.32 is significantly larger (t = -2.72, p < .01) than 
the insurance condition mean of 1.60. Overall, these 
results indicate that the scold condition subjects may have 
not perceived the mismatch due to their increased prior 
experience with dental scoldings, as opposed to the 
insurance condition, where subjects had very little prior 
experience with dental insurance presentations. Our 
attention is now focused on other sources of evidence that 
the match/mismatch manipulation was effective.


























* All variables measured on a 1 - 5 scale; 1 = low, 5 = high 
k Insurance
c Standard deviations
* High correspondent inference
* Low correspondent inference
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Involvement
Subjects who encounter a mismatch situation with their 
expected script should exhibit a higher level of 
involvement than those subjects whose scripts are matched. 
Using the three conditions of benefit (insurance, scold, 
match), Table 4.2 presents the results of a oneway ANOVA 
with Duncan's procedure to test this assumption at the .05 
level. A significantly higher level of involvement was 
found for subjects in the scold condition (F = 9.82, p < 
.01) but subjects in the insurance condition were not 
significantly different from the match condition, although 
the means of the insurance and match condition are in the 
desired direction (insurance = 2.36, match = 2.24).
Subjects' involvement level was then assessed by 
treatment cell. Table 4.2 also compares the high 
correspondent mismatch conditions to the match condition, 
along with the low correspondent mismatch conditions 
compared to the match condition. The high correspondent 
inference conditions compared to the match condition 
produce the same results as seen earlier. Subjects in the 
high correspondent inference scold condition exhibit a 
significantly higher level of involvement than both the 
high correspondent inference insurance and match condition 
subjects (F = 10.36, p < .01). The low correspondent 
inference conditions comparison to the match condition also 
produced a significant difference in involvement between
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scold and match condition subjects (F = 2.96, p < .05). 
Again, the low correspondent inference insurance condition 
was not significantly different in involvement from the 
match condition.
Subject involvement levels were then examined across 
correspondent inference conditions within benefit type. 
Table 4.3 contains the results of t-tests performed on the 
high and low correspondent inference conditions within each 
benefit type. The insurance benefit type revealed a 
nonsignificant difference between high and low 
correspondent inference and this was also found for the 
scold condition. This suggests that script mismatches do 
produce higher involvement than script matches, at least 
for the scold condition. This is additional indirect 
evidence that subjects did notice the deviation from their 
script, even though the direct manipulation check did not 
show it.
Benefit Valence
The mismatch conditions of insurance and scold were 
developed to represent a positive and negative valence 
benefit, respectively. This was evaluated by items that 
measured subjects' perceived affective tone of each 
mismatch condition. Overall, the insurance benefit was 
perceived as significantly more positive than the scold 
condition. This is shown in Table 4.6. The insurance 
benefit has a mean of 3.90 and the scold benefit has a mean




Variable Means* t-value p-level
Deviation
Ins.* Benefit 3.90(1.29)'
Scold Benefit 3.72(1.11) -2.38 .01*
HCI.* Ins. 3.99(1.04)
HCI. Scold 3.52(1.19) 2.52 .01*
LCI.f Ins. 2.74(1.23)
LCI. Scold 3.92(1.03) -6.31 .01*
HCI. Ins. 3.99(1.04)
LCI. ins. 2.74(1.23) 6 .SS .01*
HCI. Scold 3.52(1.19)
LCI. Scold 3.92(1.03) -2.04 .04*




* High correspondent inference 
' Low correspondent inference
* 2-tailed t-test
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of 3.72, resulting in a t-value of -2.38 (p < .01). The 
valence of each mismatch condition was then assessed across 
benefit types at the high correspondent inference level.
The insurance mean of 3.99 and the scold mean of 3.52 lead 
to a t-value of 2.52 (p < .01).
At the low correspondent inference level across 
benefit types, the insurance mean of 2.74 is below the 
scold mean of 3.92 (t = -6.31, p < .01). This indicates 
that the insurance was perceived as significantly more 
negative than the scolding. A potential explanation for 
this counterintuitive result may be the significantly 
higher level of prior experience with dental scoldings by 
the LCI scold group over the LCI insurance group's prior 
experience with dental insurance presentations. This 
increased familiarity gained by the prior experience may 
have conditioned subjects toward a dental scolding, 
therefore subjects did not perceive the scolding as a bad 
occurrence.
The perceived valence of each benefit type was then 
examined across correspondent inference conditions. The 
HCI insurance mean of 3.99 and the LCI insurance mean of 
2.74 result in a t-value of 6.98 (p < .01), indicating that 
HCI insurance subjects perceived the insurance as a more 
positive action than did LCI insurance subjects. The scold 
benefit type across correspondent inference conditions also 
yields the desired results (HCI 3.52, LCI 3.92, t = -2.04,
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P < .04). In this case, the HCI scold subjects perceived 
the scolding significantly more negatively than subjects in 
the LCI scold group.
These results indicate that subjects overall and 
subjects within the high correspondent inference conditions 
did perceive the insurance condition as a more positive 
deviation than the scold condition. Additionally, subjects 
in high and low correspondent inference conditions 
perceived the valence of each deviation as expected. In 
other words, subjects in the HCI insurance group perceived 
the insurance deviation more positively than LCI insurance 
subjects, while LCI scold subjects perceived the scold 
deviation more negatively than HCI scold subjects.
Theoretically, this result is due to the ability of 
correspondent inference to amplify the valence of a 
perceived event (Jones and Davis, 1965). Conseguently, 
subjects in a high correspondent inference condition will 
tend to view a positive act more positively than low 
correspondent inference subjects viewing the same act.
When correspondent inference begins, the level of 
perceived hedonic relevance allows an individual to group 
the perceived event according to its affective tone and 
importance. High correspondent inference subjects place 
more importance on the event than low correspondent 
inference subjects and this should result in the affective 
tone of the event reaching a greater level for the high
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correspondent inference subjects. But the HCI scold 
subjects did not amplify the negative tone of the scold as 
theory suggests. They perceived the scold more positively 
than the LCI scold subjects. This indicates that even 
though an event is of a negative tone, consumers may still 
perceive the event as benefiting them in a positive manner. 
Consumers may feel that the service provider did it for 
their own good.
Hedonic Relevance and Individualism
The last evidence supporting the success of the 
manipulation pertains to the levels of hedonic relevance 
and individualism across correspondent inference groups. 
First, these two elements were examined for equivalence 
across the benefit condition. Table 4.7 reveals that 
individualism is the same across the benefit condition but 
hedonic relevance does show a significant difference, with 
scold subjects perceiving more hedonic relevance (insurance 
= 3.28, scold = 3.66, t = -3.01, p < .01). Analysis within 
correspondent inference levels (high/low) and across the 
benefit condition is also presented in Table 4.7 and 
indicates that hedonic relevance for the LCI level is the 
only significant difference (p<.05) found (ins = 2.56, 
scold = 3.17, t = -3.41, p < .01). These results suggest 
that the HCI insurance and scold groups are equivalent with 
respect to hedonic relevance and individualism, but the LCI 
insurance and scold groups do differ significantly on
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TABLE 4.7




(n=163) (n-140) t-value p-level






































“ All variables measured on a 1 - 5 scale; 1 = low, 5 * high 
b Standard deviations 
c High correspondent inference 
4 Low correspondent inference
(table con'd)
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TABLE 4.7 CONTINUED




(n=83) (n»78) t-value1 p-level
Hedonic Relevance 3.97 2.56 9.65 .01
(-■71)* (1.09)




Variable (n-83) <n=78) t-value1 p-level
Hedonic Relevance 4.16 3.17 6.49 .01
(.65) (1-07)
Individualism 2.99 2.10 8.22 .01
(-S1) (.64)
* All variables measured on a 1 - 5 scale; 1 = low, S = high
* High correspondent inference 
' Low correspondent inference
* 1-tailed t-test
‘ Standard deviations
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hedonic relevance. Therefore, results of comparisons 
between the LCI insurance and scold groups will be 
interpreted with more caution than those of the HCI 
insurance and scold groups.
If correspondent inference is occurring as predicted, 
subjects in the HCI groups should display significantly 
higher levels of both hedonic relevance and individualism 
than subjects in the LCI groups. For the insurance 
benefit, the means of hedonic relevance (HCI = 3.97, LCI = 
2.56, t = 9.65, p < .01) and individualism (HCI = 3.19, LCI 
= 1.91, t = 11.38, p < .01) are significantly different in 
the desired direction. The findings for hedonic relevance 
(HCI = 4.16, LCI = 3.17, t = 6.49, p < .01) and 
individualism (HCI = 2.99, LCI =2.10, t = 8.22, p < .01) 
for the scold condition are also as desired. These results 
indicate that correspondent inference is occurring in the 
mismatch conditions and is operating properly.
In summary, the direct measure of the match/mismatch 
manipulation indicates that subjects did not perceive the 
congruence between their scripts and the observed events 
any differently across conditions. However, the indirect 
measures do indicate that the match/mismatch treatment is 
creating differences in correspondent inference, 
involvement, and perceptions of the benefits' valence.
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ASSESSMENT OF MEASUREMENT VALIDITY AND RELIABILITY 
Confirmatory Factor Analysis
Confirmatory factor analyses were performed to 
establish the scales to be used in the MANCOVA analysis and 
the measurement model to be used in the evaluation of the 
structural model path comparisons. Removal of items from 
the analysis was based on examination of the theta delta 
matrix, the standardized residuals, and the modification 
indices. Items with large theta delta loadings, large 
residuals, and cross loadings to other constructs were 
removed from the analysis. This process resulted in a 
measurement model with multiple indicators for each 
construct and is presented in Table 4.8. Table 4.9 
contains the items used in the measurement model.
For each variable the maximum likelihood estimate is 
shown, along with the composite reliability and average 
variance extracted for each construct. Also, the 
correlations among the constructs are shown at the bottom 
of the table. While most of the items display acceptable 
composite reliability and variance extracted, the 
disconfirmation items have the lowest composite reliability 
and average variance extracted. The composite reliability 
of .59 is acceptable, but it was expected that the average 
variance extracted would be higher than .34. It is also 
recognized that the average variance extracted for 
performance is somewhat lower than other constructs, .47.
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GFI = .941 
RMSR = .039
< .01) Tucker-Lewis Index 
AGFI = .920
= .928































* Repeat patronage intention




Items Response Scale Type
General Affect
In general, I think dentists are:
Five Point Semantic 
Differential Scale
Good - Bad 
Likeable - Unlikeable 
Unpleasant - Pleasant 
Awful - Nice
Performance Five Point Likert 
Agree/Disagree Scale
The dentist communicated with 
me very well.
The dentist didn't show much concern 
for my problem.
The dentist was clear and specific about 
what he was doing to fix my tooth.
D isconf irmat ion Five Point Likert 
Agree/Disagree Scale
The dental assistant was not as 
friendly as I expected.
Five Point Worse Than 
Expected/Better Than Expected
The length of time it took me to 
pay my bill and set up my next 
appointment was:
The performance of the dental 
assistant was:
Provider Affect Five Point Likert 
Agree/Disagree Scale
This dentist is not a very nice person.
Nice - Awful 
Unlikeable - Likeable 
Friendly - Unfriendly
Five Point Semantic 
Differential Scale
(table con'd)




Items Response Scale Type
Satisfaction Five Point Likert 
Agree/Disagree Scale
Overall, I am satisfied with my 
visit to the dentist.
Five Point Delighted/ 
Terrible Scale
Please rate your dental visit as 
a whole: "I feel ....
Overall, how do you feel about 
your vi3it to the dentist?
Repeat Patronage Intentions Five Point Almost Certain/ 
Very Unlikely Scale
How likely would you be to return
to this dentist for a similar problem?
The chances of me returnig to this 
dentist for anything are....
How likely are you to return to thi3 
dentist for other dental services?
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With the known problems in the satisfaction literature 
pertaining to the measurement of performance and 
disconfirmation, these results are somewhat predictable, 
and suggest a more cautious interpretation of the 
structural model results (Churchill and Suprenant 1982).
It also should be noted that there were no cross loadings 
between the indicators for performance and disconfirmation.
The overall model X2l55df of 246.22 (p < .01) displays an 
acceptable level of fit to the data. The goodness of fit 
index (GFI) of .941, adjusted goodness of fit index (AGFI) 
of .920, and the root mean square residual (RMSR) of .039 
are also acceptable. These measures indicate a model that 
is reasonably well fit to the data. For a comparison, the 
null confirmatory factor model was calculated to have a 
X22IOdf of 4911.93 (p < .01), resulting in a X255df difference 
of 4665.71 (p < .01). The null model results were then 
used to calculate the Tucker-Lewis Index (.928). These 
results indicate that the measurement model is a 
significant improvement over the null model.
Reliability
Once the confirmatory factor analyses yielded the 
measurement model to be used, a reliability analysis of the 
scales was performed. Table 4.10 presents the item-to- 
total correlations and the standardized coefficient alpha 
for each scale. All scales performed acceptably with item- 
to-total correlations above .50 and alphas above .60,
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TABLE 4.10





X, . 5 2
X, . 6 7
X,' . 6 4
X. . 6 1 . 8 0
Performance
x5 . 5 9
X4 . 5 4
X, . 3 7 . 6 9
Disconfirmation
X, . 3 6
X, . 3 1
X|o . 5 0 . 5 7
Provider Affect
x„ . 5 6
x,= . 8 4
X.J . 8 3
X,4 . 8 0 . 3 9
Satisfaction
x,3 . 6 2
X„ . 7 0
x,7 . 7 4 . 8 3
Repeat Patronage Intentions
x „ . 9 1
x., . 9 3
xio . 9 3 . 9 7
‘ Item-to-total correlation
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except for disconfirmation and performance. The 
disconfirmation alpha of .57 is acceptable, but two 
loadings below .5 (X8 = .36 and X9 = .31) are less than 
desired (X8, The dental assistant was not as friendly as I 
expected; X9/ The length of time it took me to pay my bill 
and set up my next appointment was: 1 = worse than I
expected, 5 = better than I expected). Performance also 
has a low item-to-total correlation for item X7 (.37, The 
dentist was clear and specific about what he was doing to 
fix my tooth. 1 = strongly disagree, 5 = strongly agree). 
For this reason, other combinations of disconfirmation and 
performance items were assessed for use in the measurement 
model in hopes of a better measurement model. The results 
of this examination yielded no improvements without extreme 
costs. For an improvement in item-to-total correlations 
there was a corresponding increase in cross loadings 
between disconfirmation and performance. It was deemed 
that a slight sacrifice of reliability was allowable for a 
measurement model containing no cross loadings between the 
two constructs.
With the measurement model now established, further 
analysis is appropriate. The next sections address the 
analyses undertaken to test the hypotheses. First, the 
hypotheses pertaining to the levels of provider affect, 
satisfaction, and repeat patronage intention will be 
discussed with the MANCOVA results. Following this, the
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hypotheses concerning the relative strength of certain 
paths in the structural model are tested by path 
comparisons between structural models.
EXAMINATION OF HYPOTHESES 
Levels of Provider Affect, Satisfaction, and Repeat 
Patronage Intention
Subjects were exposed to either a script mismatch 
condition of positive or negative valence or a script match 
condition with no deviation. This led to hypotheses 
concerning the relative levels of provider affect, 
satisfaction, and repeat patronage intention (RPI) between 
the mismatch conditions and the match condition.
The first three hypotheses (HI, H2, and H3) state that 
the highest levels of affect, satisfaction, and RPI will be 
found in the mismatch/positive benefit condition 
(insurance), followed by the match condition, with the 
lowest levels generated by the mismatch/negative benefit 
condition (scold). These hypotheses pertain to the high 
correspondent inference subjects only, since subjects in 
the low correspondent inference groups presumably did not 
perceive enough information from the added event to engage 
in correspondent inference and any predictions pertaining 
to the dependent variables for these groups would be 
speculative.
For each analysis, subjects' general affect toward 
dentists as a group was used as a covariate. Subjects 
responded to four semantic differential items (e.g., In
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general, I think dentists are: unlikable (1) - likeable
(5)). The scale item-to-total correlations and reliability 
are shown in Table 4.10. All items have item-to-total 
correlations above .50 and the scale reliability of .80 is 
well above the .60 minimum. Removal of this preexisting 
affect provides a better test of the provider affect 
generated by the experiment. The adjusted cell means for 
the combination of the low and high correspondent inference 
groups is shown at the top of Table 4.11. This indicates 
that the insurance benefit condition has lower means than 
the match condition, while the scold benefit condition and 
the match condition have means in the desired order.
For the hypothesized high correspondent inference 
group, the desired ordering of the mean levels of each 
variable is followed by satisfaction and RPI, but not by 
provider affect. In this case, the match condition has a 
higher mean than the insurance condition. Examination of 
the low correspondent inference group reveals that the 
match group has a higher mean than the insurance group for 
each of the outcome variables, while the match and scold 
groups are in the desired order.
The significance of these differences is presented in 
Table 4.12. For the insurance/match MANCOVA, general 
affect is a significant covariate on each of the dependent 
variables. After removing the significant effect of 
general affect on all of the dependent variables, the
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TABLE 4.11
MANCOVA ADJUSTED CELL MEANS3
Dependent
Variables Ins.1 Match Scold Match
Overall, by Benefit
Provider affect 4.048' 4.198 3.300 4.163
Satisfaction 3.632 3.681 3.320 3.642
RPI* 3.720 3.816 3.256 3.783
High Correspondent Inference*
Provider affect 4.103 4.199 3.184 4.148
Satisfaction 3.711 3.679 3.178 3.622
RPI 3.913 3.814 3.046 3.764
Low Correspondent Inference
Provider affect 3.979 4.191 3.434 4.173
Satisfaction 3.540 3.681 3.467 3.656
RPI 3.482 3.817 3.448 3.800
Means adjusted for the effects of the general affect covariate 
Insurance
All variables measured on a 1 - 5 scale; 1 = low, 5 = high 
Repeat patronage intention 
Hypotheses group
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TABLE 4.12















RPI' .979 1.115 .34 .752 15.566 .01
Stepdown F-tests
Provider affect .856 .36 43.111 .01
Satisfaction .801 .37 1.221 .27
RPI 1.681 .20 1.991 . 16
Covariate: General Affect
t-value D-level t-value D-level
Provider affect 4.160 .00 2.346 .02
Satisfaction 3.370 .00 3.263 .00
RPI 2.466 .01 2.155 .03
* High correspondent inference 
b Insurance
‘ Repeat patronage intention
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Wilk's Lambda of .979, with an F-value of 1.115 (p < .34) 
indicates that there is no significant difference between 
the two groups. This means that subjects in the 
mismatch/positive benefit condition (insurance) and the 
match condition are not significantly different in their 
levels of provider affect, satisfaction, and repeat 
patronage intention.
In contrast, the results for the scold/match MANCOVA 
reveal that after the removal of the significant covariate 
effect of general affect on all dependent variables, a 
Wilk's Lambda of .752 and an F-ratio of 15.566 (p < .01) 
indicates that there is a significant difference between 
the two groups. Examination of the stepdown F-tests 
indicate that this difference is driven by provider affect 
(F-ratio = 43.111, p < .01). The remaining dependent 
variables are not significant at the .05 level. It should 
be noted that the order of the dependent variables 
influences the results of the stepdown F-tests. For that 
reason, the order of the dependent variables is indicated 
by theory and follows the order shown in the structural 
model. So, subjects in the match condition have 
significantly more positive provider affect than subjects 
in the mismatch/negative benefit condition (scold). These 
results provide partial support for hypothesis 1 and fail 
to support hypotheses 2 and 3, which predicted that the 
highest levels of satisfaction and repeat patronage
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intention would be under the mismatch/positive benefit 
condition (insurance), followed by the match condition and 
then the mismatch/negative benefit condition (scold).
Subjects' need for cognition was also used as a 
covariate. For all groups on all dependent variables, need 
for cognition was not a significant covariate at the .05 
level. For this reason, need for cognition was removed 
from the analysis.
While the insurance condition did not display 
significantly higher levels of provider affect, 
satisfaction, or repeat patronage intention than the match 
condition, the match condition did display a significantly 
higher level of provider affect than the scold condition. 
The lack of a significant finding for the insurance 
condition could be partially explained by the lack of a 
significant difference in involvement between the insurance 
and match condition subjects. It appears that the 
insurance condition did not generate a high enough level of 
involvement for subjects to influence their evaluation of 
the dependent variables. That is, subjects in the 
insurance condition were not sufficiently motivated to 
generate high positive judgements about the service 
provider, when compared to the match group.
Examination of the MANCOVA results at the benefit 
level (across correspondent inference conditions) are 
presented in Table 4.13. After removing the significant
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TABLE 4.13















RPI- .988 .968 .41 .796 18.256 .01
Stepdown F-tests
Provider affect 2.549 .11 43.913 .01
Satisfaction .327 .57 4.838 .03
RPI .047 .33 4.442 .04
Covariate: General Affect
t-value D-level t-value o-level
Provider affect 4.663 .01 2.300 .02
Satisfaction 4.337 .01 2.995 .01
RPI 2.909 .01 2.372 .02
* Repeat patronage intention
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covariate effect of general affect on all dependent 
variables, there is not a significant difference between 
the insurance condition and the match condition, with 
respect to provider affect, satisfaction, and repeat 
patronage intention (Wilk's lambda = .988, F-ratio = .968,
P < -41).
Turning to the scold condition compared to the match 
condition, it is also found that the covariate of general 
affect is significant on all dependent variables. But this 
time, the data does indicate a significant difference 
between the scold condition and the match condition (Wilk's 
lambda = .796, F-ratio = 18.256, p < .01). The Stepdown F- 
tests indicate that there is a significant difference 
between the two conditions based on provider affect (F- 
ratio = 43.913, p < .01), satisfaction (F-ratio = 4.838, p
< .03), and repeat patronage intention (F-ratio = 4.442, p
< .04). So at the benefit level, there are no significant 
differences between the insurance and match conditions, but 
there are significant differences between the scold and 
match conditions with respect to provider affect, 
satisfaction, and repeat patronage intention.
As mentioned earlier, the low correspondent inference 
condition has no hypotheses concerning its levels on the 
dependent variables due to the lack of unique additional 
information from which to generate correspondent 
inferences. This also means that examination at the
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benefit level (insurance mismatch, scold mismatch, match) 
does not pertain to hypotheses. Nevertheless, the analysis 
was performed on both the benefit level and on the low 
correspondent inference subjects for informational 
purposes.
For the low correspondent inference condition, Table 
4.11 illustrates that the mean level ordering of the groups 
is scold, insurance, and match, from lowest to highest.
This means that the match condition has the highest mean 
level of provider affect, satisfaction and repeat patronage 
intention, followed by the positive valence condition 
(insurance) and finally the negative valence condition 
(scold). A potential explanation of this finding may be 
that subjects in the match condition had their script 
positively reinforced by the fact that they knew what was 
going to happen and they were correct. Whereas, subjects 
in the mismatch conditions had to expend cognitive energy 
to evaluate the added event and recognize that they didn't 
care about the event. So for these subjects' additional 
work in the service encounter, they were not rewarded in 
any manner as the high correspondent subjects were with 
additional information concerning the service provider, 
from which dispositional judgements were made. Therefore, 
low correspondent inference subjects may have been 
disappointed by the lack of reinforcement and the lack of 
useful additional information, and this influenced levels
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TABLE 4.14















RPI” .972 1.476 .22 .787 12.943 .01
Stepdown F-tests
Provider affect 3.243 .07 25.029 .01
Satisfaction .010 .92 8.776 .01
RPI 1.190 .28 3.177 .08
Covariate: General Affect
t-value D-level t-value D-level
Provider affect 3.301 .01 1.595 .11
Satisfaction 3.878 .01 2.072 .04
RPI 2. 615 .01 1.975 .05
* Low correspondent inference 
‘ Insurance
c Repeat patronage intention
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of the outcome variables for the low correspondent 
inference subjects.
The MANCOVA results for the low correspondent 
inference conditions are presented in Table 4.14. Starting 
with the insurance benefit condition, it can be seen that 
general affect is a significant covariate for each of the 
dependent variables. The Wilk's lambda is .972, resulting 
in an insignificant F-ratio of 1.476 (p < .22). This is 
the same conclusion that was found in the high 
correspondent inference insurance benefit condition.
For the low correspondent inference scold condition 
general affect is a significant covariate for satisfaction 
and repeat patronage intention, but not for provider 
affect. This does differ from the HCI scold results in 
that general affect was a significant covariate for each of 
the dependent variables. Examination of the Wilk's lambda 
(.787) and the F-ratio (12.943, p < .01) indicates a 
significant difference between the low correspondent 
inference scold condition and the match condition. This 
result was also found for the HCI scold condition. The 
Stepdown F-tests reveal that there is a significant 
difference with respect to provider affect and 
satisfaction, but not with repeat patronage intention.
This differs from the HCI scold result in that satisfaction 
was not significantly different for the HCI scold 
condition.
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Although there were no hypotheses pertaining to the 
low correspondent inference conditions, the results of 
analysis on this group are reported for informational 
benefit. The results indicate that the LCI insurance 
condition generated the same levels of provider affect, 
satisfaction, and repeat patronage intention as the match 
condition. On the other hand, the LCI scold condition 
generated significantly lower levels of provider affect, 
satisfaction, and repeat patronage intention than the match 
condition.
Post Hoc MANCOVA Analyses
Due to the low performance of the match/mismatch 
manipulation, additional analyses were performed for 
informational purposes using only subjects who responded as 
expected to the categorical match question. In other 
words, these MANCOVA analyses used subjects in the mismatch 
condition that responded they perceived a mismatch of their 
scripts and subjects in the match condition that responded 
they perceived a match of their scripts. These subjects 
were analyzed using the same procedures as the previous 
MANCOVA analyses.
Table 4.15 displays the adjusted cell means by benefit 
and by benefit within correspondent inference level 
(high/low). The insurance condition has lower means for 
the dependent variables than the match condition in all 
groups. The scold condition is also has lower means for
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TABLE 4.15
CATEGORICAL R ESPO N SE SU B JE C T S
MANCOVA AD JUSTED  CELL MEANS*
Dependent
Variables Ins.k Match Scold Match
Overall, by Benefit
Provider affect 3.954* 4.313 2.989 4.267
Satisfaction 3.448 3.762 2.892 3.711



















Provider affect 3.853 4.327 2.767 4.292
Satisfaction 3.321 3.786 2.915 3.741
RPI 3.245 3.969 2.720 3.927
‘ Means adjusted for the effects of the general affect covariate 
b Insurance
* All variables measured on a 1 - 5 scale; 1 = low, 5 « high
* Repeat patronage intention
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the dependent variables than the match condition in all 
groups.
Tables 4.16 - 4.18 present the results of the MANCOVA 
analyses. The findings were the same as the previous 
analyses, with the exception of the insurance condition to 
match comparisons. Earlier, the insurance condition was 
not significantly different from the match condition in any 
comparison. Now, the insurance condition is significantly 
different from the match condition when compared at the low 
correspondent inference level and at the benefit level.
But, the high correspondent inference insurance group is 
not significantly different from the match group.
The insurance condition means are lower than the match 
condition means. This indicates that the insurance 
subjects that perceived the mismatch condition have more 
negative provider affect, less satisfaction, and less 
intention to patronize the dentist in the future than the 
match subjects that perceived the match condition. This 
may be a result of insurance subjects viewing the offer of 
dental insurance by the dentist with skepticism. Subjects 
may have considered the dentist to be trying to make a buck 
by offering dental insurance, instead of trying to help 
them.
Other post hoc analyses performed to provide 
information for future research involved removing general 
affect as a covariate. General affect was a significant
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TABLE 4 . 1 6
CATEGORICAL RESPO N SE SU B JE C T S



















































* High correspondent inference
* Insurance
' Repeat patronage intention
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TABLE 4.17
CATEGORICAL RESPO NSE SU B JE C T S















RPI* .935 3.659 .01 .639 21.095 .01
Stepdown F-tests
Provider affect 10.S04 .01 63.499 .01
Satisfaction .256 .61 .383 .54
RPI .035 .85 .199 .66
Covariate: General Affect
t-value D-level t-value D-level
Provider affect 4.272 .01 3.033 .01
Satisfaction 3.686 .01 3.297 .01
RPI 2.547 .01 3.119 .01
* Repeat patronage intention
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TABLE 4.18
CATEGORICAL R ESPO N SE SU B JE C T S















RPI* .894 4.404 .01 .652 14.391 .01
Stepdown F-tests
Provider affect 11.874 .01 38.186 .01
Satisfaction .540 .46 3.892 .05
RPI .861 .35 . 192 .66
Covariate: General Affect
t-value D-level t-value p-level
Provider affect 3.608 .01 2.282 .02
Satisfaction 3.699 .01 2.265 .03
RPI 2.717 .01 1.983 .05
* Low correspondent inference 
b Insurance
* Repeat patronage intention
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covariate for all groups analyzed. This led to thought 
that this covariate may have removed most of the shared 
variance with provider affect, thereby leaving little 
variance for the original MANCOVAs. The original analyses 
were performed again, but without the use of general affect 
as a covariate.
Table 4.19 illustrates the results of oneway ANOVAs 
performed to test the equality of the levels of general 
affect. At both the benefit level and the HCI level, the 
insurance condition has a higher mean than the match or 
scold condition. The mean levels of general affect are not 
significantly different at the LCI level. Table 4.20 
provides the cell means for the MANOVA analyses. While the 
scold condition generally has lower dependent variable 
means than the match condition, the insurance condition has 
higher dependent variable means than the match condition at 
times and lower dependent variables than the match 
condition at times.
Tables 4.21 - 4.23 present the results of the MANOVA 
analyses. The scold condition is significantly lower than 
the match condition at all levels. This was also found in 
the original analyses. The insurance condition is not 
significantly different from the match condition at any 
level, which was also found in the original analyses. This 
suggests that the insignificant results found in the
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TABLE 4 . 1 9































































1 = 2 = 3
* All variables measured on a 1 - 5 scale; 1 = low, S = high
* Significantly different at p < .05 (Duncan's procedure)
‘ Standard deviations
* High correspondent inference
* Low correspondent inference




WITHOUT GENERAL AFFECT COVARIATE
Dependent:









































b All variables measured on a 1 
* Repeat patronage intention
- 5 scale; 1 - low, 5 ■■ high
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TABLE 4.21
M ULTIV A RIATE A N A L Y S IS  OF COVARIANCE R E SU L T S HCI































‘ High correspondent inference 
b Insurance
‘ Repeat patronage intention
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TABLE 4.22
MULTIVARIATE ANALYSIS OF COVARIANCE RESULTS BY BENEFIT 































• Repeat patronage intention
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TABLE 4.23
M ULTIVARIATE A N A L Y S IS  OF COVARIANCE R E SU L T S LCI































* Low correspondent inference
* Insurance
* Repeat patronage intention
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original analyses were not due to the use of general affect 
as a covariate. .
Structural Models
The structural model tested is shown in Figure 2.3 in 
Chapter Two. The cell means for the structural model 
constructs are presented in Table 4.24. The measurement 
model for the path comparisons was established by the 
confirmatory factor analysis. To this end, all items are 
summated scales used as single indicators and constricted 
to their respective constructs with lambda X loadings fixed 
to the value of the square root of the reliability of the 
scale and the theta delta loadings fixed at 1 - the 
reliability of the scale multiplied by the variance of the 
scale. Multiplication by the variance of the scale for 
theta delta is necessary since the matrices analyzed are 
covariance matrices (Bryne, Shavelson, and Muthen, 1989).
The structural model evaluation was performed in two 
stages. First, the structural model in each of the 
treatment cells was examined for its fit to the data. This 
consists of estimating the structural model for each of the 
treatment cells and then calculating fit statistics. Next, 
the structural model path comparisons were evaluated. To 
accomplish this, multi-sample analyses were executed 
following Oliver and Bearden's (1985) procedures.
With the measurement model fixed to the appropriate 
values, the overall fit of the structural model in each






Construct HCI* LCI' HCI LCI Match
General Affect 4.17 4.IS 3.82 4.10 3.93
Performance 3.27 3. OS 2.72 2.97 2.58
Disconfirmation 4.17 4.07 4.24 4.16 4.17
Provider affect 4.12 4.03 3.15 3.46 4.17
Satisfaction 3.74 3.56 3.17 3.48 3.64
RPI'1 3.91 3.51 3.04 3.47 3.79
* All variables measured on a 1 - 5 scale; 1 = low, 5 = high
* High correspondent inference
* I.ow correspondent inference 
‘ Repeat patronage intention
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treatment cell was evaluated. Table 4.25 provides the 
results of the high correspondent inference insurance and 
scold groups. The HCI insurance model has a X27df of 48.24 
(p < .01), with a goodness of fit index of .851, adjusted 
goodness of fit index of .554, and a root mean square 
residual of .097. With a Tucker-Lewis index of .900, the 
model fits the data adequately but the X2 is above the 
desired range of two to three times the degrees of freedom.
The HCI scold model has a X27df of 22.99 (p < .01), 
which is close to the two to three times the degrees of 
freedom range. The goodness of fit index of .904, adjusted 
goodness of fit index of .712 and the root mean square 
residual of .137 indicate a good fit to the data, with the 
exception of a higher than desired root mean square 
residual. Examination of the Tucker-Lewis index of .931 
also suggests that the model has an acceptable fit to the 
data.
Just as with the MANCOVA analysis, path comparisons 
used to test hypotheses were performed on the high 
correspondent inference groups. The low correspondent 
inference model fit statistics are provided for information 
purposes. The low correspondent inference models are shown 
in Table 4.26. The LCI insurance model has a X27df of 46.07 
(p < .01), which is again above the desired range of two to 
three times the degrees of freedom. The LISREL fit indexes 
also indicate that the model only fits the data adequately
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TABLE 4.25
HIGH CORRESPONDENT INFERENCE STRUCTURAL MODELS
LISREL Standard 




G A (1,2) .172 
Performance-Disconfirmation
.098 1.76 .288
GA(2,1) .403 .139 
General Affect-Provider Affect
2.90‘ .353
G A (3,2) .607 
Performance-Satisfaction
.122 4.97* .772













Sat is f act ion-RPI
.123 7.20* .757
X::d, ■= 48.24 (p < .01) 
GFI = .8S1 
AGFI = .554 
RMSR * .097
Tucker-Lewis Index » .900
* Significant at the p < .05 
b Repeat patronage intention
(table con'd)
level
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TABLE 4.25 CONTINUED
HIGH CORRESPONDENT INFERENCE STRUCTURAL MODELS
LISREL Standard 




GA (1,2) .415 
Performance-Disconfirmation
.181 2.30* .640





















X:w  = 22.99 (p < .01) 
GFI = .904 
AGFI = .712 
RMSR - .137
Tucker-Lewis Index = .931
* Significant at the p < .05 level 
b Repeat patronage intention
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TABLE 4.2 6








G A (1,2) .298 
Performance-Disconfirmation
.079 3.76* .476
G A (2,1) .266 .122 
General Affect-Provider Affect
2.18* .237
















. 146 4. IS* .409
B E (4,3) .717 
Satisfaction-RPI
.140 5.13* .499
X'*OT - 46.07 (p < .01) 
GFI = .852 
AGFI = .556 
RKSR » .131
Tucker-Lewis Index » .924
* Significant at the p < .05 
b Repeat patronage intention
(table con'd)
level
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TABLE 4.26 CONTINUED











G A (2,1) -.053 .197 
General Affect-Provider Affect
-.27 -.033
GA (3,2) .205 
Performance-Satisfaction
.171 1.20 .276















X2W  « 36.35 (p < .01) 
GFI *= .844 
AGFI = .531 
RMSR = .115
Tucker-Lewis Index = .920
• Significant at the p < .05 level
‘ Repeat patronage intention
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(GFI = .852, AGFI = .556, RMSR = .131). Additional fit 
indices support this interpretation of the model fit, with 
a Tucker-Lewis index of .924.
The LCI scold model also retains a X2 above the 
desired range of two to three times the degrees of freedom 
(X27df = 3 6 •35, p < .01). Again, all fit indices indicate an 
adequate fit to the data with room for improvement (GFI = 
.844, AGFI = .531, RMSR = .115, T-L index = .920).
Each of the above models show an adequate fit to the 
data, but the match group provides the best fit to the 
data. Table 4.27 reveals a X27df of 16.29 (p < .02), which 
is within the desired range of two to three times the 
degrees of freedom. The fit indices also indicate that 
this is the best fitting model, with a goodness of fit 
index of .937, an adjusted fit index of .812, and a root 
mean square residual of .068. Finally, the Tucker-Lewis 
index of .94 is the highest of any model.
Review of all five of the models reveals some 
interesting similarities and differences. The model for 
each cell with its standardized loadings and fit statistics 
is illustrated in Figures 4.1 - 4.5. Also, Table 4.28 
presents a summary of the significant structural model 
paths for each group. Performance is a significant 
predictor of disconfirmation in every treatment group 
except the HCI insurance group. Along these same lines, 
the path from disconfirmation to provider affect is
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TABLE 4.27








GA(1r 2} .502 
Performance-Disconfirmation
.097 5.19* .806














B E (3,2) .983 
Provider Affect-Sati3faction
.273 3.60‘ .800






X'-*, - 16.29 (p < .02) 
GFI = .937 
AGFI » .812 
RMSR » .068
Tucker-Lewis Index = .941
* Significant at the p < .05 
b Repeat patronage intention
level



























X?= 48.24 (p = .000) 
GFI = .851 
AGFI = .554 



























X7= 22.99 (p = .002) 
GFI = .904 
AGFI = .712 


























X7= 46.07 (p = .000) 
GFI = .852 
AGFI = .556 
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X = 16.29 (p = .023) 
GFI = .937 
AGFI = 812 









SUMMARY OF SIGNIFICANT STRUCTURAL MODEL PATHS
Path








Performance-Disconfirmation X* X X X
General Affect-Provider Affect X X
Performance-Satisfaction X X
Disconfirmation-Provider Affect X X X X
Disconfirmation-Satisfaction
Provider Affect-Satisfaction X X X X X
Provider Affect-RPI' X X X
Satisfaction-RPI X X X X X
• High correspondent inference 
k Low correspondent inference
‘ Insurance 
' Significant path
* Repeat patronage intention
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significant in every group except the HCI scold group.
Also, the range of the estimates for this path varies from 
.391 to 1.03. The match group also exhibited a high 
loading from disconfirmation to provider affect, a result 
that was unexpected for this group.
The paths from general affect to provider affect and 
from performance to satisfaction are only significant in 
the positive benefit groups (HCI ins. and LCI ins.). It 
was expected that this path from performance to 
satisfaction would be of greater importance in the match 
condition than the mismatch conditions.
All groups do agree on three paths in the models. 
First, the path from disconfirmation to satisfaction is not 
significant in any of the models for any group. This might 
be expected for the mismatch conditions, but not for the 
match condition. Finally, the paths from provider affect 
to satisfaction and from satisfaction to repeat patronage 
intention are significant in all groups. This result might 
be expected, except for the path from provider affect to 
satisfaction for the match group.
A basic model which consists of paths common to nearly 
all groups presents itself. It begins with performance 
influencing disconfirmation, which then has a direct effect 
on provider affect. Provider affect then drives 
satisfaction, which in turn influences repeat patronage 
intention. This basic model includes components of both
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the provider and process sections of the original model. 
This result may be due to the inability of subjects to 
delineate attribute-based performance evaluations from 
provider-based evaluations in credence-based services. 
Hypotheses Tests of Structural Model Paths
The paths of concern in this analysis were tested 
between the mismatch and match conditions for each benefit 
type. For the reasons mentioned previously, within the 
mismatch condition, only the high correspondent inference 
groups were considered for hypotheses testing. This 
results in a comparison of the high correspondent inference 
insurance group and the match group, along with a 
comparison of the high correspondent inference scold group 
and the match group.
The first hypothesis for path comparison is Hypothesis 
4, which states that performance will have a greater 
influence on satisfaction under the match condition than 
under the mismatch condition. To test this hypothesis, two 
stacked models were analyzed for each mismatch condition 
(insurance and scold) concerning this path. The first 
stacked model estimated the insurance structural model and 
then the match structural model, which resulted in an 
overall model X2. This X2 was then compared to the same 
stacked model, with the addition of an equality constraint 
between the two models for the path from performance to 
satisfaction (i.e. GA(1,3,2) = GA(3,2)). The overall X2 is
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then subtracted from the first model X2 for a X2 difference 
test (X2diff) . The results of the path comparisons are 
reported in Table 4.29.
The X2 difference for this path is .01, which is an 
insignificant difference at the .05 significance level.
This indicates that setting the two paths equal does not 
produce a significantly poorer fit to the data. Therefore, 
it can be concluded that the relationship between 
performance and satisfaction is similar in the two groups.
In order to test this hypothesis for the scold 
condition, another set of stacked models were analyzed 
using the scold model and the match model in the same 
process as above. This led to a X2 difference of .00.
Again, this means that the path from performance to 
satisfaction is not significantly different between the two 
groups. Thus, Hypothesis 4 is not supported.
Hypothesis 5A states that disconfirmation will have a 
greater influence on provider affect under the match 
condition than under the mismatch condition. The same 
stacked model procedure was executed for the insurance and 
scold conditions for the path from disconfirmation to 
provider affect. For the insurance to match comparison, a 
X2 difference of 5.69 resulted, while in the scold to match 
comparison a X2 difference of 1.94 was found. So the 
relationship between disconfirmation and provider affect is 
significantly different between the insurance and match



















































* Ccmmon metric completely standardized loadings 
k Significant at the p < .05 level 
c Repeat patronage intention
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groups, but not the scold and match groups. Since the 
insurance comparison is significantly different, further 
examination of the common metric completely standardized 
loadings is necessary to determine the strength of the path 
in each condition. As hypothesized, for the insurance 
comparison, the path from disconfirmation to provider 
affect is stronger in the match condition than in the 
insurance condition (match = .844, ins. = .327). This 
means that Hypothesis 5A is partially accepted.
Hypothesis 5B asserts that disconfirmation will have a 
greater influence on satisfaction under the match condition 
than under the mismatch condition. Table 4.29 reveals a X2 
difference of 1.01 for the insurance comparison and .04 for 
the scold comparison, meaning this path is not different 
between the insurance and match groups or the scold and 
match groups. Hypothesis 5B is not supported.
The path from provider affect to satisfaction is the 
concern of Hypothesis 6A, stating that provider affect will 
have a greater influence on satisfaction under the mismatch 
condition than under the match condition. The X2 
difference for the insurance comparison is 4.20, while for 
the scold comparison it is 4.59. Both of these differences 
are significant, so examination of the common metric 
completely standardized loadings is needed. For the 
insurance to match comparison, the respective loadings are 
.286 and .802, while for the scold to match comparison, the
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respective loadings are .437 and 1.00. In both cases the 
magnitudes of the loadings are opposite of the hypothesized 
result. The path from provider affect to satisfaction is 
stronger under the match condition than under the either of 
the mismatch conditions. Based on this, Hypothesis 6A is 
not supported.
Hypothesis 6B posits that provider affect will have a 
greater influence on repeat patronage intention under the 
mismatch condition than under the match condition. The X2 
differences for the insurance and scold comparisons are 
2.49 and 1.93, respectively. Again, this indicates that 
there is no difference between any of the two groups 
concerning the path from provider affect to repeat 
patronage intention. Therefore, Hypothesis 6B is not 
supported.
The final hypothesis states that satisfaction will 
have a greater influence on repeat patronage intention 
under the mismatch condition than under the match 
condition. But examination of the X2 differences reveals 
that the path is not significantly different in any of the 
groups (ins X2di/f = .09, scold X2di(r = 2.25). This means that 
Hypothesis 7 is not supported.
Summary of Hypothesis Tests Results
The experiment attempted to find significant 
differences in affect and satisfaction judgements and 
repeat patronage intention between a matching of consumers'
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cognitive scripts and a mismatching of consumers' cognitive 
scripts based on the use of correspondent inference by 
consumers. The results of the analysis are summarized in 
Table 4.30.
The MANCOVA analysis dealt with the mean levels of 
provider affect, satisfaction, and repeat patronage 
intention. The only significant difference found is 
between the scold group and the match group with regard to 
provider affect. The provider affect generated by the 
scold condition was significantly lower than that of the 
match condition, meaning that the scold group did not like 
the dentist as much as the match group.
The path comparisons examined the relative strength of 
relationships among constructs between the mismatch and 
match conditions. All hypotheses are not supported except 
for a partial acceptance of Hypothesis 5A. It was found 
that as hypothesized, the path from disconfirmation to 
provider affect was stronger in the match condition than in 
the insurance condition.
It is noted that the these results may partially 
derive from the poor performance of the match/mismatch 
manipulation. The direct measure of this manipulation 
indicated that the manipulation was not successful. 
Examination of indirect measures provided more positive 
results, but it must be concluded that the match/mismatch 
manipulation was not completely successful.
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TABLE 4.30
SUMMARY OF HYPOTHESES R ESULTS
Hypothesis Result Conclusion
Levels of Dependent Variables
HI Levels of Provider affect
Ins > Match > Scold Ins » Match > Scold Partial Support
H2 Level3 of Satisfaction
Ins > Match > Scold Ins » Match » Scold Not Supported
H3 Levels of RPI*
Ins > Match > Scold Ins = Match = Scold Not Supported
Structural Path Comparisons
H4 Performance to Satisfaction
Match > Mismatch Match = Mismatch Not Supported
H5A Disconfirmation to Provider affect
Match > Mismatch Match = Scold Mismatch 
Match >Ins. Mismatch Partial Support
H5B Disconfirmation to Satisfact,ion
Match > Mismatch Match * Mismatch Not Supported
H6A Provider affect to Satisfaction
Mismatch > Match Mismatch ■■ Match Not Supported
H6B Provider affect to RPI
Mismatch > Match Mismatch = Match Not Supported
H7 Satisfaction to RPI
Mismatch > Match Mismatch 3 Match Not Supported
* Repeat patronage intention
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Examination of the results of the structural model 
analyses suggests certain modifications to the structural 
model that would improve overall fit of the model to the 
data. From a purely speculative viewpoint, in order to 
provide additional information on this subject, two 
additional paths were estimated in each model. The first 
is a path from performance to provider affect and the 
second is a correlation between the two exogenous 
constructs, general affect and performance. The following 
sections report the results of the same structural model 
analyses process as performed before, but on the model 
implied by the data.
Data implied structural Models
While performance was defined as attribute based, it 
is possible that due to the credence-based service used, 
subjects may not have been able to distinguish attribute 
performance from affective evaluations of the service 
provider. Since the service provider is considered the 
service in credence-based services, performance evaluations 
appear to be dispositional evaluations of the provider, 
even though attribute performance measures were used. 
Introducing this performance to provider affect linkage 
does place a larger burden on the discriminant validity of 
the performance and provider affect measures.
Table 4.31 provides the results of the high 
correspondent inference insurance and scold groups. Along
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TABLE 4.31
DATA IM P L IE D  HIGH CORRESPONDENT IN FER EN C E STRUCTURAL MODELS
LISREL Standard 




GA (1,2) .126 .059 
Performance-D isconf irmation
1.27 .208
G A (2,1) .246 .123 
General Affect-Provider Affect
2.01* .211
GA(2, 2) .467 .088 
Performance-Provider Affect
5.31- .710
G A (3,2) .833 .297 
Performance-Satisfaction
2.81- .983
BE(2,1) .203 .130 
Disconfirmation-Provider Affect
1.55 .186
BE(3.1) -.091 .211 
Disconf irmat ion-Sat isf act ion
-.43 -.065
BE(3,2) -.226 .428 
Provider Affect-Sati3faction
-.53 -.176
BE(4,2) .178 .175 
Provider Affect-RPl“
1.02 .119
BE(4,3) .865 .144 
Satisfaction-RPI
6.02‘ .746
X V  = 13.44 (p < .02) Tucker 
GFI = .945 
AGFI = .768 
RMSR *> .025
-Lewis Index * .932
* Signifleant at. the p < .05 level 
1 Repeat patronage intention
(table con'd)
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TABLE 4.31 CONTINUED








G A (1,2) .315 
Performance-0isconfirmation
.153 2.06* .495
G A (2,1) -.192 .190 
General Affect-Provider Affect
-1.01 -.139
G A (2.2) 1.124 
Performance-Provider Affect
.351 3.20* 1.000
















.140 S . 12' .670
B E (4.3) .367 
Satisfaction-RPI
.176 2.09* .246
» 1.79 (p < .88) 
GFI - .991 
AGFI - .962 
RMSR = .016
Tucker-Lewis Index = .950
* Significant at the p < .05 level 
b Repeat patronage intention
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with the overall model fit statistics, there are path 
estimates, standard errors, t-values, and standardized 
values for each path. Examination of the overall fit 
statistics indicates a good fit to the data (X25df = 13.44, p
< .02, GFI = .945, AGFI = .768, RMSR = .025, T-L index = 
.932). Additionally, a X2 difference was computed between 
the data implied HCI insurance model and the original HCI 
model to test for a significant improvement in fit to the 
data between the two models. This resulted in a X22df 
difference of 34.8 (p < .05). Therefore, it can be 
concluded that the data implied model provides a 
significantly better fit to the data than the original 
model.
The X2 for the HCI scold model is 1.79 (p < .88), with 
a GFI of .991, an AGFI of .962, a RMSR of .016, and a 
Tucker-Lewis index of .950. The X2 difference between the 
original HCI scold model and this model is 21.2 (df = 2, p
< .05). Again the X2 difference test suggests that the 
data implied model fits the data significantly better than 
the original model. Overall, these results indicate that 
the model fits the data extremely well.
The low correspondent inference insurance group is 
shown in Table 4.32. The X2 difference test indicates that 
the data implied model has a significantly better fit to 
the data than the original model (X2diff2df = 38.67, p < .05). 
Also, the X2 for the LCI insurance group along with the
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TABLE 4.32
DATA IM P L IE D  LOW CORRESPONDENT INFERENCE STRUCTURAL MODELS
LISREL Standard 










GA (2,2) .475 
Performance-Provider Affect
.068 6.96* .657


















XT*, =■ 7.40 (p < .19) 
GFI = .969 
AGFI = .870 
RMSR » .026
Tucker-Lewis Index » .946
* Significant at the p < .05 level 
b Repeat patronage intention
(table con'd)
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TABLE 4.32 CONTINUED



















.216 .50 . 140















X2*, = 8.45 (p < .13) 
GFI - .961 
AGFI - .837 
RMSR - .023
Tucker-Lewis Index = .942
* Significant at the p < .05
* Repeat patronage intention
level
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additional fit statistics show that the model has a good 
fit to the data (X25df =7.40, p < .19, GFI = .969, AGFI = 
870, RMSR = .026, and T-L index = .946).
Also in Table 4.32 is the LCI scold results. Again, 
this model shows a significant improvement in fit to the 
data over the original model (X2ddT2df = 27.9, p < .05). With 
a X2 of 8.45 (df = 5, p < .13), this model appears to fit 
the data well. This is confirmed by the additional fit 
indices (GFI = .961, AGFI = .837, RMSR = .023, T-L index = 
.942).
As with the original models discussed previously, the 
match model appears to have the best fit to the data of all 
the data implied models. This is shown in Table 4.33. The 
root mean residual is .010, with a goodness of fit index of 
.973 and an adjusted goodness of fit index of .993. The 
Tucker-Lewis index is .951 and the model X2Sdf is 1.64 (p 
<•90). The results of the X2 difference test also indicate 
that the data implied model provides a significantly better 
fit to the data than does the original model (X2difT2df =
14.65, p < .05).
There are a number of similarities between the data 
implied model and the original model. The data implied 
structural model for each cell with its standardized 
loadings and fit statistics is illustrated in Figures 4.6 - 
4.10. The influence of performance on disconfirmation is 
significant in all groups except HCI insurance, which also
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TABLE 4.33








G A (1,2) .416 
Performance-Disconfirmation
.111 3.76* .597
G A (2,1) .085 .109 
General Affect-Provider Affect
.78 .086
G A (2,2) .502 
Performance-Provider Affect
.142 3.54“ .606
G A (3,2) .386 
Performance-Satisfaction


















» 1.64 (p < .90) 
GFI » .993 
AGFI = .973 
RMSR - .010
Tucker -Lewis Index - .951
‘ Significant at the p < .05 level 
" Repeat patronage intention





















X‘= 13.44 (p = .020) 
GFI = .945 
AGFI = .768 



























X5=1.79 (p = .877) 
GFI = .991 
AGFI = .962 



































X5= 7.40 (p = .192) 
GFI = .969 
AGFI = .870 


































X5= 8.45 (p = .133) 
GFI = .961 
AGFI = .837 






































X5= 1.64 (p = .897) 
GFI = .993 
AGFI = .973 
RMSR = .010 
TLI = .951
FIGURE 4.10
DATA IMPLIED MATCH CONDITION MODEL
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occurred with the original model. Also the effect of 
disconfirmation on satisfaction is not significant in any 
group, just as with the original model. Finally, as was 
found with the original model, satisfaction's influence on 
repeat patronage intention is significant in all groups. 
These similarities point out common operating process for 
both models throughout the various groups. There are also 
differences between the two models.
First and most obvious is the inclusion of a path from 
performance to provider affect (GA(2,2)), which is shown in 
Figures 4.6 - 4.10. This path is significant in all groups 
and generally has one of the largest, if not the largest, 
standardized values. While performance was measured with 
attribute-based items, it appears that the measure also 
contained subjects' feelings toward the service provider. 
This supports the rationale that due to the nature of 
credence-based services traditional attribute measures are 
not appropriate. Consumers consider the service provider 
to be the service. There may not be the level of 
separation of attribute-based judgement and provider-based 
judgement as with the product domain.
For example, in the product domain there may be 
judgements concerning the product performance of a 
particular product and also judgements concerning the sales 
person's performance. But credence-based services appear 
to intertwine event-based judgements and provider-based
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judgements, leaving consumers to place the results of their 
judgements solely on the service provider. This suggests 
that for professional services the influence of performance 
on provider affect is needed to model the phenomena more 
accurately.
Interestingly, the relationship between the two 
exogenous constructs (performance and general affect) is 
significant only in the match group. Yet, removal of this 
path in the nonsignificant groups creates a substantially 
poorer fit to the data by the model. This indicates that 
while the relationship between general affect and 
performance is not statistically significant by itself, it 
does contribute to a better fit for the model overall.
Disconfirmation has a significant influence on 
provider affect in all of the original model groups except 
the HCI scold group. But for the data implied model, this 
path is significant for only the LCI insurance group. It 
appears that the path from performance to provider affect 
has provided a direct route for the performance effect that 
previously was reaching provider affect indirectly through 
disconfirmation in the original model.
The influence of provider affect on satisfaction was 
significant in all groups with the original model, whereas 
for the data implied model the HCI insurance and scold 
groups are not significant, while the remaining groups are 
significant. This is especially evident in the HCI scold
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group, here the path estimate for the data implied model is 
practically zero (.001). As for the HCI insurance group, 
using the data implied model appears to suggest that two 
key paths are used in the model. Performance to 
satisfaction and then satisfaction to repeat patronage 
intention are two significant paths with the highest two 
path estimates in the HCI insurance model. General affect 
does significantly influence provider affect, but then 
provider affect does not significantly influence either 
satisfaction or repeat patronage intention.
Test of Structural Model Paths for the Data Implied Model
The structural model path comparisons were performed 
following the same procedure discussed earlier for the 
original model. It is noted that after the inclusion of 
the path from performance to provider affect, the path 
comparisons become somewhat moot. This path has linked the 
provider and process sections of the model, thereby 
reducing the ability to detect differences between the two 
sections.
The results of the structural model path comparisons 
for the data implied model are reported in Table 4.34. 
Examination of the insurance to match comparison reveals 
that the influence of provider affect on satisfaction 
yields a significant X2 difference (X2difridf = 4.37, p < .05), 
meaning that the equality constraint on the two paths does 
produce a significantly poorer fit to the data. Thus, the
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TABLE 4.34















































* Common metric completely standardized loadings 
' Significant at the p < .05 level
* Repeat patronage intention
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relationship between provider affect and satisfaction does 
differ between the insurance and match groups. This 
differs from the original model insurance to match 
comparison in that the paths from provider affect to 
satisfaction and from disconfirmation to provider affect 
were both significant in that comparison. The 
insignificance of the path from disconfirmation to provider 
affect in the data implied model may be due to the 
performance to provider affect path removing the indirect 
effect of performance on provider affect through 
disconf irmation.
The scold to match comparison indicates that only the 
relationship between disconfirmation and provider affect is 
different between the two groups (X2d;ffldf = 5.26, p < .05).
In contrast, with the original model these two groups were 
significantly different with respect to the relationship 
between provider affect and satisfaction. This may be 
explained by the addition of the path from performance to 
provider affect. This additional path may have removed 
some of the indirect effect from performance to provider 
affect through disconfirmation and provided a direct path 
for it. So now the path from disconfirmation to 
satisfaction is a purer measure of this relationship and 
able to reveal significant differences between the two 
groups.
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Summary of the Data Implied Results
The data implied analyses were conducted on an 
exploratory basis to aid future research. The results 
indicate that the influence of performance on provider 
affect is indeed a necessary path for this model with this 
data. The addition of this path, along with allowing 
performance and general affect to covary provides 
significant improvement in the fit of the model to the 
data.
Perhaps the most striking of the results from the data 
implied model concerns the HCI insurance model and the 
match model. When considering statistically significant 
path estimates, the HCI insurance model relies mainly on 
the paths from performance to satisfaction and then from 
satisfaction to repeat patronage intention. In contrast, 
the match model centers on the linkages from provider 
affect to satisfaction and then satisfaction to repeat 
patronage intention. These were the only two models with 
such restrictive path usages in the groups. It may be 
concluded from this that in the HCI insurance group, the 
performance of the service provider is the main determinant 
of satisfaction and repeat patronage intention, while 
provider affect toward the service provider is the main 
determinant for the match group. It is intuitive for the 
match group to rely on provider affect since their script 
was reinforced and the effect of this should manifest
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itself in the provider affect toward the service provider. 
The next chapter will conclude the dissertation and attempt 
to explain the results found and their meaning for future 
research in this area.
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CHAPTER FIVE 
CONCLUSION
This chapter presents the conclusions drawn from the 
research experiment. First, implications of the 
manipulation checks will be discussed. Then, results from 
Chapter Four will be integrated with the theoretical bases 
of the research. Next, the limitations of the research 
will be acknowledged and finally, future research 
directions presented.
MANIPULATIONS
The most disturbing result is that the match/mismatch 
manipulation was not as successful as desired. While some 
subjects did perceive the mismatch of the hypothetical 
events with their scripts, a substantial number did not. 
Even with this, additional indirect measures indicated that 
subjects did engage in correspondent inference activities 
and did perceive the valence of the mismatch conditions as 
desired. This may imply that the manipulations were not at 
the level needed for more of the subjects to perceive the 
mismatch condition. While pretesting developed and 
assessed as satisfactory the performance of the 
match/mismatch manipulation, the main experiment indicates 
that this is not the case.
203
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Another interpretation of this result is that subjects 
may have encountered the type of script deviation used in 
the experiment and due to prior experience with these types 
of deviations, had the appropriate alternative paths built 
into their script to accommodate the extra event. This 
line of reasoning is supported by the literature discussed 
in Chapter 2 of the dissertation and is theoretically 
tenable, according to Jones and Davis (1965) . The 
insurance mismatch group had substantially more subjects 
that perceived the mismatch as opposed to the scold 
mismatch condition. In addition, the scold mismatch group 
had significantly more familiarity with the scold event 
than the insurance group did with the insurance event. In 
other words, the group that did not perceive the mismatch 
condition (scold) also had greater familiarity with the 
type of event used as a deviation. This circumstance may 
have allowed the scripts of the scold group to contain 
alternative paths that would accommodate the unanticipated 
event.
Consumers may also be amenable to changes in the 
script due to the credence-based nature of professional 
services. These services are technically oriented and 
require changes from time to time due to technological 
advances or health precautions. Consumers may recognized 
this characteristic of professional services and may be 
more acceptable to changes under these conditions.
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The next sections will integrate the findings of the 
experiment with the theoretical foundation used in the 
research. This will be accomplished by addressing each of 
the research questions proposed in Chapter One.
INTEGRATION OF RESULTS AND THEORY 
The first research question dealt with the ability to 
use cognitive scripts as a framework for consumers' 
evaluative judgements. The research has demonstrated that 
consumers do have a script for the delivery of dental 
services. This agrees with and extends the findings of 
Leigh and Rethans (1984), John and Whitney (1982), and 
Whitney and John (1982) to an additional area of research 
which previously had no empirical evidence of the existence 
of scripts. The Smith and Houston (1985) rank-order method 
was used successfully in the experimental setting.
Subjects were able to complete the rank-order concerning a 
dental visit and had high agreement as to the main events 
constituting a dental visit and their appropriate order of 
occurrence.
Taylor and Crocker (1981), MacStravic (1985), and 
Smith and Houston (1983) all posit that script congruency 
should result in greater satisfaction. The research has 
provided results that partially support this conclusion.
The hypothesized scold group did rate the dentist 
significantly lower than the match group with respect to 
provider affect. At both the benefit level and the low
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correspondent level (not hypothesized groups), this 
significance extended to satisfaction and repeat patronage 
intention. In other words, at the broadest level (benefit 
level) subjects perceived a difference in all outcome 
variables, and within this benefit, this result was also 
found at the low correspondent inference level, but not the 
high correspondent inference level. The high correspondent 
inference level showed a significant difference only on 
provider affect.
This may be due to the differing valence levels placed 
on the scold event by the HCI scold and LCI scold groups. 
The LCI scold group perceived the scold event more 
negatively than the HCI scold group and consistent with 
existing literature may have gained more information from 
the more negative perception than the HCI scold group 
perceiving the scold more positively. This then had a 
greater influence on LCI scold subjects' responses to the 
outcome variables (provider affect, satisfaction, repeat 
patronage intention), to a greater degree than the positive 
perception of HCI scold subjects.
As for the insurance group, the partial success of the 
main manipulation may be responsible for the mixed results 
concerning the hypothesized groups and the levels of the 
outcome variables. While the means for the hypothesized 
groups displayed the desired relationships, with the 
exception of the insurance to match comparison concerning
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provider affect, the insurance group had no significant 
differences from the match group. It was expected that the 
perception of a deviation from subjects' scripts would 
result in differing levels of the outcome variables. Since 
subjects did not perceive the deviation fully, they may 
have considered this a match and this perception affected 
their responses to the outcome variables accordingly.
The second research guestion pertained to the role of 
correspondent inference in consumers' affective judgements. 
Results have been presented that show consumers did engage 
in correspondent inference and that the use of the 
correspondent inference mechanism did provide the expected 
effect on the outcome variables. Consumers used the 
additional unigue information provided to make judgements 
concerning the service provider.
Additional evidence that correspondent inference 
worked correctly is provided in that it was expected that 
subjects in the mismatch condition would use a certain 
section of the structural model to determine outcome 
judgements. Using correspondent inference, mismatch 
subjects were to use the provider oriented section that 
centered on new unique information gained from the actions 
of the provider. For the most part, this was found by the 
research. The remaining research questions concerned the 
roles and relationships among various constructs used in 
the structural model (affect, performance, satisfaction,
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repeat patronage intention). These research questions will 
be addressed during the following discussions concerning 
the structural model and its operation in the various 
experimental groups.
As mentioned earlier, subjects in the mismatch 
condition were expected to process through the provider 
route of the structural model. This is illustrated in 
Figure 2.3 in Chapter Two. In addition to this, it was 
expected that a small secondary influence of performance on 
satisfaction may be found (this path is in the process 
section of the structural model). Match subjects were to 
operate in the process oriented section that relied on the 
overall process associated with the service visit. This 
means that all mismatch groups should have followed a 
provider oriented route, while the match group should have 
followed a process oriented route.
Considering the original model first, the mismatch 
groups did follow the provider route with the exception of 
the HCI insurance group, in which performance had a 
stronger than expected influence on satisfaction. This is 
illustrated in Figure 5.1. This path was the strongest 
path for the HCI insurance group. Subjects in this group 
did use the provider route, but placed more emphasis on the 
performance/satisfaction linkage.
These results were also found for the data implied 
model, which contained additional paths, and is shown in
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Figure 5.2. In this case, the HCI insurance group solely 
used performance as their determinant of satisfaction. 
Satisfaction then influenced repeat patronage intention. 
While the additional path of performance to provider affect 
was significant with a substantial standardized loading, 
provider affect in turn had no influence on satisfaction or 
repeat patronage intention.
This finding for both models concerning the HCI 
insurance condition may indicate that when consumers 
encounter an unfamiliar event that is not normally 
associated with the person they are interacting with, the 
information provided by the unique event is not used to its 
fullest. Consumers appear to rely more on the evaluative 
criteria with which they have experience and may have more 
confidence in judgements based on these criteria.
Aside from the HCI insurance group, the remaining 
groups did follow the provider route. This means that 
through correspondent inference consumers used the new 
unique information to make dispositional judgements about 
the service provider. It was demonstrated that when 
exposed to a negative benefit, consumers had a 
corresponding reduction in positive provider affect, 
satisfaction, and repeat patronage intention as opposed to 
consumers exposed to a positive benefit.
Therefore, if a service provider knows that he will 
have to make a change in the process of service delivery
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that will be perceived negatively, he will need to take 
steps to compensate for this change in the perceptions of 
consumers. This may be done, as Bitner (1990) found, by 
placing the source of the negative event as external to the 
service provider. When this is done, consumers are less 
likely to arrive at dissatisfaction judgements toward the 
service provider. For example, the dental industry is 
constantly revising health regulations and these changes at 
times may affect the provision of service to consumers. If 
dentists have to make a change in the provision of service 
that is mandated by the Occupational Safety and Health 
Administration (OSHA) and this change adds an additional 
step that makes dental visits longer, dentists may minimize 
the effect of this change on consumers' perceptions of 
dentist by informing consumers that the change is not their 
choice, but driven by OSHA.
As for the match condition, subjects did not follow 
the process route. In both the original and data implied 
model, subjects relied on provider affect in determining 
satisfaction and repeat patronage and not disconfirmation 
as expected. This is illustrated in Figure 5.3. So even 
though performance and attribution were intended to be 
attribute based, consumers used these to make a 
dispositional judgement about the provider (provider 
affect) and then determined satisfaction and repeat 
patronage intention. This appears to confirm earlier
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discussion in the dissertation that satisfaction 
evaluations of credence-based services may not rely on 
attribute-based judgements as product-based evaluations do.
In summary, while scripts were used uniformally among 
subjects, the impact of scripts on the disconfirmation 
model was only partially evident. The major finding of the 
research is the use of correspondent inference in credence- 
based services. Subjects appeared to use correspondent 
inference as expected and this influenced their perception 
of events and their evaluations drawn from the events as 
expected.
LIMITATIONS
The research is not without areas of concern. The 
match/mismatch manipulation was not as successful as 
desired and even though other measures suggest that the 
desired effects were generated, this result must be 
acknowledged. The lack of a correspondent inference score 
for the match condition prevented a comparison of the CIS 
and its components (hedonic relevance and individualism) 
between the match and mismatch groups. As defined in the 
current research, correspondent inference is event-based 
and since the match group had no additional unique event, 
they had no CIS.
It was found that attributed-based performance 
evaluations and provider-based evaluations were hard to 
separate. The service provider is considered the service,
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so performance measures should contain provider qualities. 
This implies that the traditional disconfirmation model 
using attribute-based measures may not be appropriate for 
credence-based services.
Subjects did recall the desired level of script to be 
used in the experiment, but their past experiences with the 
service type influenced their responses. This also may 
explain why subjects did not recognize the match/mismatch 
manipulation as expected.
Two types of deviations were used in the research and 
actions were taken to balance the effect of these 
deviations. This was accomplished except for the amount of 
prior experience subjects had with each deviation type. 
Since subjects had significantly more prior experience with 
the scold deviation than with the insurance deviation, this 
may have influenced their processing of the service 
encounters and consequently the levels of the outcome 
variables.
A concern of any research that contains student 
samples is that of the artificiality of the sample. But 
most students are familiar with dentists and the process of 
a dental visit beginning early in their lives. Also, with 
the nature of the research being exploratory, it is 
desirable to have a homogeneous population for better 
control of the experiment (Calder, Phillips, and Tybout 
1982).
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The provider affect measure used did not separate 
affect generated by the provider from event generated 
affect. Again, this suggests that the service provider is 
so integrated with the service that such a delineation may 
not be possible. Subjects continually consider the service 
provider as the service.
Finally, the measurement of disconfirmation and 
performance, as defined in the current research, was 
troublesome. These measures were attributed-based as 
suggested by the product-based disconfirmation literature. 
But this definition may not be applicable to credence-based 
services. Measures pertaining to the service provider 
performed substantially better than those concerning 
attributes. This also tends to deemphasize the importance 
of attribute-based measures in this area.
FUTURE RESEARCH DIRECTIONS
The research results also indicate a number of areas 
of interest for the future. While there was not much of an 
effect for the match/mismatch condition, the concept of 
scripts in the service setting should not be abandoned.
The development of scripts and their usage in experiments 
is in its infancy. Future research should investigate what 
constitutes a match and a mismatch of scripts. It may be 
that the level of mismatch was not at the needed level for 
subjects to react as expected.
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The relationship between performance and provider 
affect needs further examination. Potentially, this 
relationship may have resulted due to provider affect 
containing both provider generated affect and event 
generated affect. A pure measure of provider affect may 
yield different results for the influence of performance on 
provider affect.
Future use of scripts in the service setting should 
attempt to remove or control for consumers' past experience 
with the service type. It is posited that consumers' past 
experiences may have influenced perceptions of the 
match/mismatch condition. Therefore, removal of these 
experiences may yield better perceptions of manipulations.
Future research should also investigate the nature of 
disconfirmation and performance in credence-based services. 
While currently defined as attribute-based, a number of 
results indicate that these variables may concern more than 
just attribute information. More specifically, it is 
suggested that provider-based information is also contained 
in these measures, when used in credence-based services.
The research used an added event as the deviation from 
the expected script. Research should also examine the 
effect of deleting events from the expected script on 
consumers' service judgements. Also, the order in which 
the expected script is acted out may influence consumers' 
service encounters. Is the effect of each of these the
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same as adding an extra unexpected event? It may be that 
these deviations from the expected script affect consumers 
in different manners, which would be beneficial knowledge 
to service marketers.
Further research is also needed to assess the effects 
of positive valence deviations and negative valence 
deviations from the expected script. This was attempted by 
using both a positive valence benefit and a negative 
valence benefit, which resulted in differences between the 
groups. But subjects' greater level of prior experience 
with scolding by dentists, relative to the insurance group, 
may have influenced the findings. Will low correspondent 
inference consumers perceive a negative event as more 
negative than high correspondent inference consumers with 
different types of negative valence benefits? Also, what 
is the role of prior experience in this process? Does 
prior experience temper the effect of an unexpected event 
on consumers' judgements? The effect of prior experience 
may change depending on the valence of the unexpected 
event, thus suggesting an interaction effect.
Finally, research in additional credence-based 
services is needed to either confirm or contradict the 
results found by this research using dental services.
Using other credence-based services, such as lawyers, would 
provide a more complete assessment of the roles cognitive
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scripts and correspondent inferences maintain in consumers' 
service judgements.
The research has shown that in at least one setting, 
scripts are applicable to credence-based services. While 
not without challenges, the script concept holds potential 
benefits for researchers that should not be discarded. The 
performance of correspondent inference also encourages 
researchers to continue examination of this mechanism. The 
traditional disconfirmation model has been shown to have 
limited applicability to credence-based services. Without 
modification of the model or development of a new model to 
represent credence-based service satisfaction, marketing 
managers are still searching for answers.
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DENTAL CONSUMER SURVEY
The LSU Department of Marketing is conducting a survey of consumers about 
their interaction with dentist. Please read all instructions that appear 
on your screen. You will be asked to watch a video at one point in the 
survey. Watch the video carefully, you will be asked questions later in 
the survey. All your answers will remain confidential. Thank you for 
your time and cooperation.
The session administrator will tell you your seat and session number. 
Please enter these numbers below.
SEAT NUMBER:
SESSION NUMBER:
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After you have watched the video tape we will ask you some questions. 
Our questions will appear on your computer screen. Answer each question 
by typing an "X" in the box of your choice. Then press return. If you 
want to change your answer, use the "<— " or "— >" key to move to your 
new choice and type an "X". When you finish a screen, press of the "FI" 
key on the top row of the keyboard. The next screen of questions will 
appear and you can continue. If, you want to stop at any time, press 
"ESC" to terminate the program. Be sure you are finished with a screen 
of questions before you press FI because you cannot return to a previous 
screen once you complete it.
PLEASE IMAGINE THAT YOU ARE THE PATIENT SHOWN IN THE VIDEO. YOU HAVE A 
TOOTH THAT IS HURTING AND HAVE COME TO THIS DENTIST TO HAVE IT EXAMINED. 
TAKE A MINUTE AND IMAGINE YOURSELF IN THE PLACE OF THE PATIENT IN THE 
VIDEO TAPE. THINK ABOUT HOW YOU WOULD FEEL AS YOU WATCH THE DENTAL VISIT 
UNFOLD.
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The list below is a typical sequence of events that occurs when someone 
visits the dentist with a tooth that hurts. Please read the list 
carefully. You will be asked some questions about this list later in the 
survey.
a. Sign-in at receptionist's desk
b. Wait in waiting room
c. Read a magazine
d. Dental assistant calls your name
e. You are taken back to a room
f. You sit in the dental chair
g. The assistant takes X-rays
h. The dentist comes in and ask about your problem
i. Dentist looks at your teeth
j . Dentist and assistant perform procedure
k. You leave the room and approach receptionist's desk
1. You pay your bill
m. You make a follow-up appointment, if necessary
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I. Now, we would like to ask about your feeling toward dentist in 
general,not just one specific dentist, but dentists as a whole. For each 
adjective pair listed below, please place an 'X' in the space that best 
represents how you feel about dentist in general.
IN GENERAL, I THINK DENTISTS ARE:
GOOD ____  ____  ____
LIKEABLE ____  ____  ____
UNPLEASANT ____  ____  ____







II. We would now like to know how likely you think it is that each of
the following events would occur during your dental visit for a tooth
that hurts. Please place an 'X' in the box that best shows how you feel.
Be sure you provide an answer for each event.
Very Almost
Unlikely Certain
the assistant takes X-rays.........
you take your shoes off.............
you sit in the waiting room........  ....  ....  ....  ....  ....
the dentist comes in and asks
about your problem..............  ....  ....  ....  ....  ....
you sign-in with the receptionist... ____  ____  ____  ____
you take a nap in the waiting room..
the dentist looks at your teeth  ....  ....  ....
you sit down in the dentist's chair. ____  ____  ____  ____
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AT THIS POINT WE WOULD LIKE TO STOP AND ASK YOU TO READ THE INFORMATION 
ON THE SHEET OF PAPER BESIDE YOUR COMPUTER. BE SURE YOUR SEAT NUMBER AND 
SESSION NUMBER ARE RECORDED ON THE PAPER. READ AND FOLLOW THE 
INSTRUCTIONS CAREFULLY. AFTER COMPLETING THE INSTRUCTIONS, YOU MAY 
CONTINUE WITH THE SURVEY QUESTIONS BY PRESSING THE FI KEY TO ADVANCE TO 
THE NEXT PAGE.
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III. The following questions will help us analyze your answers more
accurately. We are interested in how you prefer to handle new
information. For each of the items below, place an 'X' in the box that
best represents your opinion.
Strongly Strongly
Disagree Agree
I would prefer complex to simple problems... ____  ____  ____  ____  ____
I don't like to have the responsibility of 
handling a situation that requires a 
lot of thinking.............................
Thinking is not my idea of fun
I really enjoy a task that involves coming 
up with new solutions to problems.........
lib. We would now like to know how likely you think it is that each of
the following events would occur during your dental visit for a tooth
that hurts. Please place an 'X' in the box that best shows how you feel.
Be sure you provide an answer for each event.
Very ALrrcst
Unlikely Certain
the assistant calls your name.......
you pay the receptionist
make a follow-up appointment
the dentist and dental assistant
perform the needed procedure...
you are taken back to a room
you read a magazine while waiting...
you leave the room and go to the 
receptionist's desk........
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Illb. Again, we are interested in how you prefer to handle new




I would rather do something that 
requires little thought than 
something that is sure to challenge
my thinking abilities.................... ...... ....  ....  ....  ....
I try to anticipate and avoid
situations where there is a likely 
chance I will have to think in 
depth about something..............
The idea of relying on thought 
to make my way to the top 
does not appeal to m e .......
I only think as hard as I have to
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YOU WILL NOW BE SHOWN A VIDEO TAPE OF A VISIT TO THE DENTIST. PLEASE 
IMAGINE YOU ARE THE PATIENT AND THAT YOU HAVE COME TO THE DENTIST FOR 
HELP WITH A TOOTH THAT IS HURTING YOU. PLEASE PAY CLOSE ATTENTION TO THE 
VIDEO TAPE. YOU WILL BE ASKED TO ANSWER QUESTIONS ABOUT THIS VIDEO LATER 
IN THE SURVEY.
AFTER YOU WATCH THE VIDEO, HIT FI TO MOVE TO THE NEXT SCREEN.
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IV. Now we would like to know how you felt about your dental visit you 
have just seen on the tape. Place an 'X' in the box that best represents 
your opinion for each question below.
Extremely Very
Dissatisfied Satisfied
How satisfied are you with the dental
assistant present during your visit?. ____  ____  ____  ____  ____
How satisfied are you with the dentist 
you saw during your visit?............
Overall, I am satisfied with my visit to the dentist.
Strongly Strongly
Agree ____          Disagree
Did anything happen during your dental visit
that you did not expect to happen ...............  Yes   rt>
IVb. Again, we would like to know your feelings concerning your dental 
visit you just viewed on the videotape. Place an 'X' in the box that 
best represents your answer.
Delighted Terrible
Considering only the dentist you 
saw during your visit, how do
you feel about him?.....................  ....  ....
Please rate your dental visit 
as a whole: "I feel........
How do you feel about the dentist 
offering you dental insurance 
during your visit?..............
Considering only the dental assistant you saw 
during your visit, how do you feel 
about the assistant?....................
Overall, how do you feel about your 
visit to the dentist?.............
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V. We would now like to know how your thoughts about the dentist you saw
in the video. Place an 'X' in the box that best represents your answer.
Strongly Strongly
Agree Disagree
I like this dentist......................  ....  ....  ....  ....  ....
This dentist is not a very nice person.
This dentist is really friendly........
I don't like this dentist at a ll.......
Vb. Again, we would like to know what you thought about the dentist you 
saw in the video tape of your office visit. Place an 'X' in the box that 
best represents your opinion about each adjective pair.
I THINK THIS DENTIST IS:
Unpleasant ____  ____  ____  ____  ____  Pleasant
Nice ____  ____  ____  ____  ____  Awful
Good ____  ____  ____  ____  ____  Bad
Unlikeable ____  ____  ____  ____  ____  Likeable
Friendly ____  ____  ____  ____  ____  Unfriendly
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VI. Would you return to this dentist in the future? Place an 'X' in the 
box that best represents your opinion.
Almost Very
Certain Unlikely
How likely would you be to return to
this dentist for a similar problem?.. ____  ____  ____  ____  ____
The chances of me returning to this 
dentist for anything are..........
How likely are you to return to this 
dentist for other dental services?...
The probability that I would return 
to this dentist again is..........
There is no way I would come to this dentist for this type of problem 
again.
Strongly Strongly
Agree ____  ____  ____  ____  ____  Disagree
VII. How well do you think things 
dentist. Think about the dental 
question below. Place an 'X' in the 
for each question.
The amount of time I had to 
Very
Long ____  ___
were done during your visit to this 
visit you just saw and answer the 
box that best represents your answer
sit in the waiting room was:
Very
Short
I would say the dentist did:
A very A very
poor job ____  ____  ____  ____  ____  good job
The dentist communicated with me very well:
Strongly Strongly
Disagree _______________________          Agree
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Vllb. Again, we would like to know how well you think things were done 
during your dental visit. Place an 'X' in the box that best reflects 
your choice of an answer for each question.
Strongly 
Disagree
The dental assistant did a
good job taking my X-rays.............  ....
The receptionist was prompt in 
preparing my bill and scheduling 
my next appt...................... .
I think the assistant did her 
job very well............... .
The dentist didn't show much concern 
for my problem.......................
The dentist was clear and specific 
about what he was doing to 
fix my tooth...................... .
VIII. While answering each of the following questions, please keep in 
mind your visit to the dentist's office. Place an 'X' in the box that
best represents your choice for an answer to each question.
Strongly Strongly
Agree Disagree
I expected the X-ray to take longer.... ____  ____  ____
The dental assistant was not as 
friendly as I expected........
I thought I would have to sit in
the waiting room longer than I did...
I thought the dentist would 
be more friendly..........
My dental visit took less 
time that I expected ...
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V U I b .  While answering each of the following questions, keep in mind the 
dental visit you have seen. Place an 'X' in the box that best represents 
your answer.
The performance of the dentist was:
Worse Than Better Than
I Expected ____  ____  ____  ____  ____  I Expected
The length of time it took me to pay my bill and 
set up my next appointment was:
Better Than Worse Than
I Expected ____  ____  ____  ____  ____  I Expected
The length of time I spent in the waiting room was:
Worse Than Better Than
I Expected ____  ____  ____  ____  ____  I Expected
The performance of the dental assistant was:
Better Than Worse Than
I Expected ____  ____  ____  ____  ____  I Expected
The ability of the dentist to communicate with me 
during my dental visit was:
Worse Than Better Than
I Expected ____  ____  ____  ____  ____  I Expected
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IX. We would like to know if you care about or are interested in the 
dental insurance the dentist told you about. Place an 'X' in the box 
that best reflects your opinion for each question.
How concerned are you with the dental insurance the dentist 
talked about during your visit?
Not Concerned ____          Extremely Concerned
How much do you care that the dentist told you about the dental 
insurance during your visit?
Care a Great Deal Don't Care at All
Does the dental insurance that the dentist spoke of during your 
visit interest you at all?
Doesn't Interest Interest Me a
Me at All     Great Deal
X. How personal or specific to you do you feel the offer of dental
insurance by the dentist was? In other words, do you think the dentist
offered you the insurance because of your own personal circumstances or 
do you think he offers it to everyone? Place an 'X' in the box that best 
reflects your choice for each question.
Strongly Strongly
Disagree Agree
The dentist would not have talked 
about the insurance with
another patient........................  ....  ....
No matter who you are, the dentist 
will tell you about the 
dental insurance......................
The dentist informed me about 
the dental insurance due 
to my own particular case...........
The dentist tells everybody about the 
dental insurance......................
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XI. We would now like to know how well the sequence of events you 
encountered during your dental visit matched what you expected to happen. 
Place an 'X' in the box that best represents your choice of an answer.
Did the sequence of events you saw in the video match exactly 
what you thought would happen?
Didn't Match Matched
at All           Exactly
My expectation of what would happen and when during the dental visit 
was matched perfectly by the sequence of events in the video tape.
Strongly Strongly
Agree ____          Disagree
XII. Now we would like to know how you feel about the dentist offering 
you dental insurance during your visit. Simply place an 'X' in the box 
that best represents your answer.
Do you feel that the offering of the dental insurance by the dentist 
during your visit was a good or a bad thing?
A Bad A Good
Thing ____  ____  ____  ____  ____  Thing
I think the dentist was trying to help me by letting me know about the 
dental insurance plan.
Strongly Strongly
Agree ____          Disagree
Most of the dentists I have had in the past talked to me 
about dental insurance plans.
Strongly Strongly
Disagree ____  ____  ____  ____  ____  Agree
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XIII. We would like to know how you feel about this dental visit. Think 
about the visit you watched on the video tape and answer the questions 




This dental visit made me anxious.......
I just can't stop thinking about this 
dental visit..........................
This trip to the dentist was 
nothing to worry about....
This dentist really bothered me
XIV. Please complete the following questions to allow us to more 
completely analyze your answers to the questions above. Remember, your 
answers will remain completely confidential. Place an 'X' in the box that
most accurately answers each question.
Sex: Male ____  Female ____
Age: Under 21 ____  21-25 Yrs. ____  26-30 Yrs. ___
31-45 Yrs. ____  46-60 Yrs. ____  Over 60 Yrs.
Do you usually have your teeth cleaned
every six months?  Yes   No
Have you ever had a cavity?.................. Yes   No
If so, have you had 4 or more cavities?.... Yes ______ No
Have you every had a root canal?............ Yes   No
THANK YOU VERY MUCH FOR PARTICIPATING IN THIS SURVEY. YOUR ASSISTANCE 




A g re e
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DENTAL CONSUMER SURVEY
The LSU Department of Marketing is conducting a survey of consumers about 
their interaction with dentist. Please read all instructions that appear 
on your screen. You will be asked to watch a video at one point in the 
survey. Watch the video carefully, you will be asked questions later in 
the survey. All your answers will remain confidential. Thank you for 
your time and cooperation.
The session administrator will tell you your seat and session number. 
Please enter these numbers below.
SEAT NUMBER:
SESSION NUMBER:
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After you have watched the video tape we will ask you some questions. 
Our questions will appear on your computer screen. Answer each question 
by typing an "X" in the box of your choice. Then press return. If you 
want to change your answer, use the "<— ” or "— >" key to move to your 
new choice and type an ”X". When you finish a screen, press of the ”F1” 
key on the top row of the keyboard. The next screen of questions will 
appear and you can continue. If, you want to stop at any time, press 
"ESC" to terminate the program. Be sure you are finished with a screen 
of questions before you press FI because you cannot return to a previous 
screen once you complete it.
PLEASE IMAGINE THAT YOU ARE THE PATIENT SHOWN IN THE VIDEO. YOU HAVE A 
TOOTH THAT IS HURTING AND HAVE COME TO THIS DENTIST TO HAVE IT EXAMINED. 
TAKE A MINUTE AND IMAGINE YOURSELF IN THE PLACE OF THE PATIENT IN THE 
VIDEO TAPE. THINK ABOUT HOW YOU WOULD FEEL AS YOU WATCH THE DENTAL VISIT 
UNFOLD.
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The list below is a typical sequence of events that occurs when someone 
visits the dentist with a tooth that hurts. Please read the list 
carefully. You will be asked some questions about this list later in the 
survey.
a. Sign-in at receptionist's desk
b. Wait in waiting room
c. Read a magazine
d. Dental assistant calls your name
e. You are taken back to a room
f. You sit in the dental chair
g. The assistant takes X-rays
h. The dentist comes in and ask about your problem
i. Dentist looks at your teeth
j . Dentist and assistant perform procedure
k. You leave the room and approach receptionist's desk
1. You pay your bill
m. You make a follow-up appointment, if necessary
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I. Now, we would like to ask about your feeling toward dentist in 
general,not just one specific dentist, but dentists as a whole. For each 
adjective pair listed below, please place an 'X' in the space that best 
represents how you feel about dentist in general.
IN GENERAL, I THINK DENTISTS ARE:
GOOD ____  ____  ____  ____  ____  BAD
LIKEABLE ____          UNLIKEABLE
UNPLEASANT ____  ____  ____  ____  ____  PLEASANT
AWFUL ____  ____  ____  ____  ____  NICE
FRIENDLY UNFRIENDLY
II. We would now like to know how likely you think it is that each of 
the following events would occur during your dental visit for a tooth 
that hurts. Please place an 'X' in the box that best shows how you feel. 
Be sure you provide an answer for each event.
Very Almost
Unlikely Certain
the assistant takes X-rays.........  .... ................
you take your shoes off............. ....
you sit in the waiting room........  ....  ....
the dentist comes in and asks
about your problem..............  ....
you sign-in with the receptionist... ____  ____
you take a nap in the waiting room.. ____  ____
the dentist looks at your teeth  ....  ....
you sit down in the dentist's chair. ____  ____
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AT THIS POINT WE WOULD LIKE TO STOP AND ASK YOU TO READ THE INFORMATION 
ON THE SHEET OF PAPER BESIDE YOUR COMPUTER. BE SURE YOUR SEAT NUMBER AND 
SESSION NUMBER ARE RECORDED ON THE PAPER. READ AND FOLLOW THE 
INSTRUCTIONS CAREFULLY. AFTER COMPLETING THE INSTRUCTIONS, YOU MAY 
CONTINUE WITH THE SURVEY QUESTIONS BY PRESSING THE FI KEY TO ADVANCE TO 
THE NEXT PAGE.
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III. The following questions will help us analyze your answers more
accurately. We are interested in how you prefer to handle new
information. For each of the items below, place an 'X' in the box that
best represents your opinion.
Strongly Strongly
Disagree Agree
I would prefer complex to simple problems... ____  ____  ____  ____  ____
I don't like to have the responsibility of 
handling a situation that requires a 
lot of thinking.............................
Thinking is not my idea of fun
I really enjoy a task that involves coming 
up with new solutions to problems.........
lib. We would now like to know how likely you think it is that each of
the following events would occur during your dental visit for a tooth
that hurts. Please place an 'X' in the box that best shows how you foci.
Be sure you provide an answer for each event.
Very Almost
Unlikely Certain
the assistant calls your name.......  ....  ....  ....  ....
you pay the receptionist
make a follow-up appointment
the dentist and dental assistant
perform the needed procedure...
you are taken back to a room
you read a magazine while waiting...
you leave the room and go to the 
receptionist's desk........
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Illb. Again, we are interested in how you prefer to handle new




I would rather do something that 
requires little thought than 
something that is sure to challenge
my thinking abilities....................  ....  ....  ....
I try to anticipate and avoid
situations where there is a likely 
chance I will have to think in 
depth about something..............
The idea of relying on thought 
to make my way to the top 
does not appeal to m e .......
I only think as hard as I have to
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YOU WILL NOW BE SHOWN A VIDEO TAPE OF A VISIT TO THE DENTIST. PLEASE 
IMAGINE YOU ARE THE PATIENT AND THAT YOU HAVE COME TO THE DENTIST FOR 
HELP WITH A TOOTH THAT IS HURTING YOU. PLEASE PAY CLOSE ATTENTION TO THE 
VIDEO TAPE. YOU WILL BE ASKED TO ANSWER QUESTIONS ABOUT THIS VIDEO LATER 
IN THE SURVEY.
AFTER YOU WATCH THE VIDEO, HIT FI TO MOVE TO THE NEXT SCREEN.
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IV. Now we would like to know how you felt about your dental visit you
have just seen on the tape. Place an 'X' in the box that best represents
your opinion for each question below.
Extremely Very
Dissatisfied Satisfied
How satisfied are you with the dental
assistant present during your visit?. ____  ____  ____  ____  ____
How satisfied are you with the dentist 
you saw during your visit?............
Overall, I am satisfied with my visit to the dentist.
Strongly Strongly
Agree ____          Disagree
Did anything happen during your dental visit
that you did not expect to happen ...............  Yes   lb
IVb. Again, we would like to know your feelings concerning your dental 
visit you just viewed on the videotape. Place an 'X' in the box that 
best represents your answer.
Delighted Terrible
Considering only the dentist you 
saw during your visit, how do
you feel about him?.....................  ....  ....  ....  ....  ....
Please rate your dental visit 
as a whole: "I feel........
How do you feel about the dentist 
scolding you during your visit?
Considering only the dental assistant you saw 
during your visit, hew do you feel 
about the assistant?....................
Overall, how do you feel about your 
visit to the dentist?.............
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V. We would now like to know how your thoughts about the dentist you saw
in the video. Place an 'X' in the box that best represents your answer.
Strongly Strongly
Agree Disagree
I like this dentist......................
This dentist is not a very nice person.
This dentist is really friendly........
I don't like this dentist at al] . ......
Vb. Again, we would like to know what you thought about the dentist you 
saw in the video tape of your office visit. Place an 'X' in the box that 
best represents your opinion about each adjective pair.
I THINK THIS DENTIST IS:
Unpleasant ____  ____  ____  ____  ____  Pleasant
Nice ____  ____  ____  ____  ____  Awful
Good ____  ____  ____  ____  Bad
Unlikeable ____  ____  ____  ____  ____  Likeable
Friendly ____  Unfriendly
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VI. Would you return to this dentist in the future? Place an 'X' in the 
box that best represents your opinion.
Almost Very
Certain Unlikely
How likely would you be to return to
this dentist for a similar problem?.. ____  ____  ____  ____  ____
The chances of me returning to this
dentist for anything are..............  ....  ....  ....  ....  ....
How likely are you to return to this 
dentist for other dental services?...
The probability that I would return 
to this dentist again is..........
There is no way I would come to this dentist for this type of problem 
again.
Strongly Strongly
Agree ____  ____  ____  ____  ____  Disagree
VII. How well do you think things were done during your visit to this 
dentist. Think about the dental visit you just saw and answer the 
question below. Place an 'X' in the box that best represents your answer 
for each question.
The amount of time I had to sit in the waiting room was:
Very Very
Long _______________________         Short
I would say the dentist did:
A very A very
poor job ____  good job
The dentist communicated with me very well:
Strongly Strongly
Disagree _______________________          Agree
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Vllb. Again, we would like to know how well you think things were done 
during your dental visit. Place an 'X' in the box that best reflects 
your choice of an answer for each question.
Strongly 
Disagree
The dental assistant did a
good job taking my X-rays............. ....
The receptionist was prompt in 
preparing my bill and scheduling 
my next appt.......................
I think the assistant did her 
job very well............... .
The dentist didn't shew much concern 
for my problem...................... .
The dentist was clear and specific 
about what he was doing to 
fix my tooth...................... .
VIII. While answering each of the following questions, please keep in 
mind your visit to the dentist's office. Place an 'X' in the box that 
best represents your choice for an answer to each question.
Strongly 
Agree
I expected the X-ray to take longer.... ____  ____
The dental assistant was not as 
friendly as I expected........
I thought I would have to sit in
the waiting room longer than I did.. .
I thought the dentist would 
be more friendly..........
My dental visit took less 
time that I expected .. .
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Vlllb. While answering each of the following questions, keep in mind the 
dental visit you have seen. Place an 'X' in the box that best represents 
your answer.
The performance of the dentist was:
Worse Than Better Than
1 Expected ____  ____  ____  ____  ____  I Expected
The length of time it took me to pay my bill and 
set up my next appointment was:
Better Than Worse Than
I Expected ____  ____  ____  ____  ____  I Expected
The length of time I spent in the waiting room was:
Worse Than Better Than
I Expected ____  ____  ____  ____  ____  I Expected
The performance of the dental assistant was:
Better Than Worse Than
I Expected ____  ____  ____  ____  ____  I Expected
The ability of the dentist to communicate with me 
during my dental visit was:
Worse Than Better Than
I Expected ____  ____  ____  ____  ____  I Expected
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IX. We would like to know if you care about or are interested in the
scolding the dentist gave you. Place an 'X' in the box that best
reflects your opinion for each question.
How concerned are you with the scolding the dentist 
gave you during your visit?
Not Concerned ____  ____  ____  ____  ____  Extremely Concerned
How much do you care that the dentist scolded you 
during your visit?
Care a Great Deal Don't Care at All
Does the scolding the dentist gave you during your 
visit interest you at all?
Doesn't Interest Interest Me a
Me at All Great Deal
X. How personal or specific to you do you feel the scolding by the 
dentist was? In other words, do you think the dentist scolded you 
because of your own personal circumstances or do you think he scold




The dentist would not have scolded
another patient........................  ....  ....
No matter who you are, the dentist 
will scold you about the your 
dental hygiene.....................
The dentist scolded me due
to my own particular case........
The dentist scolds everybody about 
their dental hygiene..............
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XI. We would now like to know how well the sequence of events you 
encountered during your dental visit matched what you expected to happen. 
Place an 'X' in the box that best represents your choice of an answer.
Did the sequence of events you saw in the video match exactly 
what you thought would happen?
Didn't Match Matched
at All           Exactly
My expectation of what would happen and when during the dental visit 
was matched perfectly by the sequence of events in the video tape.
Strongly Strongly
Agree ____          Disagree
XII. Now we would like to know how you feel about the dentist scolding 
you during your visit. Simply place an 'X' in the box that best 
represents your answer.
Do you feel that the scolding by the dentist during your 
visit was a good or a bad thing?
A Bad A Good
T h i n g  ____  ____  ____  ____  Thing
I think the dentist was trying to help me by scolding me 
about my dental hygiene.
Strongly Strongly
Agree ____          Disagree
Most of the dentists I have had in the past have scolded 
me about my dental hygiene.
Strongly Strongly
Disagree ____  ____  ____  ____  ____  Agree
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XIII. We would like to know how you feel about this dental visit. Think 
about the visit you watched on the video tape and answer the questions 




This dental visit made me anxious.......
I just can't stop thinking about this 
dental visit..........................
This trip to the dentist was 
nothing to worry about....
This dentist really bothered me
XIV. Please complete the following questions to allow us to more 
completely analyze your answers to the questions above. Remember, your 
answers will remain completely confidential. Place an 'X' in the box that
most accurately answers each question.
Sex: Male ____  Female ____
Age: Under 21 ____  21-25 Yrs. ____  26-30 Yrs. ___
31-45 Yrs. ___  46-60 Yrs. ____  Over 60 Yrs.
Do you usually have your teeth cleaned
every six months?  Yes   No
Have you ever had a cavity?.................. Yes   No
If so, have you had 4 or more cavities?.... Yes ______ No
Have you every had a root canal?............ Yes   No
THANK YOU VERY MUCH FOR PARTICIPATING IN THIS SURVEY. YOUR ASSISTANCE 
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DENTAL CONSUMER SURVEY
The LSU Department of Marketing is conducting a survey of consumers about 
their interaction with dentist. Please read all instructions that appear 
on your screen. You will be asked to watch a video at one point in the 
survey. Watch the video carefully, you will be asked questions later in 
the survey. All your answers will remain confidential. Thank you for 
your time and cooperation.
The session administrator will tell you your seat and session number. 
Please enter these numbers below.
SEAT NUMBER:
SESSION NUMBER:
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After you have watched the video tape we will ask you some questions. 
Our questions will appear on your computer screen. Answer each question 
by typing an "X" in the box of your choice. Then press return. If you 
want to change your answer, use the "<— " or "— >" key to move to your 
new choice and type an "X". When you finish a screen, press of the "FI” 
key on the top row of the keyboard. The next screen of questions will 
appear and you can continue. If, you want to stop at any time, press 
"ESC" to terminate the program. Be sure you are finished with a screen 
of questions before you press FI because you cannot return to a previous 
screen once you complete it.
PLEASE IMAGINE THAT YOU ARE THE PATIENT SHOWN IN THE VIDEO. YOU HAVE A 
TOOTH THAT IS HURTING AND HAVE COME TO THIS DENTIST TO HAVE IT EXAMINED. 
TAKE A MINUTE AND IMAGINE YOURSELF IN THE PLACE OF THE PATIENT IN THE 
VIDEO TAPE. THINK ABOUT HOW YOU WOULD FEEL AS YOU WATCH THE DENTAL VISIT 
UNFOLD.
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The list below is a typical sequence of events that occurs when someone 
visits the dentist with a tooth that hurts. Please read the list 
carefully. You will be asked some questions about this list later in the 
survey.
a. Sign-in at receptionist's desk
b. Wait in waiting room
c. Read a magazine
d. Dental assistant calls your name
e. You are taken back to a room
f. You sit in the dental chair
g. The assistant takes X-rays
h. The dentist comes in and ask about your problem
i. Dentist looks at your teeth
j. Dentist and assistant perform procedure
k. You leave the room and approach receptionist's desk
1. You pay your bill
m. You make a follow-up appointment, if necessary
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I. Now, we would like to ask about your feeling toward dentist in 
general,not just one specific dentist, but dentists as a whole. For each 
adjective pair listed below, please place an 'X' in the space that best 
represents how you feel about dentist in general.
IN GENERAL, I THINK DENTISTS ARE:
GOOD ____  ____  ____
LIKEABLE ____  ____  ____
UNPLEASANT ____  ____  ____







II. We would now like to know how likely you think it is that each of
the following events would occur during your dental visit for a tooth
that hurts. Please place an 'X' in the box that best shows how you feel.
Be sure you provide an answer for each event.
Very Almost
Unlikely Certain
the assistant takes X-rays.........  ....  ....  ....
you take your shoes off.............
you sit in the waiting room........  ....  ....  ....
the dentist comes in and asks
about your problem..............  ....  ....  ....  ....
you sign-in with the receptionist... ____  ____  ____
you take a nap in the waiting room..___ ____  ____  ____
the dentist looks at your teeth  ....  ....  ....
you sit down in the dentist's chair. ____  ____  ____
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AT THIS POINT WE WOULD LIKE TO STOP AND ASK YOU TO READ THE INFORMATION 
ON THE SHEET OF PAPER BESIDE YOUR COMPUTER. BE SURE YOUR SEAT NUMBER AND 
SESSION NUMBER ARE RECORDED ON THE PAPER. READ AND FOLLOW THE 
INSTRUCTIONS CAREFULLY. AFTER COMPLETING THE INSTRUCTIONS, YOU MAY 
CONTINUE WITH THE SURVEY QUESTIONS BY PRESSING THE FI KEY TO ADVANCE TO 
THE NEXT PAGE.
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III. The following questions will help us analyze your answers more
accurately. We are interested in how you prefer to handle new
information. For each of the items below, place an 'X' in the box that
best represents your opinion.
Strongly Strongly
Disagree Agree
I would prefer complex to simple problems... ____  ____  ____  ____  ____
I don't like to have the responsibility of 
handling a situation that requires a 
lot of thinking.............................
Thinking is not my idea of fun
I really enjoy a task that involves coming 
up with new solutions to problems.........
lib. We would now like to know how likely you think it is that each of
the following events would occur during your dental visit for a tooth
that hurts. Please place an 'X' in the box that best shows how you feel.
Be sure you provide an answer for each event.
Very Almost
Unlikely Certain
the assistant calls your name.......  ....  ....  ....
you pay the receptionist
make a follow-up appointment
the dentist and dental assistant
perform the needed procedure...
you are taken back to a room
you read a magazine while waiting...
you leave the room and go to the 
receptionist's desk........
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Illb. Again, we are interested in how you prefer to handle new




I would rather do something that 
requires little thought than 
something that is sure to challenge 
my thinking abilities....................
I try to anticipate and avoid
situations where there is a likely 
chance I will have to think in 
depth about something..............
The idea of relying on thought 
to make my way to the top 
does not appeal to m e .......
I only think as hard as I have to
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YOU WILL NOW BE SHOWN A VIDEO TAPE OF A VISIT TO THE DENTIST. PLEASE 
IMAGINE YOU ARE THE PATIENT AND THAT YOU HAVE COME TO THE DENTIST FOR 
HELP WITH A TOOTH THAT IS HURTING YOU. PLEASE PAY CLOSE ATTENTION TO THE 
VIDEO TAPE. YOU WILL BE ASKED TO ANSWER QUESTIONS ABOUT THIS VIDEO LATER 
IN THE SURVEY.
AFTER YOU WATCH THE VIDEO, HIT FI TO MOVE TO THE NEXT SCREEN.
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IV. Now we would like to know how you felt about your dental visit you 
have just seen on the tape. Place an 'X' in the box that best represents 
your opinion for each question below.
Extremely Very
Dissatisfied Satisfied
How satisfied are you with the dental
assistant present during your visit?. ____  ____  ____
How satisfied are you with the dentist 
you saw during your visit?............
Overall, I am satisfied with my visit to the dentist.
Strongly Strongly
Agree ____          Disagree
Did anything happen during your dental visit
that you did not expect to happen ...............  Yes   lb
IVb. Again, we would like to know your feelings concerning your dental 
visit you just viewed on the videotape. Place an 'X' in the box that 
best represents your answer.
Delighted Terrible
Considering only the dentist you 
saw during your visit, how do 
you feel about him?.....................  ....
Please rate your dental visit 
as a whole: "I feel........
Considering only the dental assistant you saw 
during your visit, how do you feel 
about the assistant?....................
Overall, how do you feel about your 
visit to the dentist?.............
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V. We would now like to know how your thoughts about the dentist you saw
in the video. Place an 'X' in the box that best represents your answer.
Strongly Strongly
Agree Disagree
I like this dentist......................
This dentist is not a very nice person. ____  ____  ____  ____
This dentist is really friendly........  ....  ....  ....  ....
I don't like this dentist at all.......
Vb. Again, we would like to know what you thought about the dentist you 
saw in the video tape of your office visit. Place an 'X' in the box that 
best represents your opinion about each adjective pair.
I THINK THIS DENTIST IS:
Unpleasant ____  ____  ____  ____  ____  Pleasant
Nice ____  ____  ____  ____  ____  Awful
Good ____________    _ _______  ___  Bad
Unlikeable ____  ____  ____  ____  Likeable
Friendly ____  ____  ____  ____  ____  Unfriendly
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VI. Would you return to this dentist in the future? Place an 'X' in the 
box that best represents your opinion.
Almost Very
Certain Unlikely
How likely would you be to return to
this dentist for a similar problem?.. ____  ____  ____  ____  ____
The chances of me returning to this 
dentist for anything are..........
How likely are you to return to this 
dentist for other dental services?...
The probability that I would return 
to this dentist again is..........
There is no way I would come to this dentist for this type of problem 
again.
Strongly Strongly
Agree ____  ____  ____  ____  ____  Disagree
VII. How well do you think things were done during your visit to this 
dentist. Think about the dental visit you just saw and answer the 
question below. Place an 'X' in the box that best represents your answer 
for each question.
The amount of time I had to sit in the waiting room was:
Very Very
Long _______________________         Short
I would say the dentist did:
A very A very
poor job ____  ____  ____  ____  ____  good job
The dentist communicated with me very well:
Strongly Strongly
Disagree _______________________          Agree
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Vllb. Again, we would like to know how well you think things were done 
during your dental visit. Place an 'X' in the box that best reflects 
your choice of an answer for each question.
Strongly 
Disagree
The dental assistant did a
good job taking my X-rays............. ....
The receptionist was prompt in 
preparing my bill and scheduling 
my next appt...................... .
I think the assistant did her 
job very well................
The dentist didn't show much concern 
for my problem...................... .
The dentist was clear and specific 
about what he was doing to 
fix my tooth...................... .
VIII. While answering each of the following questions, please keep in
mind your visit to the dentist's office. Place an 'X' in the box that
best represents your choice for an answer to each question.
Strongly Strongly
Agree Disagree
I expected the X-ray to take longer.... ____  ____  ____  ____  ____
The dental assistant was not as 
friendly as I expected........
I thought I would have to sit in
the waiting room longer than I did...
I thought the dentist would 
be more friendly..........
My dental visit took less 
time that I expected . . .
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Vlllb. While answering each of the following questions, keep in mind the 
dental visit you have seen. Place an 'X' in the box that best represents 
your answer.
The performance of the dentist was:
Worse Than Better Than
I Expected ____  ____  ____  ____  ____  I Expected
The length of time it took me to pay my bill and 
set up my next appointment was:
Better Than Worse Than
I Expected ____  ____  ____  ____  ____  I Expected
The length of time I spent in the waiting room was:
Worse Than Better Than
I Expected ____  ____  ____  ____  ____  I Expected
The performance of the dental assistant was:
Better Than Worse Than
I Expected ____  ____  ____  ____  ____  I Expected
The ability of the dentist to communicate with me 
during my dental visit was:
Worse Than Better Than
I Expected ____  ____  ____  ____  ____  I Expected
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IX. We would now like to know how well the sequence of events you 
encountered during your dental visit matched what you expected to happen. 
Place an 'X' in the box that best represents your choice of an answer.
Did the sequence of events you saw in the video match exactly 
what you thought would happen?
Didn't Match Matched
at All           Exactly
My expectation of what would happen and when during the dental visit 
was matched perfectly by the sequence of events in the video tape.
Strongly Strongly
Agree           Disagree
X. We would like to know how you feel about this dental visit. Think 
about the visit you watched on the video tape and answer the questions 




This dental visit made me anxious.......
I just can't stop thinking about this 
dental visit...........................
This trip to the dentist was
nothing to worry about...............
This dentist really bothered m e .......
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XI. Please complete the following questions to allow us to more 
completely analyze your answers to the questions above. Remember, your 
answers will remain completely confidential. Place an 'X' in the box that
most accurately answers each question.
Sex: Male ____  Female ____
Age: Under 21 ____  21-25 Yrs. ____  26-30 Yrs. ___
31-45 Yrs. ____  46-60 Yrs. ____  Over 60 Yrs.
Do you usually have your teeth cleaned
every six months?...........................  Yes   No
Have you ever had a cavity?.................. Yes   No
If sc, have you had 4 or more cavities?.... Yes ______ No
Have you every had a root canal?............ Yes   No
THANK YOU VERY MUCH FOR PARTICIPATING IN THIS SURVEY. YOUR ASSISTANCE 
AND COOPERATION IS APPRECIATED. THE ADMINISTRATOR WILL NOW CONCLUDE THE 
SURVEY.
THANK YOU AGAIN.
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